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MENGE GARDENS
Maenge Relationship to Domesticates
Domesticates play a central part both in Maenge 
everyday and ritual life. Maenge relationship to this category 
of plants is analysed through their horticultural techniques 
( Chapter II) , their systems of classification and appellation 
( Chapter III), their utilizations! Chapter IV) and finally 
through myths and rites( Chapter V). Thus one has to borrow 
methods of interpretation from recent work on shifting cultivation, 
in ethnoscience and the analysis of myths.
The traditional mixed taro gardens display a hierarchy 
of places ia. which correlates with a hierarchy of cultigens and 
cultivars.lt is not the introduction of new tools but of new 
staples! sweet potato and Chinese taro ) which has modified the 
traditional system as these are grown in fields rather than in 
gardens and are represented by fewer and fewer cultivars! one for 
Chinese taro, I0~i2 for sweet potato as against 130-^00 for taro). 
Cash-cropping induces a change in the same direction when a 
highly individualized attitude towards trees is replaced by a 
uniform treatment! Chapter II).
Gardening techniques as well as the systems of classifica^ 
tion and appellation emphasize the importance of the notion of 
cultivar in Maenge eyes. While the taxonomy of domesticates is 
relativley shallow! the same applies to xxidxpisiHix^ the rest of 
the flora) keys are built by taking into account minute differences 
between cultivars as is shown with reference to taro and cordyline. 
Names often unde^Tine a characteristic feature of the plant. As 
men may receive names of taro cultivars or give their own names 
to cultivated trees the boundaries between nature and culture here 
are suppressed : domesticates appear as part of man' s culture , 
a point made even clearer by the attribution of a soul to cultigens
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since this soul endows them wi&£ powers similar to those of men : 
ability of feeling,freedom of action.( chapter III and v)
Categories central to Maenge thinking, such as those of hot 
and cold,of the rotten, are discussed( chapter IV and V). The 
distinction betwean the hot and cold catgories is fundamental for 
an undeEBtanding of Maenge medecine and gardening rites: a number of 
plants are classified within the one or the other category and it is 
mainly by reference to this contrast set that specialists explain 
the way theyfcleal either with the body of a sick patient or with 
the taro plant during its maturation cycle.
The category of the rotten is essential for a population 
of gardeners who fully recognize the part played by rotten matter 
in rebuilding the topsoil during the fallow period. As a necessary 
constituent of the soil at the same time as it is associated 
with dirt this rotten matter reveals itself as ambiguous . This 
ambiguity is partly solved in a gardening rite by declaring that 
food itself, or rather its nutritive susbstance, is the excrement 
of a supernatural being. Hence one has to deal with the association 
of food and faeces and of substances classified as" dirty" which 
are, nevertheless, eaten or put into the mouth.
Wehn analysing a gardening rite( Chapter V) other categories 
important to Maenge thinking emerge :thus plants with a heavy, hard 
and lasting wood contrast with mucilaginous plants. The rite is 
analysed mainly from the point of view of the part played by 
plants in it. The analysis offers the opportunity of distinguishing 
between two different cases: when the plant carries only one 
meaning or when it carries several which mayjbe conflicting.I
Gardens, in the Maenge setting, thus appear not only as the 
reserve of food but as laboratories where experiments are ceaselessly 
going on as well as sanctuaries. Gardening provides not only 
social prestige but intellectual and aesthetic pleasures.
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INTRODUCTION
That plants play a large part in the life of 
primitive peoples does not need any further demonstration.
The point was underlined in early anthropoligical research 
(Fewkes 1896, Hough 1897, Barrow 1900, Robbins, Harrington 
and Freire 1916) and the bulk of information available 
since then has but confirmed the fact (cf. for instance 
Gilmore 1932, Elmore 1943, Whiting 1950, Vestal 1952).
With respect to the Maenge there is almost no situation 
where they can do without plants whether in ritual or 
secular life. Plants not only offer food, the raw 
material for technology and medicine, they are also the 
necessary intermediaries between this world and the other. 
Whether it be for cooking , courting or praying the Maenge 
resort to wild or cultivated species. This overwhelming 
Presence of plants in daily and ceremonial life testifies 
both to the dependence of the Maenge on their environment 
and to their ability to use it in the most various ways, 
an ability which rests primarily on their observation 
and knowledge of natural phenomena.
It is interesting to notice that the study of 
gathering and gardening techniques as well as "primitive 
science" have been the object of a systematic reappraisal 
during the last decades. Levi-Strauss , for instance, 
notes that collecting wild species requires as much skill 
as the practice of horticulture (Levi-Strauss 1950) while 
at the end of their study of Chimbu agriculture Brookfield 
and Brown conclude: "Many land-rotational systems employ
much more elaborate and advanced techniques of erosion, 
water and soil-nutrient control than some "permanent" systems 
A comparison of agricultural practices shows no single 
continuum or evolution from shifting to permanent agriculture 
(Brookfield and Brown 1963:166). The quotation sums up 
conveniently the findings of the authors as well as those 
of previous research workers (cf. for instance Freeman 1955, 
Conklin 1957, Frake 1955) .
2Primitive man is not only able to deal adequately 
with his environment; he may also be capable of rational 
thinking: "Primitive classifications are not only systematic
and built on solid knowledge; it also happens that from a 
formal point of view they can be compared to those still 
used by zoology and botany" (Levi-Strauss 1962 b:59). One 
should note that it was precisely the scientists such as 
Conklin and Frake, who were studying particular systems 
of shifting cultivation who also engaged in describing 
folk systems of classification (Conklin 1954, 1957, 1962,
Frake 1955, 1961).
The present study is devoted to an analysis of the 
relationship the Maenge have with their’ cultivated species. 
This ambition may recall Conklin's thesis and much of 
what follows has been influenced by his work as well as 
the work of anthropologists with a linguistic training 
or interest. In this context I have rather to mention 
a few names which will serve as landmarks than to review 
the growing literature of what has been conveniently 
described as ethnographic semantics (Colby 1966) . Apart 
from Conklin's various works I wish to mention those of 
Goodenough (1956) , Lounsbury (1956) as well as those of 
Bulmer (1967, 1968b, 1969) and, more recently, those of
Berlin and his associates (1968) .
Ths decision to limit the study to the question of 
cultivated species has been motivated in part by a problem 
of space, in part by methodological considerations. While 
in the field I made a collection of 500 specimens which 
is kept at the Lae Herbarium. It was made with the view 
of collecting information on the plants used in medicine, 
magic and various techniques as well as describing their 
taxonomy. While much information concerning wild species, 
particularly those used in medicine and magic, has found 
its way into this thesis it would be out of place to list 
the many uses wild species have in Maenge life. Further 
collecting is needed to give a precise account of their 
taxonomy. Only what is necessary for a comparison with 
the taxonomy of cultivated species will be noted here.
3Though wild species play a large part in various 
aspects of their life, Maenge attitude towards them differ 
sharply from those held in respect of cultivated species.
This is obvious in the case of cultigens. If wild species 
are used in rites, for instance, they are not themselves 
the object of any particular rite. Even though a soul 
is attributed to them they do not have the properties which 
make that of the cultigens so similar to that of man.
There is not, in the case of wild species, this strong 
identification of man with them, an identification which, 
in the case of cultivated species, has made possible the 
elaboration of complex gardening rites.
If, in the study of shifting cultivation and folk 
classifications I have been influenced by the pioneer 
work in ethnographic semantics, in the study of rites 
and myths I have been mostly influenced by Levi-Strauss1 
work. Whatever the shortcomings of his type of analysis 
(cf. on this point Leach 1967, Bulmer 1970) he offers 
tools which, if used critically, allow a more precise 
understanding of myths and rites. When discussing Maenge 
magic and medicine one has to resort to such contrasts as 
hot/cold, wet/dry etc. Such concepts as those of metaphor 
or metonymy are basic in the analysis of myths (cf. for 
instance Levi-Strauss 1964, Sebag 1970).
When trying to describe the "complete vision" a 
primitive people has of its plans (Barrau n.d. :104) , in 
this case of cultivated plants, one cannot be satisfied 
by a mere description of techniques or of systems of 
classifications. One has also to deal with rites and 
myths which alone can reveal the symbolic importance 
Plants may have. It is, maybe, this seeking for totality 
which will be disquieting for the reader. This work is 
not solely devoted to a description of shifting cultivation, 
as it is practised by the Maenge, nor to an analysis of 
gardening rituals. I rather try to assess, by a number of 
different approaches, the importance of cultivated plants in 
Maenge life. The various chapters are thus conceived of as 
steps on a ladder which goes from the more material reality, 
that of gardening techniques to a more immaterial one, that 
of myths and rites.
4In the first chapter I give some general background 
information on Maenge environment and society-. I then 
proceed to a description of the main characteristics 
of shifting cultivation, as it is practised by the Maenge, 
This inquiry allows us to perceive the distinction the 
Maenge make between their various cultigens as well as 
between taro and cordyline cultivars. This distinction 
is taken up again in chapter 3 where I deal with the 
Maenge taxonomy of cultivated plants as well as with 
the attributes used to identify taro and cordyline 
cultivars. The exchange of names between man and his 
plants shows an identification between the one and the 
other, a theme which is developed in chapter 5. In 
chapter 4 I assess the various importance of cultivated 
plants in Maenge diet, costume, medicine and magic.
In chapter 5 I deal with the gardening rites and the 
myths which evolve around cultivated plants.
When discussing these various levels, technology, 
systems of classification and appellation, myths and 
rites, I purport to show that the technological level 
cannot be conceived of as an amorphous reality but that 
it is permeated with meaning (cf. on this point Sebag 
1964:169-171). A study of Maenge technology alone would 
reveal the hierarchical position of cultigens and 
cultivars, the fact that plants are treated individually 
which is the basis for the elaboration of the rites. In 
this perspective one cannot contrast the various levels 
but rather seek to perceive the unity that binds them 
together.
Much of what follows falls within the scope of what 
is called ethno-botany, understood in its widest meaning. 
Though agriculture has been long present in New Guinea 
(Bulmer and Bulmer 1964 , S. Bulmer 1967, Golson et alii 
1967) and some cultigens may have originated there 
(Warner 1962, Simmonds 1968, Wheeler 1969) ethno-botanica1 
research has not been carried out systematically in New 
Guinea. Despite the early works of Malinowski (1935), 
Fortune (1932) and Williams (1928) the literature on 
Melanesian horticulture has been growing only since the 
last war. Malinowski did underline the many functions
5gardens play in Melanesian life, particularly their 
aesthetic functions (1935:9-10, 21, 80-81). The quantified
data he despaired of having began to become available 
after World War II (Hogbin 1951). Since then the various 
agricultural systems to be found in New Guinea have been 
the object of much research carried out mainly by 
agronomists, geographers or anthropologists with an 
ecological approach (Barrau 1958, 1965, Brookfield
and Brown 1963, Lea 1964, Serpenti 1965, Rappaport 
1967, Bowers 1968, Waddell 1968, Clarke 1970). While 
New Guinea systems of cultivation have thus become 
better understood it is mainly the Highland systems 
which have attracted the attention of research workers 
because of their more spectacular characteristics. One 
thus hopes that the study of Maenge shifting cultivation 
system will throw some light on the coastal systems which 
are, comparatively, less known.
If one turns to the other aspects of ethno-botany 
the situation is less bright than is the case with 
horticultural or agricultural practices. Despite the 
precise character of the early records concerning plant 
utilization (Miklouho-Maclay 1885, Warburg 1899) and 
the rare occurrence of botanic identifications in later 
works (Blackwood 1940, Fortune 1960) the usual habit 
among anthropologists has rather been to give the native 
name of the plant without caring to have it identified, 
thus preventing any useful comparisons. This has made 
impossible until now the building up of a body of 
information comparable to that compiled by Burkill (1966) 
m  the Malay Peninsula or that of Safford (1905) in Guam 
(cf. however Straatmans 1970). Thus with respect to the 
utilization of plants in daily or ceremonial life very 
little comparative data is available.
Ethno-science is developing in New Guinea. In 
ethno-botany as well as in ethno-zoo logy its progress is 
limited by the lack of adequate tools. Bulmer (1969) 
has underlined this fact with respect to ethno-zoology.
The anthropologist with an interest in botany has at his 
disposal the manuals published by the Lae Herbarium.
These unfortunately concern a limited number of families. 
Thus one has to resort to manuals designed for other 
areas such as Corner's "Wayside Trees of Malaya" (1952)
6
or Whitmore's "Guide to the Flora of the Solomon Islands" 
(1964)«, Of course the help one can receive at the Lae 
Herbarium is great and the method devised by Womersley to 
preserve specimens in methylated spirits alleviate the 
task in the field. Moreover one should note that in 
millenarist Melanesia ethno-botanical research provides 
an excellent way of approaching people while the richness 
of the field, in ethno-botany as well as in the other 
branches of ethno-science , is still immense (Bulmer 1968b, 
1969, Glick 1964, 1967, Franklin 1963, Lea 1966).
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The Maenge
The Maenge tribe lives in New Britain. It is a 
small group of about 5,000 persons who live in adjacent 
but distinct areas:
1. The Maenge proper are settled mainly around 
Jacquinot Bay and Waterfall Bay, The last village on 
the west is Lau (see map 1). It is difficult to set 
a precise eastern boundary to the Maenge area since 
Maenge villages are found in Wide Bay, interspersed 
with Baining and Sulka settlements. A Maenge village 
is even to be found at Mope, on the Gazelle Peninsula 
(M. Panoff 1969a)„ The word Maenge (and not Mengen)
derives from a verb meaning to swim and to bathe. It 
originally referred to that part of the tribe which 
lived in the coastal area around the western half of 
Jacquinot Bay. The word Maenge will be used here to 
refer to the whole tribe. The phrase coastal Maenge 
will refer to that part of the tribe which lives on the 
coast .
2. The Longueinga or so-called Bush-Mengen occupy 
a high valley at a distance of two day's walk from the 
south coast and one day from the north coast. They 
number about 1,500 persons.
The Maenge area has been divided by the Administration 
into three census divisions: the "East Mengen", "West
Mengen", and "Bush Mengen" (see map 1). Coinciding with 
these divisions there are some slight linguistic""" 
variations. There was also antagonism between the Maenge 
from Jacquinot Bay and those of Waterfall Bay though 
there was at the same time a feeling of linguistic unity 
throughout the tribe.
Maenge is an AN language. On the east it is 
surrounded by NAN languages, Ko 1 and Baining, while on 
the north and west the neighbours of the Maenge, the 
Nakanai and Mamusi, both speak AN languages. Chowning 
(1969) mostly on the basis of lexical evidence, has built 
a "Mengen family" which comprises three main groups, Maenge,
8Mamusi and Uvol (see map 2 ). The variations to be found 
within the Maenge area are mainly phonemic and lexical.
Thus initial t becomes s in a number of words in Matong 
while the Longueinga drop initial g in a number of words.
(Thus Malakuru tava becomes Matong sava , coastal gua 
Longueinga ua.) The word for fire is poi in Malakuru 
and sia in Matong. While these variations do not prevent 
people from understanding one another they are used to 
underline the origin of newcomers in villages recently 
founded.
I. Maenge Environment
I . 1. Geology, terrain and soils
The Bureau of Mineral Resources in Canberra sent in 
1969 a team of geologists to New Britain. One of them has 
let me have the first draft of the final report he is 
writing from which the following is extracted. (The full 
draft is given in Appendix 1 (Ryburn 1970) .
The geological evolution of New Britain appears to 
have started in the Locene with an episode of volcanism.
There are further episodes of volcanism in the Upper 
Oligocene and Lower Miocene (see map 3). In the Middle 
Miocene considerable thicknesses of reef limestone were 
deposited over much of the island and this is, in 
particular, the origin of the karst country which 
characterizes the Maenge area. Regional uplift occurred 
on the south coast and produced series of raised coral 
reefs. These are particularly visible in Jacquinot Bay.
Raised coral reefs appear also in Waterfall Bay. The 
Quaternary was marked by other volcanic episodes, limited 
to the east, the north and the west of the island. During 
this century a number of volcanoes have erupted in the 
Rabaul area and on the north coast (Ulawun, Lalobau and 
Pago) .
Ulawun (or Imvulu in Maenge, called the Father on maps) 
plays an important part in Maenge mythology. It erupted 
several times at the beginning of the century and again in 
1970. Ashes are found in the soil of the valley where the 
Longueinga live and their presence may explain why this part 
of the lime country is inhabited while so much of it is deserted.
9Everywhere the lime has been eroded and rivers have 
cut deep valleys in the mountains. On the coast villages 
are usually located at the mouth of rivers, either on 
narrow littoral plains which are nowhere more than a few 
miles wide or on hills rising just behind the beach.
Behind these littoral plains mountains rise up quickly 
forming a barrier a thousand to three thousand feet high 
on the horizon.
The plateau occupied by the Longueinga is at an 
altitude of about 3,500 feet. It is open to the North 
where the Father and the South Son are visible but it 
is bordered by mountains reaching between 4,000 and 5,000 
feet on the other sides.
Over much of the lime a layer of clays is to be found 
which is bare on village sites and paths. Drainage is good, 
despite the heavy rainfall, thanks to the calcareous nature 
of the rock beds. Soil samples have been collected in one 
of the coastal villages, Matong, and analysed in Canberra.
The analysis and the commentaries produced by Haantjens 
are given in Appendix 2. They show a predominance of clays 
and loam.
1.2, Rainfall and Temperature
The central part of the south coast of New Britain, 
and the Maenge area in particular, is one of the wettest 
parts of New Guinea (see map 4)'*'. The mean annual rainfall 
at Pomio for the period extending from 1957 to 1966 was 
230 inches. It can rise to 266.06 inches as in 1960. The 
wet season can start at any time between April and July.
It should be over by mid-September, though it sometimes 
happens that rain falls as heavily in September as in August. 
The wettest months are July and August with a mean of 
50.4 inches and 45.4 inches respectively. During the 
period 1957-1966 the highest record was 95 inches in August. 
In November, December, January and February rain falls to a 
few inches, the lowest record being for February with a 
rainfall of 5 inches.
1. The map and some of the figures are taken from Brookfield 
and Hart 1969, others come from the records kept at 
Pomio.
During the dry season rain tends to fall during short 
storms so that half or more of the monthly rainfall occurs 
in two or three days. During August and July rain falls 
every day, sometimes without interruption. Temperatures 
are lower during the wet season so that cold and wet are 
associated in Maenge thought and contrast with dry and hot.
There is a marked difference between day and night temperatures, 
the contrast being greater during the dry season.
The famine period used to take place, on the coast, 
during the dry months of January and February. It was due 
as much to the drought, which could desiccate the crops, as 
to the festivities held in December during which much of 
the mature crops was eaten. Recently food shortage has 
occurred at the end of the wet season as the taro crop 
rotted and not enough yams had been planted to be eaten 
during that period.
The Longueinga have two wet seasons as they share the 
climate of both the south and north coast. The rain begins 
there at the end of January and there is a short remission 
between the end of this first rainy season and the beginning 
of the next one. Temperature is lower on the coast which 
means a significant change in the vegetation cover.
1.3. Vegetation cover.
The vegetation cover of the Longueinga country differs 
markedly from that of the coastal area. Climax forest 
in the mountains is a mixed oak forest where Castanopsis 
a cum m a t  issima is the dominant species.'*' C. acuminat i s s ima 
begins to occur at an altitude of 2,500 feet but it does 
not flower there. As the Maenge put it the oak stopped 
bearing acorns when it saw the sea. The only report on 
the flora of New Britain was written by Loyd (1954) after he 
had joined the team of anthropologists who worked among the 
Lakalai under the direction of Goodenough. His report has 
been used for comparison as well as Robbins' studies of the 
mainland vegetation formations (1961).
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I.. For the sake of convenience, binomials are given in the 
text without the name of the authority. A list of all 
the trees quoted in the text is found in Appendix 3.
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1.3.1. Coastal area .
On the coastal area one finds five gross different 
formations: the beach vegetation, the mangrove forest,
the alluvial forest, the hill forest and the secondary 
growth which occurs on fallow lands. As this last 
category occurs as a result of man's work and must be 
described in terms of sub-categories it will be discussed 
more thoroughly in the next chapter together with the 
gardens, fields or coconut plantations which form such 
an important part of Maenge landscape. Needless to say 
that for the present purpose only the grosser categories 
are discussed.
The strand forest occupies but a small area on the 
crest of the beach ridge and is characterized by the 
presence of such species as: Terminalia catappa,
Calophyllum inophyllum, Barringtoma asiatica , Hibiscus
tiliaceus , Pandanus tectorius , Herrandia peltata, Pongamia
pinnata , Eugenia samarangense , Cordia subcordata, Cerbera
mangha s , Scaevola taccada, Excoecaria agallocha, Desmodium
umbel 1atum, Cycas rumphii , Cocos nucifera. Behind the beach 
where the sand is often bound by such vines as Vigna lutes , 
these trees or shrubs form a line which is about 30 feet 
high. At their feet one often finds such herbaceous plants 
a s C n n u m  macranthum,
The mangrove forest is dominated by a number of Bruguiera 
species (Bruguiera sp , Bruguiera sexangula) and of Rhizophora 
species (particularly Rhizophora stylosa) . Muddy shores are 
not frequent in the Maenge area and thus the areas covered 
with mangrove tend to be few. In Jacquinot Bay they occur 
mostly on the eastern part of the bay, around Pomio and Sali 
while in Waterfall Bay and along the coast from Cape Cunningham 
to Vairamana they are localized in the vicinity of rivers.
r
One should note here the absence of fresh-water swamps and of 
MetroxyIon species. The Maenge word for sago-palm is lamvia, 
a Nakanai word, and they know of sago-making through their 
northern neighbours.
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The alluvium forest is characterized by the presence 
of such species as Pometia pinnata , Eugenia malaccense , 
C a n a n u m  s c h l e c h t e m  , Gmelina moluccana , Amoora cucullata , 
Alston ia scholaris , Alstonia spectabilis , Caryota rumphii ,
Dy soxy 1 on s p r Agl a i a s p Cryptocar la s p , Aphanamixis , Int sia 
bij uga and many other species be longing to the Magnoliaceae , 
Apocynaceae , Leguminosae, Palmaceae , Ulmaceae, Stercu1iaceae , 
Anacarciaceae , Ebenaceae, Elaeocarpaceae , Lauraceae , 
Dichopetalaceae , Araliaceae , Annoaceae , Rubiaceae, Moraceae , 
Verbenaceae , Rhmanceae together with members of the 
Sapindaceae, Myrtaceae, Bursareaceae. This is a complex 
forest with five layers of trees, shrubs and ground species. 
The canopy layer is over 100 feet high. Many of the tall 
trees possess large buttresses. Palms are present in this 
forest (mostly Archontophoenix spa and Carvota rumphii) as 
well as rattans. Vines belong to the Liliaceae , Uncariaceae 
and Convolvulaceae. On the banks of rivers one finds such 
species as Octomeles Sumatra , C a e s a n a  clutiaefolia ,
Stemmnurus ammui and Eucalyptus deglupt.a of which there are 
large stands in Waterfall Bay and along the coast between 
Cape Cunningham and Vairamana.
The hill forest is slightly different from the a 1luvium 
forest. There appears such species as Homalium foetidum, 
Calopxhyllum soulattn while C a n a n u m  schlechter l i ,
Sterculia sp9 Pometia pinnata, Pterocarpus indicus remain 
important.
The secondary growth, where the forest has replaced 
the first wave of Gr amineae and various herbaceous plants is 
dominated by such species as Albizzia falcata, Macaranga 
aleur itoides, Mallotus ncinoides , Pipturus argenteus,
G 1 och id ion sp , Klemhova hospita, Leea macropus and another 
Leea sp, Trema o n e n t a l i s , Leucosyke capitellata, Decaspermum 
sp, One finds members of the Leguminosae , E o ph orbiaceae,
Urticac eae, Rutaceae, Anacardiaceae, Moraceae, Araliaceae , 
Combretaceae, Elaeocarpeaceae, Tiliaceae, Sterculiaceae ,
Me liaceae, Myr sinaceae, Myrtaceae, Pittosporaceae, Annonaceae, 
Gnetaceae. Vines belong to such families as Liliaceae , 
Piperace a e , Flagellanaceae , Urt icaceae , Convolvulaceae .
1 . 3 . 1 . Mount ain area,
Together with Castanopsis acuminatissima and a 
Nothofagus sp . one finds in the mountain forest such 
species as: C a n a n u m  cf. schlechterii , Gmelina moluccana,
Elmerillia papuana, Alstonia scholaris, Galbulima belgraevana. 
Apart from these families (Fagaceae , Bur seraceae, Verbenaceae) 
one finds members of the following families: Guttiferae ,
Sapindaceae , Rubiaceae, Ulmaceae, Flacourticaeae, Myrtaceae, 
Theaceae . A number of palms are also present. Vines belong 
mostly to the Uncariaceae and Apocylaceae.
The secondary vegetation is poor and relatively scanty 
when compared to that of the coast. It is dominated by 
Albizzia falcata and Prosopis insularum on hill tops and 
by Macaranga aleuntoides in humid depressions. Other 
species are: Macaranga cf. decipiens, Maoutia sp .,
Premna sp, , Evodia el leryiana , Endospermum formicarum; 
among the fig trees one finds: Ficus pungen s , F . itoana,
F, botryocarpa , F „ adenosperma. Families well represented
are the Leguminosae and Verbenaceae, the Urticaceae
Rut aceae , Ulmaceae , Syracaceae, Melastomaceae, Myristicaceae,
Piperaceae , Sterculiaceae, Malvaceae, Rosaceae, Moraceae,
Euphorbiaceae , So 1anaceae . The most frequent vines belong
to the Cucurbitaceae , Piperaceae, Convolvulaceae, Apocynaceae,
Liliaceae, Vitaceae,
Whether on the coast or in the mountains the forest 
offers a large number of different species which in modern 
times have been exploited commercially (such is the case 
of the stands of Eucalyptus deglupta in Waterfall Bay and 
in the Cape Cunningham area) but which traditionally offer 
a whole range of products: food, timber, thatching material,
fibers, fire-wood, wood for canoe or drum-making, for 
weapons, glue, dying products, fish-poison, remedies of all 
sorts. The forest has always been the reserve from which 
numerous goods were taken and it will remain so for a long 
t ime .
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11 . Social Organisation
The rule of descent, among the Maenge, is matrilineal. 
Maenge society is divided into two moieties, Mata e volau 
and Mata e s m a ,  the big moiety and the small one, which
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are exogamous, except among the Longueinga. These moieties 
have their counterparts among the Mamusi and the Tomoive .
They are characterized by different totems. In addition 
to regulating marriages they have ceremonial functions.
Clans, ma t a i n a (section of Mata) or kamana (branch 
or arm) are exogamous but not localized and would be 
described in Murdock's terminology (1949) as sibs. They 
bear individual names and have totems which are tabooed 
to the members of the clan. The spirits of the dead 
members of a clan gather in a specific abode from which 
the clan emerged in the past. Clans own specific mask 
designs, varieties of cultivated plants and magical formulae. 
These cannot be transmitted outside the clan save in 
special circumstances. Some clans have special powers over 
a certain class of phenomena. Thus the clans Laia and 
Pasigo, who are the servants of a chthoman deity, Malila, 
control thunderstorms, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.
Clan mates pay visits to one another even when living 
at a considerable distance, on the occasion of initiation 
rites, marriage ceremonies or bereavement. Clans are 
divided into sub-clans which come from the same place of 
emergence, share the same totem but separated to live 
in different villages. Since clans are dispersed it is 
the local segment of clans which play a part in village 
life.
Residence is bilocal with a preference for virilocality. 
Whichever of the spouses shifted it seldom meant more than 
a move to a neighbouring village. While the degree of 
virilocality or uxoncality varies according to historical 
or demographlca 1 accident the proportion of endogamous 
marriages is often a third, sometimes a half, of the total.
In the case of the village of Malakuru, for instance, 
endogamous marriages represent about a third of the total 
but the rated local endogamy becomes higher if one takes
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into account the origin of the spouses in the case of 
virilocal or uxonlocal marriages. All the spouses come 
from the nearby villages of Parole, Pigapuna and Ngavale, 
with the exception of one who came from the village of 
Malimali, located at a distance of a few miles from 
Malakuru In Matong endogamous marriages represent half 
of the total while the number of uxorilocal and virilocal 
unions is equal» Again, most of the spouses come from 
the nearby villages of Poma , Buka or Tokai (maps) .
When the bride was removed far away from her home 
a bride-price had to be paid but usually the son-in-law 
only paid bride-servi c e to his parents-in-1 aw . It was 
mostly big-men who paid bride-services and the custom 
of the commoner's having to pay a bride-price is a 
relatively recent one (cf. for other examples Reay 1966). 
In the past as well as today the aim of an ambitious man 
was to retain in his village both his married sons and 
daughters. The case is well illustrated by the "Father 
of the Village" and Luluai Samoa from Vairamana. Out of 
the 14 houses of his village, four are occupied by him 
and his wife and by his married children.
A Maenge village is thus characterized by the 
predominance of a few clans which are either the founding 
clans or clans related to them through consanguineal or 
affinal links and the presence of many others which are 
represented in nearby villages and with which a tradition 
of intermarriage may exist. In Malakuru one finds 
members of eleven clans but only four total more than 
fifteen persons. In Matong eighteen different clans or 
sub-clans are present. (cf. Table 1).
Apart from moieties and clans the most important 
kin group is the galiau (shield) which corresponds to 
what Goodenough (1962) has named nodal kindred. Nodal 
kindred as distinct from kindreds are centred on a 
group, not on an ego, and are formed by the overlapping 
of several personal kindreds. In Matong several of these 
nodal kindreds play a significant part in village life 
and politics. They are centred around the leaders of the 
most powerful clans there, the Ga 1ekorokoro, Marana and
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Laia. The village population can be described as 
gravitating around these three poles, Villages are 
composed of hamlets, a fact not readily observable, 
when houses, as in Matong, are alined on two rows 
on both sides of a path and dancing grounds without any 
boundary marking the limits of the several hamlets. 
Co-residents in hamlets tend to belong to the same 
ga1iau while the hamlet territory belongs to the clan 
of its leaders , In time of war a leader expected 
support from members of his ga11 au and they also assisted 
him when large ceremonial gardens were made, when he 
built a men's house or sponsored a ceremony.
The size of villages vary generally between 50 
and 300 persons. Thus in 1968 the village of Parole 
comprised 123 inhabitants, Malakuru 97, Pigapuna 48, 
Kerakerena 86, Varna 76, Rurei 77. In 1969 Vairamana 
numbered 69, while Pakia, a mountain village, numbered 
268, divided into four distinct hamlets. Matong, in 
1970, numbered 199 inhabitants. On the coast the main 
exception is Galue, a village founded after World War 
II by mountain people from various villages who left 
the headwaters of the River Galue to settle on the 
coast. The density is low, 1-4 per square mile 
according to a map prepared by the Department of Native 
Affairs (see map 6). It is higher only in Jacquinot 
Bay where several villages (Parole, Malakuru, Pigapuna, 
Kerkarerena, Vaina, Rurei, Ngavale) are closely settled 
near one another. Village territories have known 
boundaries which consist of natural marks such as 
rivers, rocks,stretches of forest. They have their 
own fishing and hunting grounds as well as their own 
beaches where canoes are drawn ashore.
Villages lead a quite independent life and even 
when they are close to one another, as is the case of 
the villages around Malakuru, visits are rarely paid to 
neighbours other than kinsmen or affines. Villages 
are still seen as competitive units and rivalry is 
expressed on the occasion of ceremonies as well as 
such other occasions as modern circumstances afford.
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For instance when money was collected in 1967 as part 
of the cargo cult activities it was done on a village 
basis and villages boasted of the sum they had been able 
to raise. However when the Assistant District Commissioner 
suggested that each village open its own bank account in 
order to use its money for its own development, the idea 
was firmly rejected c
A Maenge village today is made up of a number of 
marital houses, a few men's houses and some communal 
buildings such as a chapel or a church, a cult house 
where cargo cult ceremonies are held, perhaps a school, 
a copra-drier, a medical aid post. These latter 
buildings tend to be located outside the village site 
as can be seen on the map representing the territory of 
Matong (map 7). Each nuclear family lives in a 
separate dwelling. Thus of the nineteen marital houses 
of Malakuru fifteen are occupied by nuclear families 
(with an average of five members) one by a widow and 
three by nuclear families plus members of different 
generations or outsiders. The village includes, in 
addition, 3 men's houses. In Matong there are 41 
marital houses and six men's houses (cf. Table II). it 
is not customary for a man to live permanently in a 
men's house. Only young boys and unmarried men do so. 
Polygyny was, and to some extent still is, the rule 
among village leaders. Usually each wife lives in a 
separate house together with her children. It is only 
in the case of sororal polygyny that wives live 
together. Thus the hamlet of Pakia, Lomo, where Piteso 
lives, a 1 u1u a i and "Father of the Village" is almost 
solely made of the houses of Piteso's numerous wives, 
Marital houses are generally built around or alongside 
a dancing ground. The men's houses are usually 
conspicuously built around or alongside a dancing 
ground, in front of the marital houses. Men's houses 
are built by leaders to house their sons, nephews and 
the sons of members of their ga 1 iau . They are known 
by the name of the leader who decided to have them 
built are are usually located on ground belonging to 
his clan.
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Apart from the various big-men, who could achieve 
their status through personal endeavour, the leading 
figure in a village was the Father of the Village 
(magatamana) a ritual and secular leader who inherited 
his title and secured his special knowledge either from 
his maternal kinsmen or his paternal kinsmen. His 
task was mainly to perform rituals connected with village 
prosperity and to entertain visitors. Though it was 
often he who decided when collective gardens had to 
be made and rites de passage to be held, he never had 
the prestige nor the authority big-men enjoy in other 
parts of Melanesia. He was chiefly a ritual expert 
who could increase his influence through his personal 
ability but might also be used as a scape-goat by the 
population. In any given village there could be 
several of these Fathers. It was not unusual that 
there be one Father per hamlet. It was certainly the 
case when hamlets possessed the sacred stones (sasavanga) 
which were responsible for village prosperity.
When the German administration appointed headmen 
they often were Fathers of a village. Nowadays, when 
the system inherited from German times is being replaced 
by Local Government Councils, it is rare that these 
traditional leaders be elected as councillors. They do, 
however, retain some influence mainly through the 
millenanst movement and thanks also to their special 
skills concerning the growing of plants and the curing 
of sicknesses.
Rights in gardening land are vested in the matri-clans 
or rather in the local segments of these clans. However, 
not all clans and sub-clans represented in a village 
possess such rights: their members must be granted
permission by the land-holding clans to garden there. 
Conflicts over gardening land do not arise since the 
land is used for a short period. New problems have 
arisen with cash-cropping since, though individual land 
did exist in the past, it was but on a small scale.
Under certain circumstances a man is entitled to allot 
his gardens to his sons and, after his death nobody can
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dispute his sons' rights to such land- This concerns 
particularly gardens made in climax forest. Another 
branch of the same clan could not claim a right to the 
land of an extinct branch unless there were no 
descendants in the paternal line.. Thus lineal patri-kin 
belonging to a different clan retained longer rights 
than collateral matn-kin, A foreigner could be given 
a site in a village but he could be expelled more 
easily if he did not marry within the village. But once 
gardening land had been given to him he could retain 
it and give it to his matrilineal descendants who had 
an exclusive right over it if there had been a break 
in the cultivation. He had, however, to ask his 
patrons' permission when wanting to extend his plots.
Rights in tree-crops were different from those 
on gardening land. A man could be allowed to plant 
or clear trees on land in which he had no claims provided 
he be granted permission to do so, a custom still to 
be found in Matong though, with the introduction of 
cash-cropping, it has been suppressed in most parts of 
the Maenge area. Only coconuts and areca palms were 
commonly planted, Other trees (Canarium almond, bread­
fruit, Malay-apple, mango, chestnut tree) were usually 
cleared and protected. One finds these trees on village 
sites, along paths and in fallow gardens. These trees, 
together with shell-money and cultivars, represented 
the material property of the matri-clans. They were 
inherited within the matri-clans. However a man was 
entitled to bestow on his children part of his cultivars 
as well as those trees which he had planted or cleared. 
Otherwise they went to members of his lineage (for 
more details see M. Panoff 1970).
Trade and warfare brought into relationship distant 
villages whether they belonged to different tribes or 
to the neighbouring ones. Trade concerned mainly salt, 
pigs, dogs, shells, cultivars, red ochre and the iron- 
oxyde used in teeth-blackening (M, Panoff 1969a). Today 
the main trading link between the coastal villages and 
the Longuei-nga is tobacco which most of the coastal
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villages have stopped cultivating. But by far the 
most unifying force is the local cargo cult which 
provides a well-knit organisation within the tribe 
and without. This semi-religious and sem1 -po1itical 
movement has reinforced a feeling of identity within 
the tribe and developed a feeling of solidarity with 
the neighbouring tribes, a new feature in local life.
For the first time in Maenge history there functions 
an institution at the level of the tribe and above 
it .
III. Contact History
The first sign the Maenge ever received of the 
white man's presence was, as might be expected, a bottle 
which they mistook for the fruit of an unknown Alstonia 
sp. with, which they adorned the trunk of the Myr i s t i ca 
sp. which is used in mourning rites. The next sign 
was smoke on the horizon which they thought was the 
smoke of the tobacco blown by Nutu , one of the 
characters of their mythology. From the Longueinga 
the coastal Maenge received a singlet which was handled 
with care as it was believed to be the body of an evil 
spirit since the body is but the outward envelope of 
the soul in Maenge conceptions. In 1899 the Bishop of 
Rabaul, Mr. Couppd , saw knives in Jacquinot Bay (Läufer 
1955:45). They probably came from the Gazelle Peninsula, 
were trade by To 1 a i in search of nassa shells on the 
north coast of New Britain and handed by the Nakanai 
to the Longueinga who sold them to the coastal Maenge. 
Steel axes followed the same route. They were given 
names as with all important properties. The coastal 
Maenge still complain about the Longueinga who cheated 
them asking high prices for worn away objects while 
they retained the good ones for themselves. It was 
either through the same route or via their western 
neighbours that the Maenge received their first sweet 
potato which most of them believe to be part of their 
traditional cultigens. (For the introduction of sweet 
potato in the Pacific see Yen 1963.) In their youth old 
informants saw stumps which had been cut with the stone
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adze and wept thinking of the hard time their forebearers 
had had. After tools, cotton came in and finally, during 
the last years, radio sets (one or two per village).
During German times two plantations were opened in 
the Maenge country, one at Kolai, near Matong, the other 
at Pamalimali in Jacquinot Bay. At Kolai the settler 
was a relative of Queen Emma, the ha1f-American half-Samoan 
who had large plantations in Samoa as well as in the 
Gazelle Peninsula.
A few Maenge were recruited to work on these 
plantations as well as on the Gazelle Peninsula. Some 
were sent to Samoa. But it was not until after World 
War I that a number of Maenge left their homeland to 
live for some time in a different environment.
Other plantations were opened between the two 
wars, The first catechists were sent to Matong and 
Malakuru in 1925. The first European missionary, a 
German, arrived in 1931 and established his headquarters 
at Malimali, in Jacquinot Bay. He belonged to the 
Mission of the Sacred Heart (M.S.C.) which has remained 
until recently the only mission represented in the 
Maenge area. After World War II German priests were 
replaced by Irish ones. The mission has opened primary 
schools in a number of coastal villages while the 
Australian Administration has created one at Pomio.
Only two of these schools, however, include all the 
standards. Those few children who manage to received 
a higher education are sent to the Gazelle Peninsula.
The Maenge still depend for the daily subsistence 
on gardening. They have two sources of income: wage­
earning as plantation labourers and the production of 
copra. Since bride-price has become a well-established 
custom, young men usually work in plantations for a 
period varying between a few months to several years 
when in their twenties. When married it is rare that 
they work for more than a few weeks at a time, usually 
on nearby plantations, in order to get the money necessary 
to pay their taxes, the high school fees for their 
children, or to buy a few tools, garments, rice and
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tins for some festivity. Bride-prices do not amount 
to more than ten or twenty dollars. Current wages on 
plantations are $A3.50 per week. For traditional feasts 
as much as a hundred dollars may be spent on food bought 
in stores by a village population but these feasts are 
not held annually. New feasts have appeared which do 
not necessitate long preparations and can be held 
without killing pigs. These are the "kapti", well-known 
among the Tolai as a way of raising money (cf. Epstein 
1969 : 68 , 93) .
In Matong there is at any time an average of 
seven persons working as labourers on nearby plantations. 
They bring into the village an average of $1,176 a year.
In addition there are a few persons who receive a 
regular salary (headmaster, aid-post orderly, manager 
of Kolai plantation, supervisor of Marau plantation, 
personal servant of the planation manager of Manukuna). 
These persons bring another $1,132 into the village 
each year. By comparison the income from copra is very 
low: around $565 in 1969.
Coconut planting started before World War II 
but the main campaigns of the Department of Agriculture 
were made after the war. Experiments with cocoa started 
at the beginning of the sixties but the area proved too 
wet for it. In 1969 the Maenge Native Society, a 
co-operative created after the war, received $7,278 from 
the Copra Marketing Board in Rabaul for roughly sixty 
tons of copra. The proceeds for cocoa for the same period 
were $1,949. Not all the copra produced by the Maenge 
is brought to the Society but this can be considered 
as the production of the villages located around Jacquinot 
Bay. According to the Administration the millenarist 
movement would be responsible for this low production.
The situation is, however, more complex than this, as is 
proved by the case of Matong. During the last years the 
people of Matong have been increasing their plantation 
of coconut trees by 60%. The difficulties they have in 
producing copra is due more to the absence of marketing 
facilities than to ideological reasons.
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Coconut plantations in Matong comprised in January 
1970 9,022 trees. This represents an area of about 130 
acres but only 3,557 trees are producing (planted on 
an area of about 50 acres). These trees could produce 
about 14 tons of copra a year (Child 1964) which would 
mean an income of $1,680. For a period copra production 
was organized on a village basis but it is now done by 
three different groups which I refer to as A, B and C.
Group A is against the millenarist movement and its 
leader belongs to the Marana clan. Groups B and C 
belong to the millenarist movement and are organized, 
respectively, around the leaders of the Laia and 
Galekorokoro clans (cf. Table III).
For a long period the Maenge area was administered 
from the far-away patrol-post located at Gasmata, at 
the west of the Maenge country. The Maenge area is 
now administered from Pomio and is part of the East New 
Britain District. Moreover new local institutions, 
a House of Assembly at Port Moresby and a Local Government 
Council at Pomio have changed the character of political 
life .
Millenarist movements have existed in the area 
since World War II. Whether they existed before the 
war is an obscure matter. The presence of Japanese 
and American troops in Jacquinot Bay were of no little 
consequence in the development of these movements. The 
present movement or kivung (a Tolai word meaning gathering) 
is centred around an Arawe leader, Koriam Urekit, who 
managed to be elected in 1964 and again in 1968 as a 
Member of the House of Assembly. A study of the first 
elections among the Sengseng, a small tribe living near 
Kandriam, has been made by Chowning and Goodale (1965) .
In the Maenge area the "kivung bilong Koriam" has 
prohibited bete1-chewing and work on Thursday. On 
Friday morning communal work is done in the collective 
gardens of the cult. As well as these collective gardens, 
a cult house and a house built in order to receive Koriam 
are the visible manifestations of the movement (for more 
details cf. M. Panoff 1969c).
When the Administration decided to create a Local 
Government Council in the area, it was Koriam who 
persuaded the Maenge leaders of the movement to join it.
The Maenge leaders thus became President and Vice-President 
of the Council while most councillors are village leaders 
of the cult. The creation of the Local Government Council 
gave a kind of official recognition to the leaders of 
the cult, a fact readily emphasized in their public 
speeches. Outsiders are mostly what is termed "local 
entrepreneurs", men who own the largest coconut plantations 
(above 500 trees) and/or stores and who have been 
encouraged by the Administration to stand against the 
movement. In most circumstances they have been compelled 
to lead a marginal life, living on the village outskirts.
In Matong, for instance, the Marana leader and some of 
his followers live at Malopuna, a small hamlet on the 
shore.
It is of no small significance that the millenarist 
ceremonies are held mostly in the large ceremonial 
gardens. This points to the importance of gardening 
in Maenge life a theme to be developed in the next 
chapter .
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Table I
Numerical importance of clans in dif ferent vi11 age s
Name of clan Number of Adults
Number of 
Children
Total
1. Malakuru
Lolopuna 13 11 24
Lenglenge 7 12 19
Kavuing 5 10 15
Kailo 3 13 16
Maililingana 2 5 7
Kanae 2 5 7
Pasigo 2 2 4
Tagataga 2 0 2
Lai a 1 0 1
Gula 1 0 1
Maran a 1 0 1
2. Ngavale
Lolopuna 21 52 73
Tagataga 14 21 35
Kavuing 9 19 28
Kailo 5 5 10
Pasigo 3 11 14
Maianga 4 8 12
Matopuna 5 5 10
Kanae 3 0 3
Maililingana 1 0 1
Rapo ro 1 0 1
Gula 1 0 1
3. Parole
Ka i lo 17 37 54
Kavuing 6 23 29
Lo1opuna 9 3 12
Matopuna 3 6 9
Gu 1 a 2 5 7
Tagatagapuna 3 1 4
Kerapuna 3 0 3
Maililingana 1 0 1
Viviliga 1 0 1
Lokato 1 o 1
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T a b l e  I (c o n t .)
N a m e  of c l a n N u m b e r  of A d u l t s
N u m b e r  of 
C h i l d r e n T o t a l
4. M a t o n g
R a i n a n a 12 21 33
V a l a k a u n a 14 10 24
M a r a n a 13 8 21
M e  r o 4 17 21
L a  i a 10 9 19
P a l e g e 5 8 13
K a m v o i n 7 5 12
O l e n g a 2 9 11
G a l e k o r o k o r o 6 5 11
S o l e i 3 5 8
S e r i 2 4 6
R a v a r a v a 2 3 5
M a n g o 1 3 4
K a n g a l i l o n a 1 3 4
P a o p u n a 3 0 3
G u m v  i 2 0 2
M a n a t a p u 1 0 1
V o  V O 1 0 1
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Table II
Village Population
Name of Name of^ Number of Number of Number
Vill age  Hamlets Inhabitants Marital Houses Men's
Ma la ku ru 97 97 19 3
Ngavale 185 185 36 2
Parole 123 123 24 1
Pigapuna 48 48 9 1
K e r a ke re na Kantaive 21 4 1
Kerakerena 20 5 0
Vegapuna 45 9 1
Vaina 76 16 2
Rurei 77 16 1
Pakai Lomo 43 9 1
Paugala sei 42 8 2
Gana 90 18 3
Voa 93 14 1
V a i r am an a 63 14 0
Maton g 199 41 6
of
Hou se s
1 When they constitute discrete entities.
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Table III 
A
Number of Coconut Trees in Matong
Group A Group B Group C
Productive
Unit
Individual
household
Collective
plantation
No . of
coconut
trees
No . of non­
producing 
coconut 
trees
No . of
coconut
trees
No .o f non­
producing 
coconut 
trees
No . of
coconut
trees
No . of non 
producing 
coconut 
trees
1,085 675
838 578 577 378
400 322
395 289 301 150 397 100
317 251
272 35 291 13 5 264 232
255 96
229 156
205 63
175 175 142 71 198 171
127 71 140 140
130 75
129 127
95 66 96 36 91 11
52 9 63 12 82 69
69 69
42 34 59 9 66 36
32 7 50 50 41 24
15 4 15 1 39 17
236 167 479 269
3,128 1,943 3,318 1, 988 2,043 1,249Total
Table III
B
Non-producing trees : A62 % B 6 0 % C 61 %
Producing trees : A 3 8 % B4 0% C 3 9 %
Average number of producing 
trees per household : Al 07 B 8 3 C79
Range All-410 B 0-199 C 0-297
Average number of trees 
per household : A284 B 2 0 7 C 2 0 4
Range : A15-1085 B15-577 C39-397
Total number of coconuts on village territory:
8,489 + 257 + 276 = 9,022 (257 = Mission plantation, 276
plantations belonging to non-residents).
Total number of non-producing trees on village territory 
5,180 + 99 + 186 = 5,465 (99 = Mission plantation, 186 =
plantations belonging to non-residents).
Producing trees = 40%. 
non-producing trees = 60%.
1°
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MAP 7: Matong territory
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PLATE 2: Matong village, part of the
dancing ground, the main path 
and houses located towards the 
sea.
PLATE 3: Matong. The main path leading
from the village to the gardens 
located on the eastern part of the 
village territory. On the right 
coconut plantations belonging to 
members of the Galekorokoro clan.
PLATE 4: Maitenia, the young leader of the
Galekorokoro clan.
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CHAPTER 2
Maenge Treatment of Domesticates
Following Conklin's definitions (1957:44) I call 
domesticates "all plants which may be, and at least 
sometimes are, artificially propogated". Cultivates are 
those plants "which require some form of special treatment 
(cultivation) between planting and harvesting but which 
do not necessarily require artificial propogation to 
survive". Cultigens "are fully dependent on man for 
survival". Semi-domesticates are protected, for instance 
when weeding or burning.
I . The Status of Horticulture among the Maenge.
The Maenge are primarily gardeners. Their main 
crop was taro (Colocasia esculenta) . Yams (Dio scorea 
e sculenta and D . alata) played a marginal part in their 
diet. Today other staples replace more and more taro.
These are sweet potato (Ipomoea patatas) and "chinese 
taro" (Xanthosoma sagittifolium). Horticulture is 
still the main economic activity since cash-cropping is 
not greatly developed. Other traditional activities 
such as string and net-making, the manufacture and 
decoration of shields, masks, weapons, and ornaments, 
the preparation of bark-cloth, have either disappered 
or occur but occasionally. With house and canoe-buiIding , 
which have been much modified, horticulture remains one 
of the most important features of traditional life. A 
nuclear family spends an average of twenty hours a week 
in its gardens, about 7 or 8 hours per male and 12 or 
13 per female. (These figures correspond roughly to 
those found by Waddel and Krinks (1968) in their study 
of two Orokaiva villages.)
Pig-raising was never important with the Maenge. Today 
one finds just a few adult pigs in each village. In 1967 
there were only 3 adult pigs in Malakuru village (97 
inhabitants), 4 in Ngavale (185 inhabitants) and 6 in Parole 
(123 inhabitants). Their flesh is consumed on festive days. 
The highest number of pigs recorded to be killed at a feast 
was ten. Fishing and hunting are less important today than
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in the past. The Maenge have ceased hunting pigs with 
nets. Nowadays they fish once a week, if at all, while 
they fished every four or five days in the past. Women 
and children gather crabs and shell-fish on Thursday and 
Sunday. Though there exists a protein deficiency the 
people on the coast exhibit no sign of malnutrition which 
is not the case with the mountain people.
It is reckoned that the introduction of the steel axe 
has meant a gain in time varying between 66% and 75%, 
work being done three or four times faster than in the 
past (cf. Salisbury 1962). This change has been mainly 
beneficial to the male part of the population. One should 
note that this reduction concerns only a limited number of 
tasks such as felling trees when making a new garden, a 
house or maybe when seeking firewood. Waddel and Krinks 
(1968) underline that the time thus gained is already 
utilized by such external agents as the Mission and the 
Australian Administration.
An ordinary week in the Maenge area is nowadays 
thus organized: on Monday and Wednesday mornings communal
work is done for the Mission and the Administration. This 
means for the most part cleaning the paths, village sites 
and mission grounds. Sometimes, as in Matong , on Wednesdays 
communal work is done on the so-called Mission plantations, 
that is the plantations made on Mission grounds, the 
income from which is used in developing local schools and 
churches. Then the villagers proceed to work on their own 
plantations. Work on subsistence gardens can be done 
full-time only on Tuesday and Saturday and part-time on 
Monday and Wednesday since no work is done Thursday and 
Sunday. This proves sufficient, however, for a population 
which no longer desires to make those large ceremonial 
gardens which were made immediately after the introduction 
of steel axes, when every one knows that if food shortage 
occurs rice can be brought from the local stores.
On Friday morning communal work is done in the cargo 
cult gardens. This can rarely be reckoned as productive 
work since villagers are reluctant to abandon the sites 
where the first "Koriam's gardens" were made and nothing
can be grown there. In a few villages, like Pakia , Pomio 
or Matong, other collective gardens are made but they do 
not always include the whole population.
Beautiful gardens and good crops were in the past 
the necessary conditions of social success. Success in 
gardening openly demonstrated the efficiency of one's 
magic and, in the case of the Fathers of the village and 
other leaders, their ability to recruit supporters.
Leaders were proud of their physical strength and 
underlined that thanks to it they had been able to cover 
large areas with gardens. Old leaders lament the loss 
of their strength on which their fame partly rested.
Food was displayed and distributed in all the major events 
of social life, marriages, rites de passage, erection of 
a men's house, ceremonies connected with the death of 
a big-man, the birth and various episodes of the life of 
the eldest child of the Father of the village. A person 
unable to get help from the community and deprived of 
the secret knowledge necessary to produce good crops was 
condemned to lead a marginal life. This was the case 
of the "orphan" (konone) the antithesis of the Father of 
the village. He depended on other persons to be fed. By 
contrast, a Father of the village, had to have large and 
numerous gardens to entertain his guests.
Gardening, as practised by the Maenge, offers other 
satisfaction than social approval and status. A garden 
must have aesthetic qualities and great care is taken in 
planning and adorning it, as shall be seen later. Apart 
from edible plants one finds in it a number of those 
so-called ornamental plants which play such an important 
part in various techniques, in medicine and magic. 
Malinowski has noted in many pages of Coral Gardens (1935) 
the pleasure the Trobrianders took in beautiful gardens 
while Anderson (1952) has emphasized the part played by 
these plants in the genesis of domestication. In studying 
Maenge gardens one cannot neglect this aspect nor the 
intellectual pleasure that gardening, as practised by 
the Maenge, offers.
A garden is a laboratory where experiments are 
going on either on recently introduced cultigens or on 
new cultivars of traditional cultigens* New cultivars 
are constantly being introduced either from neighbouring 
villages or tribes if not from the Rabaul market. People 
rarely travel without bringing back some new plants with 
which to enrich their collection.
In Pakia, at the beginning of 1960, Piteso had just 
acquired a new taro cultivar which a neighbour had found 
as a seedling in the forest. Piteso had planted it at 
the limit of the cult ceremonial garden and was watching 
with care the growth of the plant. How the Maenge view 
"domestication" will be described later* Piteso wanted 
to know how quickly the plant would lose its unpleasant 
taste and become edible. In the village, at the same 
time, the women were eager to acquire a new taro cultivar 
brought back from the Kol area and thus called Ponge , 
the word the Longueinga use to refer to the Kol. Their 
own collections were already large enough: in a single
garden one could find from 25 to 40 different varieties 
of taro. Cultivars sometimes are given the name of the 
area from which they have been introduced, for example 
the cordyline Lote which comes from the Lote country, 
to the west of the Maenge, or the sweet-potato Arawe.
When Kelatape from Malakuru, who belonged to a branch 
of the Lenglenge clan which came from a village near Matong, 
offered to her friends in the village a cordyline named 
Magelegele, they called it Magelegele a Sulka, since it 
came from the Sulka area. Kaeliuna, the Father of the 
village and luluai of Pomio would recall with pleasure 
the day he acquired a taro he called Passismanua, the 
name of the census division, near Kandrian, whence it 
came. Local policemen had brought it back from a patrol 
there and when they stopped a few days in Pomio, Kaeliuna 
begged them to give him one of the taro they had brought 
with them. His friend, the paramount luluai Golopage, 
from the nearby village of Sali, was there too and received 
another taro top* That of Kaeliuna did very well but 
Golopage's perished* Kaeliuna's joy was succeeded by a
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moment of rage when, a few years later, one of his now 
numerous Passismanua taro was stolen by the envious 
sister of his wife, A collection must be large but one 
must watch over it carefully.
The size of the collection is probably a defence 
against famine as cultivars may resist variously to the 
different soil, rain and sun conditions. The pleasure of 
diversifying a diet which is monotonous is also an 
important factor when taro cultivars offer various taste 
and texture. One should not, however, under-rate the 
pleasure felt by these collectors when adding a rare or 
so far unknown item to their collections.
Gardens are not only the storing place where are 
grown edible and non-edible cultigens, they are also 
sanctuaries, since even in ordinary subsistence gardens 
ancestors' spirits are present provided the necessary 
formulae be recited. Apart from the ancestors, mythological 
characters are supposed to appear in ceremonial gardens 
which are the foci of elaborate rites.
A myth which tells of the actions of the two main 
mythological characters, Nutu e s m a  and Nutu e volau, 
underlines the fact that horticulture is considered by the 
Maenge as their foremost craft. The myth is built around 
the rivalry of these two figures: Nutu e sina is the
clever one and Nutu e volau the foolish one. It depicts 
how Nutu e sina laid down the most important features 
of Maenge technological and ritual life. The myth starts 
with the building of a men's house and the preparation 
of the masked dance, then proceeds to the origin of the 
canoe and the mono , the boat made with sawn planks and 
still found among the Sulka, to deal with gardening.
Nutu e sina, according to the myth, when he had 
finished building his mono , asked Nutu e volau's wives 
to come into it, piled into it all the edible plants
and disappeared beyond the horizon, leaving Nutu e volau
\
and his followers to plant and eat a number of inedible 
plants. These are sometimes close relatives of the 
cultivated ones and Nutu e volau called them by the name 
of the real cultivated plants, thus deceiving his followers.
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They ate a wild Colocasia sp. instead of Colocasia 
esculenta , the fruits of an Heli c o m a  sp. instead of 
those of Musa sapientum, the fruits of Quassia indica 
instead of those of Inocarpus fagiferus, the almonds of 
Canarium schlechterii instead of those of the Canarium 
commune , the fruits of M e l o d m u s  landolphiodes instead 
of those of Cocos nucifera etc. One should note that 
many of these wild species bear names which are simply 
formed by reduplication, a common practice in Melanesia 
(cf. Codrington 1885:147) : mao and mamao, puri and 
puripuri , ipi and ipiipi, kangali and kangaligali, a 
proof that these people arrived in their actual habitat 
with their cultivated plants. Another interesting 
feature of this list is that, together with the edible 
plants, are named inedible plants, such as the cordyline, 
which play such an important part in Maenge culture. The 
list, which differs slightly from version to version, 
points out to those plants which are culturally significant 
for the Maenge. The yams are absent from all versions.
They may have been introduced quite lately in the area 
and, of course, there is never any mention of sweet 
potato.
One day, Nutu e sina came back and discovered the 
poor conditions in which Nutu e volau and his people lived.
He decided to bring back all the cultivated plants. When 
he brought them back he had not only to show to these 
people what the real cultivated plants were but also how 
to chew betel-nut with the proper ingredients and to 
kill pigs: on his arrival they were about to kill their
own children which they mistook for pigs. He also showed 
them which of the wild plants they should look for in 
times of scarcity and, before leaving the village, he 
taught an orphan garden magic. The child was to be killed, 
however, by Nutu e volau and with him his powerful magic 
disappeared. As will be seen later when describing gardening 
rites the magic performed today is but a pale imitation of 
that taught by Nutu e sina.
In the myth gathering thus appears as a necessary 
complement to horticulture. Wild yams are abundant in 
Maenge environment, especially the wild Dioscorea esculenta
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(other species are present as well but have not been 
identified). I was told that eating taro was not enough 
to introduce me to Maenge culture and that I had to taste 
the wild Dioscorea esculenta if I wanted to know anything 
about it. Some of these yams are collected when walking 
and given to pigs. (This is also the case with Pueraria 
lobata found in the vicinity of gardens in the mountains.)
On the coast, in famine times people would resort to the 
ovulae of Cycas rumphii which have to be soaked for 
several days before they become edible, to the pith of 
Caryota rumphii, the seeds of Gnetum 1 atifolium, the 
fibers of a Cyathea s p . while the mountain people would 
resort mainly to the wild yams and the acorns of Castanopsis 
acuminatissima . The part played by these plants in a 
remote past has been discussed by Barrau (1965) and, with 
respect to Pueraria lobata by Watson (1964, 1968) , Bowers
(1964) M. Strathern (1969). One should not forget that a 
few decades ago they were quite important in the diet.
Today the Maenge still pick up the fruits of such 
semi-domesticates as: Parartocarpus venenosus, Pometia
pinnata , Pangiurn edule , Spondias dulcis and of such 
non-domesticates as: Sterculia sp. , Gnetum gnemom, Ficus
Hispidloides, Ficus subcongesta , Ficus arfakensis , 
Trichosanthes sp. etc. (cf. Table IV)
To return to the myth it is clear that to the Maenge 
mind both cannibalism and the dependence upon botanic 
delusions are two facets of the same state of ignorance 
whereas it is horticulture, supported by magic, that 
brought enlightenment to mankind. In the next pages we 
shall see to what point of perfection the Maenge have 
brought their traditional taro gardens before discussing 
their knowledge of cultivated plants and the way rites 
are performed in gardens.
I I . Characteristics of Maenge shifting cultivation.
Maenge horticulture falls into the category described 
by Conklin (1957:3) as "established swidden farming (where 
tree-crops are abundant and relatively little or no climax 
vegetation is cleared annually)". In Matong, in January 
1970, gardens made in climax forest represented 12% of the
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total planted area. Gardens made in climax forest in 
Matong were quite a way from the village site. They 
are gardens 4 and 27 (see map 7). Small pockets are 
cleared each year in spots which are considered as the 
abode of evil spirits. It is with some reluctance that 
village people make their gardens there. When a child 
became ill in January 1970 his mother thought that this 
was because he had been given taro which had grown in 
such spots. These patches of climax forest are usually 
alongside the main path and this advantage is the reason 
why, finally, villagers abandon their fear and clear 
them. Thus the "sacred groves" which Anderson (1952) 
considers as a useful reserve of seeds which helps in 
the reforestation of fallow gardens will progressively 
dis appear.
Tree-crops are found mostly on village sites, 
alongside paths and in fallow gardens. On the site 
of Matong village about a thousand of these trees are 
present on a belt which represents the two thirds of 
the village site (2 acres out of the 3 acres of the 
village site). A list of these trees is found in Table 
V. As regards cultivation and crops Maenge cultivation 
is closest to that of Bus ama among the five cases 
studied by the New Guinea Nutrition Survey Expedition 
(Conroy and Bridgland 1950:79-87) and with the predominance 
of taro cultivation it resembles the case discussed by 
Barrau (1958) as typical of cultivation done in rain-forest 
areas.
A village territory can be seen as a succession of 
three different zones. The village site proper is 
entirely humanized and there man has mastered nature 
completely. There one finds, apart from the tree-crops, 
such cultigens as banana, cordyline, Coleus blumei, 
croton and Alocasia macrorhyza (the elephant's ear taro) 
which was rarely eaten but used as a ritual plant. Around 
their-houses the women may plant a few of those plants 
with which they adorn themselves but at least on the 
coast one does not find anything like a kitchen, garden.
The situation is different among the Longueinga : tobacco
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is grown on the village sites in small patches protected 
by a fence and there are a few kitchen gardens where 
traditional cultigens are grown together with newly 
introduced ones. The village site is considered as "hot" 
by the Maenge , by contrast with the primary forest which 
is "cold". The Maenge do not venture there without 
fear and if they do so this is for definite purposes such 
as hunting or seeking the part of a plant which is needed 
in medicine or magic. But between this "cold" place and 
the "hot" centre which forms the village site there is 
the wide belt of garden land where gardens and fallow 
gardens are to be found. These last plots are at various 
stages of reforestation. They are the reserve of firewood 
and tree-crops and of most of the plants used in technology, 
magic and medicine. Care is taken that this garden land 
does not revert to climax forest. Village leaders if 
dissatisifed with the behaviour of a stranger who had been 
allowed to settle in their village would threaten him with 
the sentence: go back to your natal land where you will
find only climax forest (cf Epstein 1970:88 for a similar 
threat). Gardens and secondary growth can be referred to 
by the same word: ura. When asked where she goes a woman 
will answer: iau ka loa ta ura, I am going to the garden,
and trees belonging to the secondary growth are called: 
vegame orenga ura by contrast with vegame orenga lomo, the trees 
of the climax forest. It is only when more precision is 
required that people will use the phrase: ura nga kaninga,
that part of the bush devoted to edible plants. Gardens 
may be called urakuna and climax forest urapuna (kuna: 
head, pun a : base) these expressions then emphasize the 
continuity of the vegetation cover, however much gardens 
may differ from the climax forest.
Maenge traditional gardens were of two kinds: the
mixed taro gardens and the yam gardens. In the latter 
mostly Dioscorea a1ata and D. esculenta are found together 
with a few ornamental plants such as cordyline. Little 
ritual is performed in these gardens. Taro gardens included 
a number of other cultigens which are listed in Table VI.
Apart from taro the main edible cultigens were sugar-cane, 
banana and Saccharum edule (pitpit in Maenge pidgin). The
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greens are Hibiscus manihot and Setaria paImifolia and 
the only pulse Psophocarpus tetragono lobus. Among the 
non-edible cultigens one must quote cordyline , ginger, 
basilic, amaranth, lemon-grass and Cole us blumei.
The introduction of the new staples, sweet potato 
and Chinese taro and of cash-cropping has modified the 
system as shall be seen latere A number of other plants 
have been introduced in the area but have not changed the 
cultivation practices. These are mainly cassava, Manihot 
utilissima , which is planted alongside the paths, in the 
coconut plantations and collected occasionally, and such 
minor plants as beans, pumpkins, water-melons, ground-nuts, 
pineapples, indian corn and, in the mountains, cabbage, 
potato, onion. Most of these still play a limited part 
in the diet. They are introduced either by the agents of 
the Department of Agriculture or by the Maenge themselves. 
It is often the collective gardens of the millenarist 
movement which have served as laboratories where these 
Plants were grown for the first time on a large scale 
(such was the case with the beans and pineapples). The 
Maenge accept most readily those plants which offer 
similarities with their traditional crops (Indian corn 
is called by the same name as Saccharum edule by the 
Kol) and/or fill a gap in their diet: this is the case
of the water-melon and tomato among the Longueinga as 
few fruits are available to them. (A list of these 
newly introduced plants is given in Table VII.i It should 
be compared with that given by Barrau 1958.) All these 
minor plants are found in mixed taro gardens, interspersed 
with the traditional cultigens. As for the newly 
introduced trees they are planted in the same sites as 
the traditional ones.
I shall first describe the traditional gardens, taro 
and yam gardens, and the traditional tree-crops to turn to 
sweet potato and Chinese taro fields and the coconut 
plantations. The figures quoted come from a survey made 
in Matong in December 1969 and January 1970. Matong was 
selected for this purpose for two main reasons: on the
coast, it is probably the village which has suffered least
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acculturation. This is probably due to the fact that 
the village is quite far away from the Mission station 
and the Administrative post. I could benefit there of 
an exceptional co-operation from the population.
III. The Traditional System
111.1. The Mixed Taro gardens.
Taro cultivation is carried out throughout the 
year with interruption only during the wettest months 
of July and August. Taro is usually harvested eight 
to ten months after it has been planted. The Maenge 
grow a few cultivars which mature after four or five 
months (Burkill 1935:640 and Whitney 1939:21-70 mention 
some quick-growing taro cultivars). Two cases can 
occur: either the piece of land which one or several
households cultivates is big enough and cultivation 
can go on for more than one year in the same piece 
of land: while part of the garden lies fallow gardeners 
keep opening new stretches of land on adjacent blocks.
Or the piece of land is too small and must be abandoned 
after one year. In the first case the taro tops are 
replanted in the same garden, in the second case they 
are replanted elsewhere.
As an example of the last case one can take the 
garden of Murisi, in Matong, as it was in April 1968 
(cf . Figure 1) . At its southern end there were compartments 
which Murisi and his wife had cultivated throughout the 
tenths of March to August 1967 and which now laid fallow.
He had planted other compartments during the months of 
November 1967, December 1967, January and February 1968 and 
was now eating the taro planted in September and October 
1967. Some compartments further north were not yet 
under cultivation. Some of these were ready to be planted. 
On others Murisi and his wife had torn away the vines and 
shrubs but there still remained the young trunks of 
Albizzia falcata. Murisi was planning to extend his 
gardens to the north.
A piece of land usually bears a name which is often 
the name of a tree found there or of another characteristic 
feature of the landscape, such as the stones lying on the
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ground, a river. Sometimes the name recalls an episode 
of village life. Thus in Matong one finds the name 
Kolame, Aleurites moluce ana, Mangini, Pangium edule etc. 
or Re kapakape ke keno ka p o i , those of Kapekape (a 
village near Matong) slept by the fire. A party of 
men and women from Kapekape had fled from their village 
and come to Matong where they slept. Such a piece of 
land may be divided into blocks on which various clans 
may have claims and these blocks may be cultivated at 
different periods. When cultivated I refer to such a 
block as a garden. A garden is itself divided into 
smaller units which are called makovu in Maenge and 
which I call compartments. As these compartments are 
made with the greatest care and places within them are 
arranged according to a hierarchical order these two 
characteristics of Maenge gardens must be considered now.
In order to examine the plans of Maenge mixed taro 
gardens it is appropriate to turn first to the ceremonial 
gardens as it is there that the plans are best respected.
A ceremonial garden is a large quadrangle divided 
first into two sections by laying down the trunks along 
its main axis. This main axis is sometimes called 
muegina or spine of the snake, or, more simply, rava1ang 
e vo1a u , the big boundary. When the whole population 
of a village co-operates in a ceremonial garden the 
Father of the village and the leader of the alternate 
moiety each perform rites in their own half. In Matong, 
once the muegina had been laid down, it was forbidden 
to cross it. Though, at least on the coast, each half 
is said to be associated with one moiety,it is not the 
moiety but the ga1iau which is the unit from which workers 
in both halves are recruited.
The garden is further subdivided by a secondary axis, 
the ravalanga e sina or small boundary, which cuts roughly 
the main axis at the centre of the garden. The two axes 
thus define four sections or kakaso. Apart from the centre 
of the garden, variously called sogerina o r matana, other 
important places, from the point of view of ritual, are 
the four corners and the intersections of the small and
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big boundaries with the limits of the garden. These are 
named and adorned with a number of ornamental plants.
Each of the four sections is divided into compartments, 
or makovu. The word derives from the same root as kovue, 
to cut with the adze. This refers to the perpendicular 
alignments of trunks which limit the makovu as they run 
crosswise to the main axis. The compartments are sometimes 
called orenga , a word which simply indicates possession, 
or malena. This last word refers originally to the imprint 
left by the body or the foot on a soft surface such as 
sand. It can also be used to refer to material signs 
left by the body such as sweat. These are permeated with 
soul. In a compartment a gardener does indeed leave 
much of these signs while working, hence the avoidance 
of one another's makovu.
In such a ceremonial garden a woman receives usually 
only one compartment. If the number of women is too high 
the compartments can be further divided by means of trunks 
running parallel to the main axis.
Among the Longueinga when making a new ceremonial 
garden care is taken to follow the marks left on the ground 
by previous generations. These consist of rotten trunks 
covered by humus which once indicated the main axes of the 
garden. They form long, swollen lines, on the earth. The 
Longueinga believe that they perpetuate the boundaries 
which, at the beginning of time, the chthonian deity, often 
represented as a snake (or mue) put on the ground so as 
to show the limits of the territories which belonged to 
the various clans.
One should note that in Matong ceremonial gardens 
could be circular. The woman who had the highest reputation 
as a gardener received the central compartment while the 
others worked each in a section of the circle in which the 
garden was inscribed. Such gardens were called pumoro 
from the halo which sometimes surrounds the moon, a 
female being in Maenge mythology.
In ordinary subsistence gardens the ideal pattern 
found in ceremonial gardens is not so carefully followed.
It may happen that the intersection of the two axes does
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not correspond to the geometrical centre of the garden.
The continuous extension of gardens may obliterate the 
original pattern as is the case with Murisi's garden: 
there the main axis coincides with the southern boundary of 
the cultivated plot (Figure 1) and the secondary axis with 
its western boundary. There is, however, always a network 
of primary and secondary divisions such as are found in 
other parts of Melanesia. Such networks are useful from 
a sociological, ritual and technological point of view.
When gardens are made on slopes the trunks prevent the
Isoil from being washed away. When there is a circular 
depression the trunks are aligned to form a circle. On 
the other hand the various boundaries prevent the taro soul 
from running away from the garden. A number of ritual 
operations are made on the trunks to achieve this aim.
A woman receives in a subsistence garden as many 
compartments as she can plant. Though the main and 
secondary axes can be made quite early while clearing 
and felling the trees the trunks marking off the com­
partments are usually not laid down before burning is 
complete. More details will be given later on these 
technological, sociological and ritual functions of the 
makovu. Here it was only necessary to insist on the 
geometrical character of the mixed taro gardens. I now 
turn to the second important characteristic of these 
gardens, the hierarchy of firing places, cultigens 
and cultivars in a given compartment.
The Maenge rarely put fire to a whole area at once. 
They rather erect pyres within a given space, a compartment 
including several firing places corresponding to the same 
number of pyres. In Figure 2 a compartment 15 feet wide 
and 27 feet long is represented, Three pyres have been 
erected in it and there is also a stump which has been 
burnt. The Maenge contrast the firing places which they 
consider as the most fertile spots in the compartment 
with the surrounding space (magapana, intermediate space). 
One should note that some cultigens can be grown only 
at the edges of the compartment: these are the sugar-cane,
banana and cordyline belonging to a group which I call
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11.1., the group of the small cordylines. In fact 
these are usually found not along the edges of each 
block but rather at the limit of the garden itself
(uralisina) or at the limits of the compartments cultivated 
by one given nuclear family when a garden is shared by 
several nuclear families. Cordylines belonging to group
11.2., the big ones, are planted in the firing places 
and such is the case with such other cultigens as ginger 
or lemon-grass. Such cultigens as yams, Hibiscus manihot, 
Setaria palmifolia, can be interspersed with the taro 
belonging to group 1.1. the "rubbish taro" to translate 
the Maenge phrase (mao a kasau) in the "intermediate space" 
while taro belonging to the group 1.2, the taro of the 
fire (mao a poi), are planted in the firing places or 
around tree stumps.
The orderly character of Maenge gardens is apparent 
when walking in them and in this respect they contrast 
sharply with the Indian gardens studied by Anderson (1952) 
where it is only the diagram which reveals the planned 
character of the gardens which appear tangled and 
disorderly. However, for the European observer, the 
hierarchy of the various places within a compartment is 
not readily to be perceived though for a Maenge it is 
obvious: firing places are indicated by the presence of 
such cultivars as cordylines belonging to group II.2, 
ginger and lemon-grass, and the taro belonging to group 
1 .2 .
If Figure 2 corresponded to reality one might 
conclude that there are more taro belonging to group 
1.1, the group of the lesser taro, than of taro belonging 
to group 1.2. in a Maenge garden. As a matter of fact 
the figure is simplified and the following one (Figure 3) 
corresponds better to reality, a Maenge gardener trying 
to enlarge her collection of taro belonging to group 1.2.
In Figure 3 one sees a secondary firing place (poituna 
from poi , fire, and tuna, son, a common way of indicating 
a lower position in a hierarchy). Gardeners have taken 
burning logs from the pyres and brought them there. Among 
the Longueinga one even finds tertiary firing places
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(poitutuna , a diminutive form of poituna) . Another way 
of increasing the relatively fertile spots within a 
compartment is to consider the belt around the main 
firing places as sharing some of the fertility of the 
central spot. They can thus be planted with taro 
cultivars belonging to group 1.2. as shown in Figure 3.
A compartment is thus made up of two contrasting 
spots: the intermediate space (sometimes called also 
the "ground nothing" magalo vulutu) and the main firing 
places. Series of intermediate places form a transition 
from one to the other. The hierarchy is even more 
complicated if one bears in mind that among the main 
firing places, in a given garden, one is of particular 
importance: this is the first main firing place (poimatana
e kapunu) where the first pyre has been erected and the 
firing started.
The Swidden Cycle
When discussing the operations performed during the 
swidden cycle one can distinguish six main categories: 
the location of the site, the removal of the vegetation, 
planting, the operations performed during the growth 
of the taro plant, harvesting and fallowing. These six 
main categories will be discussed one after the other.
Location of Site
When selecting a site the Maenge take into account 
a number of factors: the vegetation cover, soil characteristics,
the general fertility of the plot, the nature of the terrain 
and its distance from the settlement. Finally a number of 
sociological factors have to be considered.
Vegetation Cover
As stated above the Maenge clear very little climax 
forest annually. Of the 2,114 acres cleared in climax 
forest in Matong in 1969, only 32% were planted with taro, 
the rest being planted with yams (8%) and sweet potato 
(58%) (cf. Table VIII).
The Maenge distinguish between several types of 
secondary vegetation: the short fallow and the long fallow.
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In the short fallow herbaceous plants are numerous 
and young trees can be dealt with the bush-knife. This 
short fallow period can last from one to five years 
after the root-crops have been removed. Recultivation 
can be done on such plots either a few months after 
the first root-crop has been removed and in this case 
taro is never replanted (but sweet potato, Chinese 
taro or yams) or after one or several years. Taro 
remains scanty in this type of garden (4%) as well 
as yams (4%) but one finds in them sweet potato (25%) 
and Chinese taro (67%) (cf. Tables IX and -X) .
This period of short fallow or kilana e sina is 
followed by a period of long fallow, kilana e volau, 
which can last from five to fifteen years. During that 
period herbaceous plants progressively disappear while 
the species characteristic of the secondary growth 
become taller. The gardeners have now to use their 
axes and no longer the bush-knife to deal with the 
trees. The end of the long fallow period was indicated 
by the shape of Albizzia falcata. When it changed from 
a conical shape to become flat-topped the Maenge reckoned 
that the land could be used again. According to Corner 
(1952:409-410) the crown of this species begins to 
spread horizontally nine or ten years after it started 
to grow. Of the 3,936 acres cleared in long fallow 
gardens in Matong in 1969 32% were planted with taro 
while 53% were planted with sweet potato and 17% with 
yams (cf. Table XI).
When, after a period lasting from 15 to 25 years 
after the garden site had been planted, trees of the 
primary forest begin to invade the secondary growth 
the plot is no longer known as kilana but as valasolo.
Of the 2,322 acres opened in valasolo in Matong during 
1969 taro occupied 57% of the area and yams 28% while 
sweet potato represented 14% (cf. Table XII) .
That most of the taro cultivated in Matong in 1969 
were planted either in long fallow gardens or in fallow 
returning to primary forest is suggestive. On the basis 
of informants' recollections of their various garden plots
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one can estimate that the average fallow time was between 
10 and 12 years. The very low figures for the area 
planted with taro in 1969 in Matong are explained by the 
fact that about two thirds of the crop rotted during the 
heavy rainfall of the previous wet season.
Soils
When discussing soils the Maenge take into account 
several attributes: the location of the soil within the 
various horizons, their moisture content, texture, weight, 
colour, smell and relative fertility (cf. Conklin 1957:36-37 
and Brookfield and Brown 1963:34-36 for similar classifications)
They contrast the top soil in climax forest with that 
of old fallow gardens as being "dry" (manani), soft 
(vogovogo) , "white" (kavauvaunga) , too light (alaleng e 
soali). It has an unpleasant smell (ka koina e soali) and 
is not proper to taro cultivation. The Maenge assert 
that the first garden made in climax forest cannot yield 
a good crop. It is only when the soil has been covered 
by the decayed leaves of the secondary growth that a good 
crop becomes possible. The decayed leaves are called 
lavuna, from lavusa, rotten, when speaking of vegetable 
matter or the human corpse. This layer of leaves is 
called magavuna or magavu sa from maga , soil, and -vuna 
or -vusa which comes from the same root as lavuna , 1avusa.
It is sometimes referred to as paganinagana, an interesting 
word as it underlines the function of this decayed vegetal 
matter. The word is derived from a verb pagani which means 
to give food and points to the part this decayed matter 
plays in the reconstitution of the soil, a point to be 
discussed later when dealing with the category of the 
rotten and the part it plays in the rites.
Humus or magakato ("black" soil) found in old fallow 
gardens is full of liquid (ka mena), it is strong (varevare) 
but light (alaleng) it is "black", it has a good smell 
and is proper to taro cultivation. It is classified as 
"cold" (marusu) on the account of the abundance of liquid 
by contrast with the clays which are "hot" (isopa) a 
contrast which will be discussed later when dealing with
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Maenge classification of medicinal plants. The Maenge 
distinguish several kinds of clays on the basis of their 
colour" they contrast a "red" one (piliga e tente) with
a "yellow" one (piliga_e ngango) while a brown one
described as partly "red" and "black" is called pipiliga. 
They are sticky (vilevile) , strong (ginging) and heavy 
(mena). During the dry season they crack easily but 
they are not washed away during the wet by contrast with 
the black humus which is easily washed away by the heavy 
rains but resist to the dry better. Black humus and 
clays are thus seen as having complementary qualities 
which should help the crops to survive throughout the 
year .
The topsoil is described as the patuna (skin or 
bark) of the soil. The rock bed is called magana (belly 
or core) while the intermediate layer, often formed of 
clays with which calcareaous debris are mixed, is 
referred to as the flesh, mirikana. The limestone bed 
is often very near the surface. Some stones are left in 
the soil and are said to contribute to the good health 
of the taro. Big ones lying at the surface or near 
it are gathered before planting and heaped near the 
limits of a compartment. Such heaps are known as 
lolopuna (lolo, stone, puna, base).
Stones are classified according to their weight, 
colour, surface aspect, shape and brightness. Most 
current are the limestone (palaga), dead coral (gulu) 
and rock crystal (ningkale). Other stones (such as 
the adze blades and obsidians) and mineral substances 
(red ochre, iron oxyde , the unidentified "excrement of 
snake") which play an important part in Maenge culture do 
not occur in their environment but were traded from the 
neighbouring tribes.
Particular sources of fertility
While the main source of fertility is the layer 
of decayed leaves a garden site may be enriched by other 
matter either of vegetal or animal origin.
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Some trees of the secondary growth are considered 
by the Maenge as having a particularly good effect on 
taro cultivation thanks to the liquid (mena) which 
they contain. Among the species which are supposed 
to have this positive effect on the soil one can quote: 
Albizzia falcata, Laportea gigas , Trema orientalis,
Ficus pungens, F. septica, F. hispidioides , Pipturus 
repandus. The stump is often fired and the ashes 
together with the minerals contribute to the development 
of the plants while the trunk protects them against rain 
and wind. In the case' of the fig trees one should note 
that their juicy and fleshy fruits fall on the ground 
where they rot and provide the soil with additional 
fertility. All these species are classified as "cold".
Among the Longueinga,abandoned house sites were 
used as garden plots because of the fertility of the rubbish
Iheaps piled up near the houses. Most of the rubbish would 
be of vegetable origin while some of it would be of human 
or animal origin, mostly pig faeces and human urine. Other 
rubbish of animal or human origin is used as well. Thus 
the Maenge consider as particularly fertile spots the soil 
underneath the trees where birds sit to defecate. Such 
trees are known as the gusoali or latrines of birds. It 
is known for instance that the pigeon uses as its gusoali 
such trees as Celtis latifolia, Homalium foetidum and 
Calphyllum soulattri. Hogs wallows which have been 
abandoned for a long time are also considered as fertile 
places .
In the past, among the Longueinga, when a child or 
an old person died it was customary to bury him (or her) in 
a garden site known to produce a crop of good quality. Three 
or four years later the plot was cleared and taro planted.
It is significant that when clearing the bush the gardeners 
had to take a meal in the garden and that coconut meat (an 
equivalent of pig flesh) had to accompany the staple. When 
the gardeners later made the fire they similarly had to 
kill and eat a pig in the village. The presence of coconut 
meat (or pig flesh) on both these occasions indicate that 
an exchange with the other world takes place. It is probable,
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in this case, that the soul of the dead person is supposed 
to send back to the garden the soul of his or her taro while 
what remains of his or her body will help the taro to grow. 
Reay (1969) reports a similar custom for the Kuma. Signif­
icantly, however, the Kuma wait for a number of years before 
using as a garden plot the spot where a person has been 
buried. This is to prevent any person who has known the 
dead person from cultivating this land.
Finally, again among the Longueinga the collective 
latrines of the villagers were used regularly as gardening 
plots. In the past the Longueinga as well as the coastal 
Maenge used to have separate latrines (gusoali) for men 
and women. Among the Longueinga, as each village was 
made of scattered hamlets where members of the same lineage 
tended to live together with their spouses each hamlet 
had two of these gusoali. These hamlets were abandoned 
after a few years when all the surrounding land had been 
exploited and new hamlets built in the vicinity of 
gardening land. On returning to a site where their 
ancestors had lived care was taken to use as gardening 
land their gusoali. Though representing only a small 
proportion of the land used for gardening purposes these 
spots were highly valued. These latrines were surrounded 
by a line of cordyline, hence the name sasavanga , fence, 
which was given to them. These cordyline were put there 
in order to prevent what was left of the taro soul , after 
the cycle of digestion was completed, from escaping.
The fact that the Longueinga, in contrast with the 
coastal Maenge, utilised abandoned house sites, burying 
grounds and latrines points probably to the poorer quality 
of the soil in the mountain and the difficulties the 
secondary growth has in developing.
Terrain
Gardens can be made either in plains (kavu) or foot­
hills (kapangapuna), on slopes (ina kapang) or on the 
summit of hills (kapangkuna). Taro gardens in Matong were 
located either in plains (7, 13, 16, 17, 22, 28, on map 7) 
or foot-hills (21, 23). Most of the gardens located there 
had been flooded during the wet season and gardeners had
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lost their tubers there. Taro grown on the hills had 
survived better (gardens 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 15, 19, 27, 31).
In the past it was recommended that people have 
two distinct gardens: one relatively high in the hills 
where the crop might be saved if a severe drought 
occurred, thanks to the coolness found there. These 
gardens made in "cold" places contrasted with the "hot" 
ones found on the coast. It might even happen that 
coastal dwellers would give part of their taro tops to 
the inhabitants of the villages settled at the limit 
of the oak forest. Most of these villages were occupied 
by a now extinct tribe, the Sao. They would plant the 
taro tops and look after them. When they were mature 
the coastal Maenge would come and fetch them and thank 
the Sao with gifts of fish.
Whatever the location of a garden it is reckoned 
that it should be exposed to the sun from about 10 a.m. 
to 3 or 4 p,m. A large protective belt of high trees 
should be left around the garden so that their shade 
protects it during part of the day. When gardens are 
located near the sea (gardens 4 and 6 for instance) 
a fence of trees is left to protect the garden against 
trade-winds. Such fences are usually natural.
Sociological Factors
Though the nuclear family is the work unit this 
does not mean that nuclear families garden by themselves 
on a given piece of land. They rather associate though 
each family works in the compartments which have been 
allocated to it. These associations are rather loose. 
Associates may change over time. Moreover at any period 
of time a family A may share its taro garden with 
families B, C, D and its yam gardens with families X, Y, Z.
In Matong , in 1969, there were only three pieces 
of land where separate nuclear families grew their taro 
by themselves (gardens 17, 22 and 26). Associations 
varied from two (gardens 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 15, and 31) to
five or more (gardens 4 and 27). The picture is complicated 
by the fact that only a few taro gardens were left in 
Matong. These were gardens 7, 13, 15 and 20. What was
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left of the taro was planted in compartments contiguous 
with compartments where yams and sweet potato were 
planted (gardens 4, 5, 15, 21, 22, 23, 27 and 31) or
with yams (gardens 8 and 17). If one considers such 
a large garden as Vagitupuna (garden 27) one finds that 
no less than 11 nuclear families gardened there in 
adjacent compartments. Only a few of them, however, 
still possessed some taro and most of them grew sweet 
potato there .
On the piece of land called Kerakera 1amana (garden 
3) there were three different gardens, each separated 
from the others by stretches of secondary growth at 
various periods of development. There were a yam 
garden, a taro garden and a sweet potato field. Two 
nuclear families worked in association in the taro 
and yam gardens. The males belonged to the same clan, 
the Laia, one of the three large land-holding clans 
in Matong. In the sweet potato field worked Mano, and 
his wife, Matakana. Mano is the aid-post orderly and 
comes from a distant village near Vairamana. Matakana 
whose mother died when she was a child, has been adopted 
by her mother's sister, the life of a Laia who was 
a maternal uncle of one of the Laia gardening in 
Kerakeralamana. Mano and Matakana shared a taro garden 
with Kae (garden 8) for whom Matakana1s mother is a 
c1assificatory mother, on land belonging to the 
Valakauna's clan, K a e 's clan.
A usual type of association is that between 
siblings (garden 7) maternal uncle and nephew (garden 9), 
parents and their married children (garden 23) , members 
of the same nodal kindred whether the word be understood 
in its common meaning or in its metaphorical o n e . A 
nuclear family may garden on land on which either the 
husband or the wife has claims through their paternal 
as well as their maternal kinsmen.
Maitenia, a young leader of the Galekorokoro clan 
shares a taro garden with his sister and sister's husband 
on land said to belong to his clan. He has another 
garden where taro grows together with sweet potato and 
yam (garden 22) on land which the Galekorokoro as well
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as the Laia claim. His brother-in-law has also another 
taro garden (garden 26) on a land claimed by the 
Galekorokoro . The husbands of two sisters, who belong 
to the same clan, share garden 19 with the married 
son of one of the sisters, born from a previous marriage 
The sisters belong to the Kamvoin clan which has rights 
on very little land in Matong. The garden is located 
on land belonging to their husbands' clans. Murisi, 
from the Galekorokoro clan shares his sweet potato 
field (garden 1) with his step-son but his Chinese 
taro field with his sister's son, Maitenia.
In the case of large gardens such as Pasingkaenapuna 
(garden 16) , Vagitupuna (garden 27) , or Kolame (garden 
4) the situation is even more complex. Though claimed 
by the Laia, Pasingkaenapuna has been chosen as site 
for a yam and a taro garden by Maitenia. The garden 
includes 58 compartments with 0.274 acres devoted to 
yam cultivation and 0.145 acres to taro cultivation.
Apart from Maitenia and his wife one finds there a 
number of nuclear families which are connected to 
Maitenia's clan either through the male or the female 
spouse. There are also a number of families who have 
recently joined Maitenia's galiau for political and 
religious reasons.
In Vagitupuna the core of gardeners belong to 
the Rainana clan which does not hold land in Matong.
Some of these Rainana belong to Maitenia's galiau, 
in the sense that he is their patron, while others are 
followers of the anti-millenarist leader who belongs 
to the Marana clan, Tovolon. Though Tovolon himself 
does not garden there he has claims on the land which 
stretches at the bottom of the hill where Vagitupuna 
is located and where most of the nuclear families now 
working in Vagitupuna recently worked together with 
him .
The third large garden, Kolame (garden 4) has 
been a bone of contention in recent years not because 
it is used as a garden but because part of it is already 
transformed into a coconut plantation which Tovolon
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intends to increase. There he has invited a luluai 
of a neighbouring village, which is now abandoned, 
Seleplepuna, to garden. The luluai belongs to the 
Kamvoin clan which would have claims upon this piece 
of land. Nuclear families working there are followers 
of Tovolon.
Distance from settlement
Taro gardens in Matong are located within half 
an hour's walk from the village. The furthest away 
of all gardens is Kolame (garden 4); since the gardeners 
are proceeding to erect a hamlet there this inconvenience 
will soon disappear. One should note that in Matong, 
as elsewhere in the Maenge country, there is a tendency 
to garden nearer the village site than was the case 
in the past. Though in Matong this does not threaten 
the equilibrium of the swidden cycle there are villages, 
among them Malakuru, where the situation is less bright. 
In Malakuru people used in the past to garden at a 
distance of one hour's walk from the settlement.
Gardens are now within twenty minutes. This has meant 
a reduction of the fallow time, more and more gardens 
being opened in the kilana e sina. Such a situation 
can be explained by psychological factors: the men in
Malakuru are more and more reluctant to perform their 
traditional tasks, mostly that of felling trees. In 
this area women are replacing men in this job and it 
is understandable enough that they prefer to deal with 
younger trees than with trees of the kilana e volau 
or va 1 a so 1 o
REMOVAL OF VEGETATION
The vegetation is removed in three different 
stages: first by cutting the undergrowth, second by
felling the trees, lastly by erecting pyres.
Cutting the undergrowth
In the past this operation was performed with a 
small shell, a Luc inidae (tue) , characterized by a 
sharp edge. With it herbaceous plants and vines were 
cut so as to allow the trees to stand by themselves.
These plants were not uprooted at this stage but simply 
cut at about the height of a man's waist. The adze 
could be used at this stage either to cut woody vines 
after having laid down part of their stem on a stick 
or to cut nearer to the ground such herbaceous plants 
as Alpinia sp . The word used to describe the operation 
performed with the tue is kotote , to cut by contrast 
with tele, to fell. The shell is now replaced by the 
bush-knife which is used with a slashing motion (sapetote) 
Women as well as children join the men in this operation. 
In ceremonial gardens they work in a line, advancing 
at the same pace. The work is done quickly, the 
gardeners proceeding into the bush whi1e behind them 
lie the stems mostly of Zingiberaceae. A portion of 
the forest thus cleared is known as 1among (cf. 1amana : 
clearing) and its view provokes to the Maenge a feeling 
of satisfaction and aesthetic pleasure: so beautiful
look the upright trees now cleared from the tangled mass 
of vines and herbaceous plants.
When this operation is performed stones can be 
picked up and put at the edge of the garden. One should 
note that the soil is not touched at this stage so 
great is the fear of encouraging weeds to sprout.
Felling the trees
Felling trees, by contrast with clearing the 
undergrowth, is men's work. Felling was done in the past 
with the stone adze which could be used either in an 
adze or axe position by rotating the stone (kila) around 
the haft (vilivili). The stones were traded from the 
north coast but fastened to the haft by the Maenge.
They were sharpened with the help of an unidentified 
stone (pologi) found in river beds. The haft was 
made of Brughiera gymnorhiza on the coast and of 
Prosopis insularum in the mountains. The haft was 
dried over a fire and then bent. The stone was not 
fastened directly to the haft but to a mouthpiece made 
in a De ca spermum sp. The stone adze is now replaced
by a steel axe.
When working with the traditional tools as well 
as with the modern one the Maenge attack the tree first 
on the leaning side, its belly (siana) then on the 
opposite side or gina , back. Formerly a long opening 
was cut with the a x e ,then it was enlarged by using 
the adze, the operation being repeated on the other 
side. When dealing with trees with high buttresses 
scaffolding has to be erected. This consists of a 
platform (rige) resting on four poles which can be 
erected on both sides of the tree. Ringbarking was 
done in secondary growth, especially in the mountains 
where it was an easy way of felling such trees as 
Albizzia falcata , Macaranga aleuritoides, Pro sopis 
insularum , Trema orientalis, Trema c f , cannabina. A 
number of trees were allowed to stand after having 
been trimmed. Putting fire at the base of the stumps 
is also a way of dealing with the trees, their dry 
branches being a characteristic of Maenge gardens.
When trimming Pipturus argenteus the mountain people 
were careful to leave one branch so that the tree 
could regrow more easily.
In the process of felling trees a number of 
species are protected. These are mainly the palms 
(coconut trees, areca palm, Archontophoenix sp.) and 
the fruit-bearing trees (Canarium commune, Eugenia 
malaccense , Spondias dulcis , Barrigntonia niedenzuana, 
Parartoearpus venenosus , Inocarpus edule , bread-fruit 
tree) together with some species with an economic 
importance such as Cyclandrophora laurina, Gmelina 
molucc ana. The felled trees are left to dry 
for several weeks. The site is then known as manani 
(dry). Before the pyres are erected men sort out the 
trunks and branches which can be used as boundary and 
to make the fences. These are put aside to be used 
later.
Firing
The Maenge contrast two ways of firing. To set 
fire (tunua poi) to a piece of land in the forest was
never done except when, in a limited area, the mass
of vines and dry bush looked too entangled after the 
first clearing operation had been done, and it was 
always followed by the usual method of erecting pyres. 
Tunua poi is nowadays only done in grasslands, among 
the coconut trees, where Chinese taro is to be planted 
(cf. below). To erect pyres is simply pulia poi, to 
bring fire, or more precisely sapatalea poi, to make 
the fire stand in an open spac.e . This last phrase 
conveys the two results of the operation: burning 
and clearing .
One has seen that, in a given compartment, there 
can be several pyres. When the gardener proceeds to 
erect a pyre in a compartment the boundaries of which 
are not yet visible on the ground the soil is still 
covered by a mass of branches and trunks. His task 
is to cut these and throw them, one after the other, 
in the pyre. The first operation consists in laying 
down four logs, which serve as the boundaries of the 
pyre. This operation is known as patakale or unukale 
poi. Sawdust and chips are put on the middle and 
covered by small and then large leaves; when the fire 
is lit small dry branches then larger ones are added.
When the fire is going on well, green branches are 
thrown on the top and then weeds. While the fire is 
going on the gardener has thus several operations to 
perform: cutting branches, and uprooting weeds (kilage) .
For so doing he may use his bush-knife while to press 
down (kalae) the branches in the pyre he can use a long 
branch with a fork (ka langa) . Weeds create a dense smoke 
to be seen at a great distance: a gardener is proud of
the height and thickness of the column of smoke which 
rises from his pyre and these columns are a good way of
knowing who is working and where. At the end of the
work the ground around the pyre should be completely 
cleared; the soil is then called karakarangana, that 
which stands in the open space. When three or four
pyres have been made on the site of a given compartment
its boundaries are marked with logs. The remaining logs 
may be piled up in a corner of the garden; the pile
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(tamalingana) will serve as a reserve of wood when 
erecting the fence or will be used later as firewood.
Burning logs are transferred to secondary 
firing places with the hands but embers require a 
shovel with a short handle, the sapaounga, often cut 
in a rotten canoe and thus made of Gmelina moluccana.
To scatter the ashes (kau1ia) a rake (kauli) is used.
It consists of a long stick to which is attached 
crosswise an oval piece of wood. It is generally 
made in Leea sp. or Acalypha grandis. Embers are put 
at the base of certain trees. When the ashes have 
been spread the compartment is ready to be planted.
While uprooting the herbaceous plants to be 
thrown in the pyre a number of species are protected 
or receive special treatment. First, especially if 
the piece of land has laid fallow only for a short 
period, a number of cultigens are to be found there 
and are not removed. These are usually self-sown 
species, the local cucumber, basilic, amaranth or 
cultigens , like the cordyline, which the previous 
gardener had left in the fallow garden. Wild yams 
are not protected at this stage; the tubers are removed 
and given to pigs but people do not replant their tops.
A certain class of plants is particularly feared.
These are plants which can be used by the owners of 
fruit-bearing trees or palms to provoke sickness in 
a thief. If left to dry in the sun, these species 
will become harmful. One is thus careful either to 
burn them quickly when making the fires or to throw 
them away from the garden in cool and fresh places 
where they will rot unseen. Among these species, a 
number are classified as "hot" plants and in no case 
should be burnt, either by throwing them in a pyre or 
by setting fire at their base for fear that their 
"hot" liquid go inside the soil and damage the future 
crops. Among these species one may quote Endospermum 
formicarum, Ecoecana agallocha , Alstonia scholaris .
When visiting a large ceremonial garden made by the 
people of Pomio near Galue, at a place called Oinsikaena,
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the Father of the village, Kaeliuna, suddenly noticed 
that an Endospermum formicarum had been burnt, by putting 
fire at its base, and promised a bad crop to his people 
for having overlooked this precaution. He was also 
infuriated by the fact that they had set fire to a 
number of Pterocarpus indicus which, in the Pomio area, 
are used as landmarks, complaining that no one could after 
that find where the boundaries between pieces of land 
are located.
The purpose of firing, as viewed by the Maenge, 
is to transform the quality of the soil by raising its 
temperature, The soil of the forest is "cold" but the 
temperature rises when firing is done. Firing is 
described as "cooking the soil": tuvatote magalo. The
effects of heating the soil are well-known. The 
fertility is increased and, to quote Nye and Greenland:
"It is generally agreed that plant growth is better 
in previously heated than in unheated soils. Any seeds 
present in the soil during heating are liable to be 
killed or to have their germination retarded. The 
supply of available nutrients in the solution is 
increased by heating, and in particular the rate of 
nitrogen mineralization is generally greater subsequent 
to the burn than before" (1960: 71-72). The hierarchy
of firing places and of cultigens and cultivars 
corresponding to it does rest on objective estimate 
of the change undergone by the soil under different 
burning conditons. Moreover the weeding which 
accompanies the burning shows that the Maenge are 
careful gardeners: the reason they do not resort to the
firing of a whole block is explicitly said to be that 
this would provoke the appearance of too many weeds 
since the burning would be too incomplete and not 
accompanied by weeding, whereas their method means 
both a thorough weeding and a careful burning.
When the ashes have been scattered the boundaries 
of the compartment are marked by using trunks or straight 
branches. The planting may now start.
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P1 anting
The Maenge know three ways of reproducing taro.
One is to replant the taro tops to which part of the 
petiole is still attached. This is known as toeia, 
a word used to describe the action of replanting part 
of those cultigens which are reproduced vegetatively. 
Another method consists of replanting the offshoots 
(kaena) which are left for some time in the garden 
once the mother corm has been removed; they are 
usually replanted in a new compartment. This method 
is particularly employed in the case of the taro 
belonging to group 1.1. as those are characterized 
by an abundance of cormlets. One should note that 
if a gardener does not need to replant these they are 
fed to pigs. The third method is only employed with 
the best taro cultivars, those belonging to group 1.2. 
The upper part of the corm is buried in the ground, 
without any of its petioles; young offshoots sprout 
from it and after a few weeks are detached from the 
rotting mother corm and replanted in a new compartment. 
This method allows a gardener to enlarge the number of 
corms of a given cultivar she may possess; if she is 
successful she may thus reach a stage when the number 
of taro plants belonging to group 1.2. in her garden 
will far exceed those belonging to group 1.1. The 
young offshoots are called kumani (a name given to the 
pleiades) and to replant them is pakumania.
Both the kumani and kaena could in the past be 
replanted in small mounds, called vuluvu1uga, which 
were designed to "cool them" (pamarusu) and thus help 
them grow. These mounds have nowadays disappeared 
from Maenge gardens though the two methods described 
above survive.
To plant taro is a woman's task. While planting 
the women use a heavy and high digging stick, itu , 
made, on the coast, of Bruguiera gymnorhyza. They 
throw it vertically several times in the ground, holding 
it with both hands. To enlarge the hole they either 
draw back and forth the digging stick in the hole
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(rulia itu) or turn it several times with a circular 
motion (rulepalapale itu) . They then put the taro top 
in the hole and gather loosely some earth around it.
It is only a few weeks later that the soil is pressed 
around the growing plant with the help of the soles.
This operation, known as alokampia magalo , should not 
be done from the start as it would prevent the plant 
from developing. Taro are planted in rows. Usually 
a woman brings enough tops in a new compartment to 
plant it the same day. She then lays the taro tops 
down in regular rows before starting to dig and plant 
them. In normal conditions the distance between taro 
tops varies between two and three feet though it can 
happen, particularly in the Malakuru area, that the 
plants be nearer to one another.
Most of the cultigens planted by the Maenge are 
reproduced vegetatively. In a few cases the seeds are 
used : Qcimum sanctum and 0 . basilicum, Amaranthus tricolor,
Cucumis sp. and Psophocarpus tetragonolobus and the more 
recent Nicotiana sp. When the seeds are simply thrown on 
the ground the verb tapua is used but when they are 
buried into the ground, as is the case with P. tetragonolobus 
the Maenge use the verb toeia to describe the operation.
Only the banana can be planted before the taro; all other 
cultigens are planted either at the same time or afterwards. 
The men plant the banana, the yams and the sugar-canes 
while the other cultigens are planted by the women.
Operations performed during the growth of the taro plant
The Maenge contrast in a very marked way the first 
period of the maturation cycle of the taro when the aerial 
part of the plant reaches its maximum height with the 
second period when the height of the peitoles decrease 
the leaves wither and become yellow while the corm 
develops fully and reaches the desired size. The first 
period extends over the four or six months following the 
planting, according to varieties and excluding the quick­
maturing ones. Gardening activities are numerous during 
the first period; they are almost non-existent during the 
second period when the almost sole task of the gardeners
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is to look after the garden and protect it from the 
attacks of parrots and pigs. During the first period 
the Maenge often refer to the taro as: mao ore kakaina 
taro with petiole and during the second period as mao 
ore ma n a , taro with a base or bottom; or they contrast 
the unripe taro (mao ore magura) with the ripe one 
(mao ore matua) . (The vocabulary concerning the various 
parts of taro is given in figure 4.)
The first period
Fencing
Men usually erect fences during the weeks following 
the planting. There are two kinds of fences in the 
Maenge area. The first type, considered the better, 
is almost abandoned as requiring too much work. Fencing 
is often neglected nowadays, especially in gardens 
located near the villages. The number both of domestic 
pigs and wild ones has diminished and fear of them is 
not as great as in the past. Moreover the millenarist 
movement preaches peace between men as well as between 
men and beasts and pigs are thought to have become 
friendly in the recent years.
To build the first type of fences men planted 
pairs of posts at a distance of several feet one from 
the other; the posts composing a pair are at a distance 
of a few inches one from the other. The men lay down 
a trunk and pile others on it, taking care that their 
extremities pass between the posts. The trunks are 
fastened to the posts with a particularly strong vine 
(Parsonsia pedunculata) . The second type consists of 
posts which the men thrust into the ground and bind 
together with the same vine. Both types are called 
savonau. Doors are built to help the gardeners climb 
into the garden. Fencing is a man's task. In collective 
gardens men work together, each fencing the part of 
the garden corresponding to his wife's compartment 
and the same applies in ordinary subsistence gardens 
where a number of families share the same site.
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Cutting the leaves, weeding
The vocabulary describing the various stages of 
the development of taro is of course quite rich. When 
a new petiole and leaf appear on the taro top recently 
planted the Maenge say: mao ke lulupa , it sprouts.
When, after a few days the first leaf is quite visible, 
they say: mao ke valipage manugana, it is shooting a 
bird's neck (manugan a ) . The young leaf is still rolled 
up and resembles a bird's neck. When they open, the 
verb sasalopa is used. After a few weeks the first 
and second leaves are cut together with their petioles, 
new ones continuing to appear. The first leaves are 
not eaten by human beings, they are the "greens of the 
evil spirits" (vasi a soarema) while the second ones are 
eaten by the villagers. To cut these greens is kole va si. 
The day when they perform this operation the women also 
start weeding, kinia vutu.
When weeding the women are either in a squatting 
position or standing. They hold a bush-kinfe (in the 
past the small Luc inidae) in their right hand and either 
uproot the plant (kilage) with their left hand alone 
or use the knife to search the root into the ground.
To cut the weeds (kintote) is prohibited. Among the 
coastal Maenge there is only one weeding. The second 
wave of weeds is said to help the taro to mature (vutu 
ke pamatua mao) , a practice to be analysed later when 
discussing the alternate treatment of cold and heat 
which the taro needs while developing. Among the 
Longueinga there are two weedings. The first weeding 
is done at about the same time as on the coast, the 
second when the plant is about to reach its maximum 
height. The first weeds are referred to as vutu sona , 
the second as vutu mirana. (Sona is the usual word for 
milk-teeth, the first plumage or fur of young birds and 
animals while mirana indicates adult teeth, fur or 
plumage.)
When weeding, the women are careful not to uproot 
these various cultigens, the seeds of which, buried in 
the ground or thrown on it, have sprouted either as a
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result of the gardener's will or because they had been 
left from a previous garden or scattered by the wind.
This concerns mainly the cucumber and amaranth. They 
protect as well those other cultigens which are reproduced 
vegetatively and the trees which the men have spared while 
clearing the undergrowth, weeding and firing.
While what is left of the first petioles is rotting 
(they are called tavana or 1egona a word also used to 
describe the dry sheathing of the ratans) , new petioles and 
leaves appear. These are called valau kale raleng (to 
fall after the operation known as ra 1ia) . The plant is 
now about two feet high and one says of it: k e upa , it 
is growing. When the taro has reached its maximum 
height (ke kuru) the rubbish men in the village start 
to steal the maturing corms. The second phase now begins.
Second period of maturation
Already when erecting the fences the men make traps 
(sula) for pigs. These are made of a hole, dug outside the 
garden, where spears have been thrust into the ground.
At the same period they usually build a small hut (valeva1e) 
which is used in the first period during the day to rest 
or protect oneself from the sun or the rain. It becomes 
even more useful in the second period when men and their 
sons, or mothers and their daughters, come regularly 
to the garden to chase the parrot, Electus pectoralis, 
which, in this part of New Britain at least, have become a 
taro eater. It is particularly dreaded since it attacks 
the top of the corms and often succeeds in breaking off 
the petiole so that the taro top cannot be replanted.
As it may be an abode of the spirit of a dead person, 
it is not killed. Scare-crows are made to protect the 
crops. In the past they were made with the inner part 
of the stem of Crinum macranthum which is of a bright 
white. Tins have now replaced it.
The most dangerous pest in the area is the taro 
beetle, P apuan a sp . which eats the corm. Odoriferous 
plants such as ginger or basilic are supposed to remove 
it away from the garden. The leaf blight (Phytophthora
colocasia) which has damaged so much of the taro on the
north and east of New Britain is present in the Maenge 
area but not to the point that it can damage the crop 
(cf . O'Connor 1969 for more details of these pests) .
Harvesting
Before the taro matures a number of cultigens can 
be harvested: these are the winged bean, Hibiscus manihot
and Setaria palmifolia, the cucumber. A number of banana 
cultivars reach maturity before taro, among them the 
quick-maturing parimao (it precedes taro). Most of the 
banana, as well as the yams, are left in the fallow and 
removed only when the taro corms have been collected. 
Sugar-cane and pitpit are usually so planted as to mature 
at the same time as taro. A given piece of land is thus 
still occupied partly with cultigens 14 or 15 months 
after the initial planting has started.
Each nuclear family possesses but a small number 
of banana, sugar-cane, pitpit and yams. They play but 
a marginal part in the diet. With regard to taro, to 
reckon what the yield is is a difficult task since 
harvesting goes on for weeks and the harvest is not 
taken to the village in one day but on a number of 
days during a long period. The best method consists 
in counting the number of taro plants in a block and 
to repeat the operation in a number of gardens so as 
to have an average figure. Corms are weighed over a 
long period to find out what their average weight is. 
Mature corms weigh an average of one pound and a half, 
when dug up at maturity (cf. Hogbin 1951:290-301 and 
T.S. Epstein 1968:44 for a useful comparison). An acre 
is planted with about 7,000 taro plants and can thus 
yield 4.6, a figure to be compared with that of Massal 
and Barrau (1956) for whom the average production is 
between 3 and 6 tons per acre. Of course not all corms 
are dug out at maturity and a number of them weigh less 
than a pound and a half. But since, when counting the 
plants one does not take into account the cormlets the 
figure is likely to reflect the reality.
To harvest the taro corms is a woman's task. Men 
harvest the yams and both sexes can harvest the sugar-cane
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banana or pitpit. To dig out the corm (1 ala mao) the 
women use the digging stick to loosen the soil around 
it. They then pull up the petiole. They then remove 
the soil and rootlets which are attached to the corm 
with the help of the oyster shell and cut the petiole so 
that only part of it, without any leaf, remains attached 
to the corm. All the refuse is heaped in a corner of 
the garden known as gusoali , latrines, and carefully 
protected from the attack of birds by covering them 
with leaves.
The women first dig out the taro planted in the 
"ground nothing", then those planted in the tertiary 
and secondary firing places. It is often the parongsupu 
which are dug up first: these are the cormlets which
have been replanted and mature quickly. When harvesting 
the women dig up one taro here and another there; for 
technological reasons as well as magical ones they 
should never harvest neighbouring corms. They walk in 
the garden and decide to pick up this taro plant and 
then that. Such a technique, which results in leaving 
more space to the plants left in the garden, is known 
as ravulepatalea or paera patalea to take or clean and 
leave in the open space.
On the coast the women take back the corms as well 
as other garden products in the rachis of Archontophoenix 
sp. which they use as a kind of tray and carry on their 
heads. They can bring back as much as eighty pounds in 
this way though, as shall be seen later, a nuclear family 
usually needs about twenty pounds of raw food a day.
Among the Longueinga the women often use large bags made 
by their neighbours, the Kol, or they tie up their bundles 
of food with the fibers of Commersonia bartramii which 
they also use as headbands. The corms are left with 
their petioles until needed for cooking: with their petioles 
the corm can be kept for several days. It is only when 
the women want to cook them that they cut, with the help 
of the oyster shell, the top with the petiole. Such an 
operation is known as kintote , to cut, by contrast with 
kinroge , to strangle,a verb which denotes the action of 
cutting the petiole above the corm so that it cannot be 
replanted.
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Fallowing
As mentioned above, the Maenge distinguish three 
stages in the fallowing period, which are characterized 
by different types of vegetation.
Kilana e sina
The short fallow is characterized by the presence of 
a number of weeds, grass and treelets , which are allowed 
to grow in the garden after the first weeding on the 
coast, the second among the Longueinga , has been done.
Weeds are called in Maenge either vutu or kinikining: 
words which refer to all those plants which sprout in 
a garden and must be uprooted., They include herbaceous 
Plants belonging to different familes: Graminae ,
Cyperaceae , Malvaceae , Compositae, Acanthaceae, Liliacae, 
treelets and plant types with an undetermined status 
in Maenge taxonomy such as Wedelia biflora, which is 
neither a vine nor a tree but belongs to a category 
subordinate to that of trees; it is a vega e sina, a 
small tree.
Among herbaceous plants the most frequent are:
Polycopa macrophylla , Imperata conferta , Microstegium s p . , 
Themeda intermedia, Cyperus brevifolius, Sclevia polycarpa, 
Eleusine indica , Sida rhombifolis , Hemigraphis , Microstegium 
sp. is said to have invaded large areas of fallow land 
near village sites located in the mountains, near the 
river Galue. For some of these weeds the Maenge are 
able to say when they were first introduced into their 
area. Thus Cra ssoceph a 1urn c re pidioides is called 
Japanese excrements and the Maenge say that it arrived 
during World War II together with the Japanese. Ageratrum 
conizoides is called Samoa and may have been brought back 
by the Maenge who worked in Samoa before World War I, 
while another weed was scattered with the ashes coming 
from the volcano Imvulu during one of the eruptions 
which took place at the beginning of this century.
Kilana e volau
The species characteristic of the long fallow have 
been mentioned earlier. The Maenge have observed that
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they are dispersed in various ways, by the wind, birds 
or other animals. They know that when a giant of the 
forest is blown by the wind these species will appear 
in the hole made by the tree roots. Rather than 
explaining the presence of these new species by the 
light conditions they turn to the qualities of the 
soil: in the vegamukuna , the plants find a "cold" soil,
abundant with liquid, which is favourable to the 
development of these species which like garden land.
In the fallow garden the Maenge reckon that the 
first wave of trees is characterized by the presence 
of Macaranga tamarina and Homa 1 anthus sp. When the 
taller trees like Evodia elleryana develop these species 
disappear. The stands of Macaranga a 1eur 1 toides , 
Macaranga tamarina, Kleinhowia hospita , Macaranga cf. 
decipiens slowly perish over the years while trees of 
the primary forest invade again the fallow garden.
Valasolo
That plots are dominated again by species 
belonging to the primary forest is in part due to 
the fact that stumps are left in the garden and that 
offshoots sprout from them. This would be the case 
of Myrls1 1 ca sp , , Pometia pinnata, also of Pterocarpus 
indicus. This of course can only occur in the case of 
incomplete burning. Together with such trees the 
following species would be among the first ones to 
invade the fallow garden: Pangium edule , Ce11is
latifolium, Vitex cofassus,
T11 . 2 . Yam Gardens
The yam gardens bear a specific name. They are 
called kantolo by contrast with the taro gardens or 
ura Burning is done by erecting pyres but these do not 
generate a hierarchy of places. Ashes are swept in a 
part of the garden (rumvuli ) where gardeners plant 
Diosocorea bulbifera seeds. The main cultigen i n a 
yam garden is D. esculenta but other yams are present 
as well, The most numerous belong to D . a 1 at a while 
D . bulbifera and D . pent aphy11 a are poorly represented.
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Out of the two acres planted in yams in Matong, in 
January 1970, 0 45 7 were planted in short fallow gardens,
0.707 in long fallow gardens, 0.661 m  fallow where the 
secondary forest was reverting to primary forest and 
0.327 m  primary forest- The preference is thus for the 
long fallow (35%), the secondary forest returning to 
primary forest (33%) while the short fallow and primary 
forest represent but 23% and 8% respectively. In the 
short fallow more than half of the surface planted with 
yams (0.238 as against 0.219) had been recultivated 
only after a few months of fallowing but this was 
considered as a bad practice (c f . tables VIII to XII).
Usually yam gardens are located on blocks where the 
layer of black humus is particularly thick. There is 
only one example, in Matong, for that period, of a yam 
garden located in a stony area (garden 10), When 
located in the littoral plain it may happen that the 
layer of humus is not thick enough, in which case some 
sand may be mixed up with the humus, a mixture which 
is not considered to be too bad provided the sand is 
not too dense. Most yam gardens in Matong were located 
on the plain (60% of the total area planted with yams) .
Of the ones located in the back country 18% were located 
on flat grounds near small rivers while 16% were on 
flat surfaces at the summit of hills,. Only 5% were made 
on slopes. The soil there was prevented from being 
washed away by laying down trunks which ran crosswise 
to the slope and protected the mounds.
In the past the yam gardens were divided into two 
parts where gardeners planted, in one half D , esculenta, 
in the ocher, D , alata. Nowadays, D . a 1 ata is interspersed 
with D « esculenta. One should note that in a few cases 
Matong (gardens 8 17) yams are planted together with
taro in larger quantities than is the case in the mixed 
taro gardens. Taro can thus be interspersed with yams 
in yam gardens whether they remain there until they are 
mature or the yam garden be used as a nursery,
D, esculenta vines climb on central poles which are 
placed at a distance varying between 50 and 100 inches.
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To each of these central poles correspond two mounds. The 
vines run from the mounds to the central poles on secondary 
poles. D . a 1 a t a is planted in separate mounds. These 
mounds are but a few inches high. Planting is done from 
October to December. To plant is a man's task but the 
men are helped by the women for some of the operations.
Thus the man makes the hole (valia mu1l) but the woman 
crumbles the soil (kampuia magalo) and covers the hole 
with it (a 1 ue magalo) „ For D . e.sculent.a the men put two 
tubers in each mound in an oblique position (valikovue).
For D * a 1 ata they replant either the top (gi1inavagana) 
or part of the skin to which some flesh is attached 
(pinsina contrasting with sarapungana, the part which 
is eaten), The women weed the yam gardens. The men 
harvest the tubers which are taken back to the village by 
the women. The harvest takes place just before the high 
of the wet season, in June or July. D. esculenta tubers 
are kept in the houses. In the past each galiau erected 
on the village site a platform (pa 1 a) where D . a1ata 
tubers were stored. The platform was divided into compartments 
which corresponded to each household. The young leader 
of Matong, Maitenia, had erected in his garden a small 
platform, in November 1969, in order to perform the rites 
connected with the harvest of D. alata, He had decided 
as well the establishment of a large collective yam 
garden (garden 16), There was another garden (garden 12) 
where members of 9 different households grew their yams.
As is the case with the large taro gardens a nuclear 
family receives, in this type of garden, one or more 
compartments, according to the number of yams it possesses. 
Trunks mark the limit of these compartments.
As very little magic is performed in the yam gardens,
°ne finds in them but a few ornamental plants. However, 
as many of the taro gardens in Matong in 1969-1970 had 
been ruined during the previous wet season, the people 
had brought into the yam gardens most of their ornamental 
Plants which were thus particularly adorned.
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111 . 3 . Tree-Crops
The fruit-bearing trees bear a specific name: 
k aoluma. This category includes: the coconut, areca
palm, the bread-fruit tree and Canariurn, Barringtonia 
niedenzuana and malay-apple and the chestnut-tree.
There are cultivated mango-trees, Spondias dulcis and 
Pometia pinnata but these have been introduced recently 
from the Tolai area. Terminalia catappa, though present 
on many village sites, is not included in this list 
maybe on the account that it is not dispersed by birds 
or planted by men but dispersed by the sea. The list 
given above corresponds to that given in several versions 
of the myth of Nutu e sina and Nutu e volau.
The kaoluma are inherited together with the other 
riches (shell money, taro cultivars etc.) within the 
matri-clans. They often bear an individual name which 
is either the name of the person who has planted or 
cleared it or the name of one of his or her relatives.
Sons and daughters may inherit those trees their father 
has specifically planted for them.
Within this category several distinctions are made 
by taking into account: 1, The way the tree is
reproduced. 2. Its location. 3. The mode of appropriation. 
4. The way the harvest is made.
Reproduction
It is only in the case of the coconut and areca 
Palm that planting is the usual practice. In the case 
of the other species the seeds are dispersed either by 
flying foxes, cassowaries or other animals and people 
only protect and clear the young shoots. Such trees 
are said to have sprouted (kolopa) by contrast with the 
coconut and areca palm. To plant these is tolua.
Flying-foxes were humorously described to me as "Agricultural 
Officer of the Air". In the past the deposits they made 
of various seeds (Canarium, bread-fruit, chestnut, Terminalia 
catappa , etc.) were carefully noticed. They could be 
appropriated and the owner would come every morning to
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gather the seeds dropped by the flying-foxes and eat 
them. Such deposits were called ngosi from ngosia , to 
gnaw, referring to the eating habits of the flying 
foxes .
Loc at ion
Though most of the trees present on a village site 
have not been planted this does not mean that they have 
been allowed to grow in disorder. The trees are 
regularly placed and form geometric designs. On a 
village ground coconut and areca palms tend to be planted 
near the centre of the village while the other trees 
form a belt around them. Small trees like Barringtonia 
niedenzuana are often planted near the houses. Trees 
are planted quite near one another. In Matong where 
the village ground measures about 3 acres most of the 
trees were planted on an area measuring 2 acres, the 
centre of the village being bare except for the presence 
of some coconut and areca palms.
Outside the village site, one finds kaoluma alongside 
paths and in the fallow gardens where they are regularly 
planted, tended and protected when the fallow blocks are 
recultivated.
Appropriation
On the village site people plant or tend the trees 
on ground belonging to their clan or to a clan they are 
associated with either by consanguinity or affinity or 
on the basis of galiau membership. In the case of fallow 
gardens the fact of cleaning (sapatalea) and naming 
(veipage) the tree or treelet assures one of its possession. 
Such claiming can be made on land belonging to one's clan 
or on land where one has been allowed to garden so that 
trees cannot be used as an index of rights over a given 
piece of land. The way of appropriating a kaoluma tree 
is not different, in principle, from the way other trees 
can be appropriated. One can claim rights, in the same 
manner, over trees which play an important part in 
technology such as Archnotophoenix, Gmelina moluccana,
Cyc1andophora laurina , or over trees which offer a
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complement of the diet, whether in normal conditions 
(Parartocarpus venenosus, Pangium edule, Gnetum latifolium) 
or during famines (Cycas rumphii). One should note 
however that though these trees are cleared and considered 
to belong to the man or woman who has cleared them from 
that moment on, they do not. receive an individual name, 
even when they happen to be planted.
Harvesting
Only the owner or someone who has been allowed by 
him can pick up the nuts of a coconut or areca palm.
When a large ceremony was under preparation the men 
who had planned it could put a taboo over the coconut 
and areca palms, a taboo which could be extended to 
the other kaoluma with a hard skin or shell such as 
the breadfruit tree and Canarium, the chestnut tree, 
Barringtonia niedenzuana. Fruits with a soft skin 
such as the Malay apple , mango and Spondias dulcias 
could not be tabooed as they would be attacked by 
the birds who would, in any case, break the taboo.
While coconuts and areca nuts are mostly consumed by 
the owners of the trees and given only as a sign of 
friendship, the harvest from the breadfruit trees and 
the Canarium were distributed among a large number of 
kins. Children and passers-by are allowed to pick up 
fallen fruits of the Malay-apple tree and Barringtonia 
niedenzuana .
The Canarium almond is ripe just before the wet 
season and, since it could be preserved, it provided 
an important complement to the diet. The main 
chestnut harvest is in September and October and again 
as it comes at a period when food can be short it is 
particularly welcome.
I V . Modification of the System
IV.1. Sweet Potato Fields
Many among the Maenge believe that sweet potato 
belong to their traditional diet together with taro and 
yams. A few decades ago when sweet potatoes were still 
scant, gardeners planted them in the taro gardens, often
in the main firing places where tobacco can be found 
in some of the coastal gardens. The ancient varieties 
have disappeared. A few would remain in some of the 
last Longueinga villages near the Nakania border.
Whatever the date of their introduction ( which would 
in any case be after the 15th century) these varieties 
may have come along two of the traditional trading 
roads: either from the North coast via the Nakanai and
Longueinga, or from the Arawe country, along the south 
coast. Today sweet potatoes are planted in separate 
fields. Their importance varies from village to 
village; moreover among the Longueinga they play a 
lesser part in the diet than in coastal villages..
In Matong, in January 1970, sweet potatoes represented 
42% of the planted area. Of the 6,661 acres planted 
with sweet potato there 44% (2,983 acres) were
planted in short fallow gardens, 32% in long fallow 
gardens (2,104 acres), 18% in primary forest (1,105 
acres) and 5% (329 acres)in fallow reverting to
primary forest. The high percentage of sweet potato 
fields made in long fallow gardens or in primary 
forest (53% and 56% respectively of the total land 
cleared in these areas) is explained by the fact 
that many of these fields will be later used as 
coconut plantations. Out of the 4,182 acres which 
were planted with staple in Matong and which were to 
be used later as coconut plantations, 72% were planted 
with sweet potato. The influence of cash-cropping and 
the cultivation of the new staples will be discussed 
with more detail below (cf. tables VIII - XII and 
table XIII).
Most of the sweet potato gardens in Matong were 
located in the plain often on ground too stony for taro 
cultivation (gardens 1, 2, and 10). One should note
that out of the 2,983 planted in short fallow gardens 
almost half (48%) were planted on land where recultivation 
had started within a few weeks or months after the 
previous crops (taro, yams or sweet potato) had been 
removed.
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Fields can be cultivated either by one or several 
nuclear families. They are divided into compartments 
and when several nuclear families cultivate the same 
block their compartments are set close to one another.
Though firing is done in the same way as in the yam 
or taro gardens, except in the case of fields 
established in short fallow gardens where recultivation 
starts almost immediately, there is no hierarchy of 
places. Mounds are erected regularly at a distance 
varying between two to three feet. Gardeners prefer 
to respect the alignment rather than use for fertility 
purposes the firing places. The uniform character is 
all the more striking as there are no ornamental plants 
in them, no magic being performed in these fields and 
no intercropping being done as in the taro gardens.
Usually gardeners try to plant the same variety in 
one compartment; if they do not possess enough of one 
variety the comp artme nt is carefully divided between 
two or more. Men make the fires, as in the taro 
gardens, women plant and harvest.
IV.2. Chinese taro fields
Chinese taro were introduced after World War II 
and again their importance varies from village to village.
In Matong it represented in January 1970, 26% of the
total planted area. Chinese taro are planted there 
only in the plain and only in short fallow gardens.
Almost all these fields (98%) were located in coconut 
plantations. In these fields burning is done by 
setting fire to the grass (tunua poi). No pyres are 
erected and even the traditional division into compartments 
is almost entirely abandoned except for a few logs which 
mark the divisions between the blocks of different nuclear 
families when several happen to cultivate this staple 
in association. The uniformity of these fields is all 
the more striking as the Maenge only grow one variety 
of this species and there is no inter-cropping in these 
fields and no planting of ornamental plants.
The cultivation of the sweet potato and of the 
Chinese taro means a significant change both in the
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technology and in the attitude of the people towards 
their cultivated plants. Gardens are transformed into 
fields with no hierarchical organization of the cultivated 
space, varieties diminish, intercropping is abandoned, 
no magic is performed and the cultivation cycle is changed 
with a reduction of the fallow time: Chinese taro represent 
54% of the crops cultivated in short fallow gardens and 
sweet potato 54%. With a predominance of these plants in 
the diet (68% of the total planted area in Matong at the 
time of the survey) the traditional pattern is thus 
deeply modified.
IV.3. Coconut plantations
That there is a strong association between the 
cultivation of food crops (mainly sweet potato and 
Chinese taro and coconut) is clearly shown by the 
figures. In Matong, in January 1970, 35% of the
cultivated area (mostly Chinese taro, 69%) were found 
on established coconut plantations while 26% of the 
cultivated area (mostly sweet potato, 72%) was to be 
transformed into coconut plantations. If one adds the 
1.5% where sweet potato and coconuts had been planted 
at the same time there is 62.5% of the cultivated area 
which is linked with coconut production. The Matong 
people need between 8 to 10 acres of newly cleared land 
annually in order to enlarge their coconut plantations.
Most of this land is planted first with sweet potato.
In Pomio , in December 1969, I could observe a series 
of gardens where the land had been utilized successively 
for planting staples and then coconuts. A first crop 
of taro was being harvested and the tops were being 
replanted in a distant garden. Where all the taro had 
been removed sweet potato had been planted and their 
vines already covered the grounds. A few nuts had 
already been planted and their first palms appeared 
(lamasi a susumya, the Curculigo erecta coconut as the 
young palms then resemble the leaves of C . erecta) while 
other nuts were left near tree trunks waiting to be 
planted. The association of subsistence gardens with 
coconut plantations has been described for the Tolai
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by T.S. Epstein (1963:77). In 1960 60% of the land 
under food-crops was to be planted with tree-crops in 
Rapitok. Such intercropping is common in the Tropics 
(cf. Child 1964 : 81-82) .
As in the case of the introduction of the new staples, 
sweet potato and Chinese taro, the development of cash­
cropping, among the Maenge , has meant a change in the 
attitude towards plants» It has been said above that 
in the past these people used to plant but a few coconut 
trees which generally bore the name of an individual.
These trees were known individually by their owners as 
well as by most of the village inhabitants. Moreover 
people attached a particular importance to their 
individual features (apart from the classification into 
different varieties), such as their size, the way the 
wind had bent them, the size of the nuts. By contrast 
with this attitude one should note that in Matong most 
persons were unable to state accurately the number of 
trees they owned while their evaluation of the number 
of D . e sculenta poles in their yam gardens was usually 
correct. This ignorance can in part be explained by 
the fact that the trees belonging to an individual are 
scattered in different plantations. Until recently, 
men would have a "line" of trees or half a line in a 
block A shared by a number of other people, another 
line in block B etc. It is only during the last years 
that an effort has been made to plant on a larger scale 
so that if not all at least most of a man's trees will 
be located in the same area. The new plantations, 
especially those of young men and newcomers thus contrast 
with the old ones. In a plantation trees are spaced at 
regular intervals, in a uniform way and though some 
other trees such as Barringtonia niedenzuana, Maiay-apple 
etc. may be left in it the uniform treatment of the trees 
and of the surrounding space bears little similarity with 
what happened in the past when a definite geometry was 
compatible with a qualitative approach to space.
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V . Productivity and Food needs: Matong
The survey in Matong was done at a particularly bad 
period since many of the taro gardens had been destroyed 
during the previous wet season and the clearing of new ones 
had not yet started. The figures presented here thus 
correspond to abnormal conditions. In January 1970 16.33 
acres were under cultivation, 6.6. acres were planted with 
sweet potato, 3.4 with taro, 4.3 with Chinese taro and 
2 with yams. In order to get a figure corresponding to 
the area cultivated annually one should (1.) double the 
area planted with sweet potato since most families 
harvest two crops during one year; (2.) multiply by two- 
thirds the area planted with taro as this corresponds 
to the area destroyed during the wet season. One thus 
gets a figure of 29.7 acres. Since the number of 
residents in the village is 199 the total area cleared 
annually per inhabitant would be 0.149 acre a figure 
very close to that found by T.S„ Epstein among the Tolai
(0.15 T.S.Epstein 1968:44) but considerably lower than the 
figures found in the Highlands.
If one turns to the figures concerning the length 
of the fallow one finds that 4g% of the total cultivated 
area was in short fallow (3 months to five years) , 24%
in long fallow (5 to 15 years'1) , 14% in fallow reverting
to primary forest and 12% in primary forest. Under 
normal conditions these percentages would be somewhat 
different and, in order to get figures closer to 
reality, one must take into account the second sweet 
potato crop as well as the normal size of the area 
planted with taro (2/3 of the present one). The 
percentage would then be 38% in short fallow, 29% in 
long fallow, 17% in fallow reverting to primary forest 
and 14% in primary forest (with the assumption that 
the same percentage of sweet potato and taro would be 
found in the different categories of land as is the 
case in the sample) . The average fallow time would 
then be around thirteen years (38% 4 years, 29% 10 
years, 17% 20 years and 14% with an arbitrary figure
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of thirty years). The total land requirement per 
inhabitant during a whole cultivation cycle is thus 
2.5 acres, if using Allan's formula as modified by 
Barnes (Brookfield and Brown 1963). The formula is
where C represents the duration of the cycle (13 years 
here) L the land cultivated per inhabitant for one year 
and P the percentage of the village territory which 
can be cultivated according to the actual technological 
and ritual conditions. This percentage is reckoned 
to be about 85% in Matong village, an estimate founded 
first on a survey of the village territory while in 
the field, second on the aerial maps which accompany the 
Report of the Allied Forces (1945). Since the village 
territory covers an approximate area of 2,240 acres the 
area needed for subsistence represents but a small part 
of it. If one takes into account the area covered by 
the coconut plantations (about 130 acres with a mean 
of 0.57 acre per inhabitant) the coconut planatations 
could still be extended without any fear of the area 
devoted to subsistence gardens.
In the field it was only possible to calculate 
the productivity of the taro gardens. With a 
production of 4.6 tons per acre the yearly production 
in Matong should be around 46 tons. With maybe an 
average production of 6 tons per acre the sweet potato 
production might be around 80 tons. The yam production 
is probably 20 tons a year while the Chinese taro 
production is probably around 8 tons per acre (cf. for 
approximative figures Barrau and Massal 1956 and 
Barrau 1962:118, 131). The yearly production would thus 
be around 180 tons.
The garden products brought back to the village by 
women belonging to 9 different households were weighed 
over a week and compared with the products brought back 
by women belonging to other households during two previous 
weeks (cf . Table XIV) . From the sample it was found that 
for each household with an average of five members,
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21 pounds of raw food was needed giving thus a figure 
of 4o2 pounds per person (cf. Hogbin 1951 for similar 
figures). For a period of one year a household thus 
needs almost 3*5 tons. The 41 households in the village 
need 143.5 tons which leaves a surplus of 46.5 tons.
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Table IV
Semi-domesticates resorted to either durinc
periods or in normal circumstances 
Caryota rumphii oto
Castanopsis acuminatissima more
Cyathea sp. mate1e
Cycas rumphii pago
Dioscorea esculenta VO iso
Dios corea sp e momo1isi
Dioscorea sp . me lu
Dioscorea sp . ma sale
Pangium edule mangini
Parartocarpus venenosus i vo
Pometia pinnata t aua
Pueraria 1obata pakua
Spondia s dulcis kuli
f amine
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Table V
List of the trees planted on the village site
in Matong
1. Traditional fruit trees
Cocos nucifera 248
Areca catechu 229
Barringtonia niedenzuana 224
Inocarpus fagiferus 26
Terminalia catappa 22
Artocarpus altilis 16
Canarium commune 8
2 . Introduced fruit trees
Carica papaya 99
Citrus sp. 64
Mangifera sp. 24
Annona reticulata 1
3 . Miscellaneous
Polyscias sp. 20
Ficus sp. 5
Erythrina indica 14
Evodia anisidorea 1
Table VI
Traditional Cultigens found in the 
mixed taro gardens
Edible cultigens
Alocasia macrorhyza vongau
Colocasia esculenta mao
Cucumis sp. gopu
Dioscorea alata momo
D . e sculenta mamisa
D . bulbifera ava
D. pentaphylla var ua
Hibiscus manihot siviga
Musa sapientum pur i
Sacchruam edule nqapa
S . officinarum t au
Setaria palmifolia vavag e
Psophocarpus tetragonolobus kavomva
Non-edible cultigens
Amaranthus tricolor ka e t a
Celosia argentea ritolo
C. cristata vakuna
Coleus blumei muq anq
Cordyline terminalis el a
Cymbopogon sp. tuqe
Iresine herbstii visoviso
Mu s a ce ae u in s i
Ocimum basilicum sirori
0. sanctum vaqitu
Piper betle s iv e
Zingiber zerumbet gua
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Table VII
Newly introduced cultigens
Latin Name English Name
Allium sativum onion
Ananas comosus pineapple
Arachis hypogea ground nut
Brassica oleracea cabbage
Citrullus vulgaris water melon
Capsicum frutescens chilli pepper
Cucurbita pepo pumpkin
Ipomoea batatas sweet potato
Lycopersicum esculentum tomato
Manihot utilissima cassava
Nicotianum sp . tobacco
Solanum tuberosum po ta to
Xanthosoma sagittifo1ium Chinese taro
Zea mays Indian corn
Table VIII
Y am
. 013 
.126 
. 009 
. 013 
. 007 
. 009
. 177 
8 %
M a tong , crops planted in gardens 
cleared in p r i mary forest
Taro
. 037 
. 136 
. 044 
. 052 
,141 
.130 
. 066 
. 086
. 692 
3 2%
Sweet Potato
. 028 
. 044 
. 146 
. 029 
. 057 
. 01 6 
. 056 
. 024 
.118 
. 082 
.021 
.157 
. 056 
. 122 
. 071 
. 078 
.14 0
1.105 
58%
Total: 2.114
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Table IX
Matong , crops planted in gardens 
cleared in short fallow land
Sweet Potato Y am Taro Chinese Taro
. 032 . 034
.114 . 039
. 114 . 057
. 170 . 010
. 032 . 019
.160 . 015
.232 .025
.14 6 . 023
.218 . 041
. 303 . 017
.05 5 . 075
. 033 . 013
. 011 . 089
. 071
. 013 .457
. 224 6%
.206
.029
. 038
. 012
. 080
. 025
. 019
. 021
. 284
. 341
119 .052
128 . 35
. 008
247 .030
3% . 031
.122 
.055 
. 016 
. 027 
.054 
.055 
. 055 
. 263 
. 070 
.220 
. 200 
.006 
. 016 
.127 
. 294 
. 044 
. 058
2.435
4.273
54 %
2.983
37%
Total: 7.960
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Table X
Matong, crops planted in gardens 
cleared in short fallow land, details
I . Recultivation starts within less than a year
Sweet Potato Yam
.224 . 010
.206 . 019
.055 .015
. 033 .025
. Oil . 023
. 071 . 041
. 013 . 017
. 029 . 075
. 038 . 013
. 012
.080 .238
. 02 5 13%
. 019
. 021
. 284
. 341
1.462
79%
Taro Chinese Taro
.052 
. 035 
. 008 
. 030
.125
23%
Total: 1.852
Table X ( cont„)
11. Recultivation starts after more than a year
Sweet Potato Y am
. 03 2 . 057
. 114 .034
.114 . 039
.170 . 089
.3 03
. 218 .219
. 032 4%
. 160
.232
.146
1.521 
2 5%
Taro Chinese Taro
.119 . 031
. 128 .122
. 055
.247 . 016
4% . 054
. 055
. 055
. 263
. 070
.220
. 006
. 016
.127
. 294
. 044
. 058
2.435
. 200
4.121
67%
Total 6.108
Table XI
Matong, crops planted in gardens
c leared in long fallow land
Y am Taro Sweet Potato
. 060 .097 .265
. 060 .113 .423
. 027 . 006 . 141
. 025 . 021 . 110
. 025 . 014 . 066
. 047 . 0008 . 022
.030 . 012 . 008
.213 . 031 . 071
.218 . 031 . 019
. 069 . 088
.705 . 027 . 064
17% . 030 . 299
. 073 . 080
.151 .121
.041 . 103
. 043 .107
. 03 9 . 066
.212 . 051
. 026
2.104. 091
53%
1.1278
32%
Total 3.9368
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Table XII
Matong , crops planted in gardens 
cleared in land reverting to p r imary forest
Y am
.274 
. 028 
. 003 
.130 
. 092 
.134
.661
28%
Taro
.130 
.051 
.145 
. 024 
. 042 
. 112 
. 037 
.151 
. 137 
. 068 
. 082 
. 043 
. 156 
.101 
, 006 
. 048
1.333
57 %
Sweet Potato
.160 
.16 9
.329
14%
Total: 2.323
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Table XIII
Matong: Association of Staple and Coconut Plantation
I . Areas cultivated on established coconut plantations
Y am Sweet Potato Taro Chi.nese Taro
. 010 . 032 . 128 . 031
. 019 .160 2% .122
. 015 . 232 .055
. 025 .146 . 016
. 023 . 055 . 008
. 041 . 033 . 027
. 017 . Oil . 054
. 075 . 071 .055
. 013 . 013 . 055
. 089 . 218 . 263
. 303 . 07 0
. 327 .220
6% 1.270 . 006
22% . 016
. 127 
. 294 
. 044 
. 058 
2.435
3.952
Total acres: 5.685 69%
I I . Areas where coconuts were planted at the same 
time as staple 
Sweet Potato 
. 088 
.170
258
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I I I .
Table XIII 
Areas planted with
( c o n t .) 
staple where coconuts
Y am
will be planted 
Sweet Potato Taro Chinese Taro
. 126 . 028 . 037 . 030
. 009 . 044 .136 0.7%
. 013 . 146 . 044
. 007 . 029 . 052
. 009 . 057 . 141
. 013 . 016 .130
. 274 . 056 
. 024
.145
.451 . 118 . 685
10% . 082 16%
. 021 
. 140 
. 160 
. 169 
. 265 
. 423 
. 141 
. 110 
. 066 
.022 
. 008 
. 064 
. 299 
. 080 
. 121 
.103 
. 107 
, 066 
.051
3.016
72 %
Total area: 4.182
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Table XIV
Food needs, Matong
Hous eho1d Wed . F r i .
t oo a
N uinb e r Mon „ Tue s . Sat. Total consumedper day
First Week
7 36 25 47 39 6 3 1 210 3013 46 46 39 7 61 16 223 31.8
19 40 15 17 22 24 118 16.8
37 43 31 30 39 32 175 27
Second Week
12 20 21 27 27 17 112 18.4
13 27 46 39 42 42 196 28
18 29 13 18 22 32 114 16.2
20 21 23 25 27 33 129 18.4
26 24 19 20 27 24 114 16.2
32 36 22 28 41 28 155 22
37 31 34 25 30 26 146 2 0.8
3 9 19 19 35 55 29 157 22.4
Total 266.6
Third Week
3 33 34 31 34 29 161 23
12 19 30 27 20 37 13 3 19
13 38 34 38 27 33 170 24.2
14 67 39 46 66 39 227 32.4
18 30 17 27 26 29 129 18.4
20 10 31 26 15 29 111 15.9
22 35 35 43 45 34 190 27.1
23 17 24 25 24 20 110 15.7
29 11 19 15 19 25 89 12.7
Total 188.4
Note 1 . Households 7 and 13 were bringing back food to be
sent to a feast held in Pomio This a c coun t s for
the fact that the average consumption per day i s
higher for the first week and second week than for
the one chosen as the sample (third week): 22 . 2
pounds versus 21. (Without households 7 and 13 the 
figure would be 21.70.)
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Path
Figure I
(Scale: 1" = 16'
V /  /  /  /
G3
K3
I— I
Part of the garden lying fallow
Part of the garden not yet planted
Part of the garden where taro is planted 
The names of months indicate when the 
taro were planted.
FIGURE 2: Details of a compartment within a taro
garden. Compartment witn three firing
places and a tree stump.
0 1 2  3 „ .1 I I H Scale: 1 = 3
95a
FIGURE 2
The figure, inspired by Anderson (Anderson 1952, 
p.138-9) shows the theoretical distributions of cultigens 
and taro and cordyline cultivars in a Maenge compartment.
The figure shows only the main firing places the
"ground nothing", it does not show such other features 
as the secondary firing places or the sides of the main 
firing places, considered as fertile spots, where taro 
of group 1.2 are also planted. In fact, because pyres 
are erected very close to one another and because of 
the features just mentioned in "taro of the fire" tend 
to invade all the compartment and the taro of the "ground 
nothing" are rejected towards the limits of the compartment. 
However, to show these additional features would have 
made the figure obscure.
OCaption: Taro of the first group
Taro of the second group • 
Cordyline of the first group 
Cordyline of the second group 
Abelmoschus manihot (Medik.) 
Diosoorea alata L.
Setaria palimifolia Stapf. 
Saooharum edule L. Q 
Musa sapientum L.
Zingiber sp.
Tree stump
Main firing place --------
96FIGURE 3: D e t a i l s  o f  a c o m p a r t m e n t  w i t h i n  a m ix e d
t a r o  g a r d e n .
J
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FIGURE 4: Descriptive vocabulary of the taro plant
T A R O
LEAF - Ü A U N A ) 
PETIOLE - i k a m a n a ) 
C D R M  -  C M IR A N A )
LOWER Sloe leiNAI
UPPER SIDE (SANA)
MAO A VASANGA
PLATE 5: Murisi, an old man belonging
to the Galekorokoro clan working 
in his garden. He is cutting 
branches and trunks before erecting 
a pyre.
PLATE 6: Murisi amid tne dried branches
and twigs.
PLATE 7: Uinsikaena, a large ceremonial
garden belonging to the inhabitants 
of Pomio and located near the river 
Galue. Some of the compartments 
are planted, in a distant one a pyre 
is still burning.
PLATE 8: Uinsikaena. The four logs which
form the base of a pyre. Here a 
pyre is erected close to a tree stump.
PLATE 9: Uinsikaena, a pyre burning.
A young woman from Matong worKing 
on a Friday morning in tne ceremonial 
garden. She is weeding witn the help 
of a bush-knife.
PLATE 10:
PLATE 11: Matanakaka, a young woman from 
Matong bringing back into the 
village food from the garden 
together with logs.
CHAPTER 3
Maenge systems of classification and appellation
of domesticates
In this chapter I shall deal first with Maenge 
systems of classification of domesticates and then with 
their nomenclature.
I . Systems of classification
Before describing Maenge systems of classification 
it is necessary to define clearly two terms, key and 
taxonomy, because superficial similarities between these 
two types of classification still lead some authors to 
confuse one with the other. The definition adopted 
here derives in part from that of Conklin (1964:39-41).
I . Taxonomy
In a taxonomy the constituent entities or taxa 
(i.e. labelled categories) are arranged vertically 
according to their degree of inclusiveness, the 
categories at one level being included in a category 
at the next higher level. Hierarchic positions in 
a taxonomy are thus not permutable.
I I . Key
A key is a succession of attribute oppositions 
which, by their hierarchical application, help to 
identify entities. Positions in a key may be permutable.
In the following pages I shall present a general 
outline of Maenge taxonomy of plants so as to give 
the background information concerning the main features 
of their classification of this particular sphere of 
the natural world. I shall then turn to their taxonomy 
of domesticates. In a second part I shall discuss in 
detail the attributes (or elements of a key) which the 
Maenge use in order to identify the cultivars of two 
of their most important cultigens, namely taro and 
cordyline.
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I .I . Maenge Taxonomy of Plants
I . U . General Features
The Maenge do not have a word for plant (or, indeed, 
for animal) . The word ura which refers to the area 
covered with vegetation, by contrast with the word for 
village site, maga , derives from the proto-Austronesian 
form uta and probably meant vegetation. But, as used 
in present-day speech it does not convey the same 
meaning as the word plant. The Maenge divide the plant 
kingdom into super-ordinate categories, tree, vega, 
and vine, oalo. They lack any category of the same 
order which would correspond to herbaceous plants - 
a category which the Hanunoo, for instance, do possess 
(Conklin 1954:90). The terminology for herbaceous 
plants varies considerably from village to village 
and even from informant to informant, a point which 
later investigations should elucidate. Thus Kutaena 
from Malakuru village in Jacquinot Bay calls pai1i 
small herbaceous plants which appear in short fallow 
gardens while Kaeliuna from Pomio calls valinglala 
small as well as tall herbaceous plants which appear 
in short fallow gardens. None of these terms can be 
applied to herbaceous plants which appear in another 
environment while ligneous plants which appear in 
the same environment but are too small to be classified 
as trees can be called vega tuna, tree son, or vega 
tuna e sina, small tree son. The division of species 
according to a generation principle is also to be found 
with regard to fish or sea mammals: the bigger species
(shark, dolphin, porpoise, tortoise are the grand-mothers 
of the fish, lea suguname, while the Caranga is their 
mother. The contrast mother (name)/son (tuna) is used 
as well to express the different parts of a vine.
With only two super-ordinate taxa the Maenge leave 
aside a number of plants, such as the bamboos and ferns, 
the wild Zingiberaceae etc. These are included in 
categories higher than that of species which are not, 
however, co-ordinate with such categories as that of
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tree or vine. With three super-ordinate categories 
the Hanunoo are faced with the same problem (Conklin 
1954).
Most labelled taxa, in the Maenge language, correspond 
to the level of species of Western taxonomy, at least 
with respect to wild species. The case of the cultivated 
ones will be discussed below. In a few instances one 
finds intermediate taxa which may correspond to the 
level of family, genus or species. (In this last case 
the terminal taxa would correspond to the level of 
variety.) Thus several MyriStic a spp. (Myristica 
hollrungii and two unidentified M_^_ spp. are called 
t ag ataga together with another member of the Myristic aceae 
maybe an Hor sfieldia sp. An attribute added to the 
first name indicates which tolova one is speaking about.
The fact that there is but a limited number of these
intermediate labelled categories does not mean that
the Maenge do not recognize the similarities between
Plants belonging to the same groups, a point which
has been clearly demonstrated with respect to the
Tzetal by Berlin, Breedlove and Raven (1968). These
are simply not expressed within the taxonomic classification.
Thus, while there is no common name to label two different
species belonging to the genus Barrington ja (B. niedenzuana
and B. asiatica) all informants are able to say that
they are akin to one another and have more in common
between themselves than with any species outside this
genus. The same applies to the various Ficus spp.,
Evodia spp. , Pipturus spp. , Boer lagiodendron spp. , 
etc.
With usually no more than three levels Maenge 
taxonomy of wild species falls into one of the evolutionary 
steps described by Berlin in his attempt to reconstruct 
the possible evolution of the vocabulary related to 
plant taxonomy (Berlin n . d . ). One cannot follow Berlin, 
however, when he tries to argue that the starting point 
in the evolution of this part of the lexic must have 
been the genus. This position seems to be erroneous 
in the light of empirical evidence as well as on grounds
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of logic. When hunting or collecting wild species 
man has to identify those individuals which present 
the same characteristics: he will look for Barringtonia 
niedenzuana, to come back to our earlier example, when 
wanting to feed himself and not to B . asiatica, to 
which he will turn when needing a fish-poison but in 
no case, it seems, will he look merely for a Barringtonia. 
it is the species which concerns him and which strikes 
him as having the most striking characteristics (on 
this point Levi-Strauss 1962). Moreover it seems that 
in his investigation of nature and while classifying 
it man must have gone from the less general to the more 
general so that he would have built up the category of 
the genus after having built that of the species. This 
does not mean that all the necessary steps in the 
evolution of the lexic should be one-way oriented. On 
the contrary it seems quite normal that the superordinate 
categories be introduced before some of the categories 
belonging to lower levels in the taxonomic scale; such 
a dialectical process is characteristic of the way the 
human mind works. But while it does not seem necessary 
to have built the category genus in order to build such 
categories as those corresponding to tree or vine 
clearly one needs the concept of species to build the 
more elaborate category of genus which is but a bundle 
of species sharing a number of identical attributes, 
just as one needs the concept of individual to build 
up the category of species.
I . I . 2 . Taxonomy of Cultigens
The Maenge call all edible plants kaninga , a 
noun derived from the verb kania , to eat, and which 
can be glossed as "vegetable food" in contrast with 
posi which refers to protein food. (Posi usually
refers to game. Edible shell are called posi nga v a i , 
posi of the sand, and fish can be called posi nga pelau , 
posi of the sea. Their usual name is lea, fish.) The 
name itself is an indication that vegetable food, 
mostly coming from root crops, constitute the most 
important part of the diet while protein food is but 
a delicacy. Kaninga , with no other qualification,
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usually refers to edible cultigens. Famine food is 
called kaninga ora urapuna, vegetable food of the forest, 
pangaura, found in the forest, or more specifically, 
kaninga a pitolo, famine food. Trees with edible food, 
whether wild or cultivated, can be called vegame onra 
kaniriame, trees (the fruit of which) is eaten while 
the noun kao1uma refers only to cultivates.
The kaninga group understood as referring only to 
edible cultigens, is divided into a number of taxa which 
corresponds to the level of our species. These may in 
turn be subdivided into sub-groups. For instance, the 
taxa corresponding to taro, m a o , is divided into two 
sub-groups, the taro of the fire and the rubbish taro. 
Non-edible cultigens, which do not bear a name which 
could contrast with kaninga , are classified according 
to the same principles. Thus the cordyline, e1a , is also 
divided into two sub-groups, the big and the small 
cordyline. As these cultigens play such an important 
part in Maenge life it is necessary to examine in detail 
the characteristics of these sub-groups before proceeding 
further. The figures used here simply reflect distinctions 
made by the Maenge.
Taro (mao)
1) "Rubbish taro" (mao a kasau)
Number of cormlets above five, buds scattered on 
the tuber, petioles under five feet when reaching 
maximum height, petioles often drooping, petioles often 
green, leaves measuring around one foot in length, flesh 
of the corm soft, maturing quickly (some in five or four 
months) , some very irritating.
(For quick-maturing varieties of taro cf. Burkill 
1935:645 and Whitney 1939:21-70. The word kasau is 
usually resorted to to describe a "rubbish-man" in 
contrast to a big man.)
2) Taro of the Fire (mao a poi)
Number of cormlets under five or cormlets absent, 
buds arranged in concentric rings on the upper part of the 
corm, petioles above five feet when reaching maximum
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height, petioles erect, often with bright colours, 
leaves longer than one foot, flesh of the corm hard, 
maturing slowly, not very irritating.
Taro of the first group are planted in those parts 
of the garden where no fire has been made, the "ground 
nothing". They are harvested first and not offered 
as gift of raw food (gona e mata) since they rot 
quickly. Taro of the second group are planted where 
primary and secondary firing places have been made 
and around tree stumps, hence their name. They are 
harvested last and given, in ceremonial exchanges, 
as gift of raw food since, when harvested, they can 
remain unspoilt for several weeks.
Cordyline (ela)
1) "Small cordyline" (ela e sina)
Stem under six feet, diameter around one inch, 
leaves under 18 inches in length and 2.4 inches in 
breadth.
2) "Big cordyline" (ela e vo1au)
Stem above six feet, diameter more than one inch, 
leaves more than 18 inches in length and usually around 
4 inches in breadth.
Cordyline of the first group are usually planted 
at the limits of the garden and alongside the divisions 
which run across a Maenge garden. Cordylines of the 
second group are planted in the main and secondary firing 
places and around tree stumps. The two groups have 
different utilizations as will be shown later.
Each of these sub-groups is subdivided into taxa 
which correspond to the level of cultivars. These taxa 
are usually terminal but, in some cases, they are 
further subdivided and this is reflected in the nomen­
clature. Taxa of the order corresponding to cultivars 
usually have simple names but, in the few cases 
discussed below they have compound names i.e. simple 
names plus attributes, the simple name being identical 
for two or more cultivars while only the attribute
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varies (cf. Figure 5) . Cultivars can be referred to 
by the word "mata" which can be glossed "kind". This 
word is used when referring to species as well as to 
varieties: thus one can speak of vegamataname, kinds
of trees, maomat anama , kinds of taro, as well as of 
namvumataname, kinds of the cordyline namvu.
Throughout the Maenge area, as well as among the 
neighbouring tribes, the gardeners grow three cordyline 
cultivars which bear in Maenge the same name, namvu.
They differ only as regards colour but are similar in 
all other respects: one, namvu e kavauvaunga, is "white"
(kavauvaunga) in fact light green in colour, another, 
namvu e ten te , is "red" (tente) the third is light green 
with conspicuous red stripes and is called namvu e 
sisikaunini , after sisikaunini the striped chambered 
Nautilus shell. (The Kol grow a cordyline identical 
to the Maenge namvu e tente which they call nomvule, 
and another one which is identical to namvu e sisikaunini 
and which they call nomvukaia , the Tomoive equivalents 
are nomvung and nomvungkaia. (The part they play in magic 
will be discussed later.)
Though the number of taxa which are thus further 
subdivided is not high (eight for taro, six for cordyline) 
they present a problem of interest.' Qyite often one 
of these cultivars is referred to a's t-he "true" (manangana) 
one. Berlin has shown how universal this way of using 
the attribute "true" or "original" is (n.d.). In the 
case of cultivated plants the attribute may point to 
a priority in origin, the other cultivars having 
appeared after the one which is called the "true" one.
The attributes of the other cultivars, in the same 
sub-group, refer to differences in colour or size.
Thus the cordyline palakanra manangana contrasts with 
palakanra marea, from marea , a parrot with a red plumage: 
they are similar in all respects but the latter has 
more red stripes than the former. Another cordyline, 
motepa manangana , contrasts with motepa kavauna, from 
kavau, ash, referring to its whitish colour. The latter 
has a "white" surface while the former has large red 
stripe s .
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It is rare to find more than two or three cultivars 
bearing the same initial name and usually these taxa 
belong to the same level in the taxonomy. However, in 
one case, that of the cordyline kova , there are some 
further subdivisions. In Malakuru there are two kova, 
one called kova e tente , the "red" kova the other the 
"yellow" kova , kova e ngango : the latter has a yellow 
upper blade, the former a red one; they are otherwise 
similar and characterized by a large red purple margin 
from which their name is derived (kova is the name of 
the blood-thirsty spirits of the dead). In Matong, a 
village located in Waterfall Bay, the people grow two 
distinct cultivars of kova , both belonging to the "yellow" 
sub-group: they differ in size, the smaller one is
called the female kova (kova avale) while the bigger 
one is called the male kova (kova apanung). However 
this further subdivision is not reflected in the 
nomenclature. One does not find a name such as kova 
e ngango avale or kova e ngango apanung, with a 
succession of two attributes and most probably the 
inhabitants of Matong are not aware that a "red" 
variety of kova is grown in Malakuru.
I . I . 3 . Taxonomy of tree-crops
The main tree-crops, the kaoluma, are divided 
into sub-groups according to the same principles which 
aPPly i-n the classification of the cultigens. In the 
most simple cases one finds but one level below that 
of the species. For instance Barringtonia niedenzuana, 
pau a , is divided into two terminal taxa: paua a toto, 
with red fruits (toto means blood) and paua a kera 
with green fruits (cf. kerakerang, green). Quite 
often it is the colour, the size or some other prominent 
characteristic of the fruit (texture, colour of seeds 
etc.) which is used as the basis for the classification. 
Thus the Maenge distinguish between two kinds of mango 
trees: kinga a kula , the fruit of which has numerous 
fibers similar to roots (kula) and kinga a gopu , the 
fruit of which has few fibers and is almost as soft as 
the cucumber (gopu). The cultivated Areca palms are
divided into two sub-groups by taking into account the 
colour of the seed which is "white" in one group 
and "black"in the other. In some villages the people 
grow as well an Areca palm with "yellow" nuts, while 
the previous ones have "green nuts" and a "red" spathe 
contrasting with the green spathe of the other types.
(The wild Areca palms are classified in three groups 
according to the colour of the nuts which can be "green" 
or "yellow " . )
In the case of the most important tree-crops, the 
coconut, Canarium and bread-fruit tree the classification 
is based on the utilization of several dimensions. Thus 
the Maenge divide the coconut trees into three categories 
those bearing "red" nuts (1ama si a toto) , "green" nuts 
(lamasi a kera) and "yellow" nuts. These are further 
subdivided according to the size of the nuts.
I .I I . Maenge Keys
As an illustration of the keys used by the Maenge 
in order to identify domesticates I have taken the case 
of taro and cordyline since they are the cultigens which 
are represented by the highest number of cultivars. The 
coastal Maenge plant at least 130 taro cultivars and the 
Longueinga over 200. The coastal Maenge plant at least 
50 cordyline cultivars.
Rather than present the keys themselves I have 
chosen to present the attributes which are used in 
order to identify the cultivars. These can be listed 
in a few pages whereas the keys would have needed more 
space. The list of attributes is enough to show both 
the minute character of Maenge observation and the fact 
that their keys are not essentially different from 
those built by western scientists. Before proceeding 
to the data themselves it is necessary to say a few 
words about the perceptual attributes which constitute 
the elements of the keys and the procedure resorted to 
in the field to collect the relevant information.
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Perceptual Attributes
In his paper on the Diagnosis of Disease Among the 
Subanum of Mindanao (1961:122-123) Frake sums up 
conveniently the distinction to be made between various 
ways of categorizing. In the componential analysis of 
kin types the investigator resorts to an analytical 
derivation of meanings. This procedure supposes an 
independant way of coding recorded instances of a 
category and yields distinctive features which Frake 
contrasts with cues and criteria. Perceptual attributes 
relevant to categorization such as the characteristics 
of plants, he describes as cues while he calls criteria 
a culture's explicit definition of categories. He 
quotes here categories applying to supernatural 
phenomena and notes that a deity or a goblin can only 
be what his informants tell him it is.
Here I am concerned only with the analysis of 
perceptual attributes or cues. A cultivar name labels 
a class of cultivars; the task of the investigator is 
then to find out what are the perceptual attributes 
resorted to by informants in order to name a specific 
instance of a cultivar.
P roc edure
In the same paper Frake remarks: "Discovering
cues in ethnographic settings requires as yet largely 
unformulaced procedure of perceptual testing that 
do not replace the culturally relevant stimuli with 
artificial laboratory stimuli" (1961:123). Since this 
article was written methods have been designed to try 
to eliminate errors due to cultural bias of the 
ethnographer. The most interesting of these are 
probably those worked out by Berlin, Breedlove and 
Raven (1968) , but these have been designed for literate 
societies. Working in an illiterate group I have been 
using the method described by Conklin in his classical 
study of the Hanunoo (1954). I have asked informants 
to compare cultivars and describe their characteristic 
features. In gardens I had to work mostly with single 
informants as it is not customary for gardeners to
walk into each other's gardens. But whenever it was 
possible, and this was particularly easy for the 
cordylines, specimens were brought back to the village 
and examined and compared with several other informants. 
According to circumstances (whether it was still 
planted or unrooted, with or without its petioles 
and leaves) or to individual characteristics of the 
plant the identification could be done by beginning 
at a wide range of levels. The list of attributes 
which follows cannot thus be taken to represent any 
preferential order. The attributes are listed 
according to a three or two part division of the 
plant which is common among the Maenge. Plates with 
the names for the different part of the taro and 
cordyline are given in Figures 4 and 6. Drawings 
illustrate some of the main contrasts between taro 
and cordyline cultivars (Figures 7 to 15).
Before presenting the relevant data one must say 
a few words about Maenge colour categories as colour 
is one of the most important dimensions when discussing 
the specific attributes of taro and cordyline cultivars. 
Maenge colour terminology comprises basically five 
terms. It thus belongs to stage IV in the evolutionary 
sequence propounded by Berlin and Kay (1969). These 
terms are: "white" (kavauvaun ga) , "black" (seisenga or
kakaso) , "red" (tente) , "yellow" (ngango) , "green" or 
"blue" (kerakerang) "White" and "black" indicate value 
and apart from referring to white, "white" includes 
such colours as grey, pink, light green and light yellow. 
"Black" on the other hand, includes, besides black and 
brown, such dark colours as dark green or dark purple. 
"Yellow", "red" and "green" refer, respectively, to 
bright yellow, red and green. All these colours can 
be modified by using the adverbs isura, slightly and 
raumana, very. Other terms are borrowed from paints, 
man-made objects or natural objects and phenomena.
Taro
I shall follow the Maenge habit of examining 
separately the main parts of the plant: leaf, petiole
and corm.
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1 . Leaf
1.1. Size
It can be small or big (sina/volau) . Taro of the 
group 1.2 have big leaves, but among them some, like 
opemagope, are particularly conspicuous for their very 
big leave s .
1.2. Shap e
The leaf can be round or elongated (taliliu/gavili) . 
Round leaves correspond to ovate leaves, elongated to 
Sagittate leaves. This contrast is sometimes expressed 
with the words m o r o , short and gavi1i (moro/gavi1i) 
which are usually resorted to to indicate difference 
of length (cf. below).
1.3. Surface aspect
The Maenge contrast leaves which are flat (karepapa) 
with those which have a cup-shape or curved margins 
(tonrolongkala , concave) and to those which have margins 
dropping towards the ground (savalu , convex) . Characteristic 
of the taro with cup-shape leaves are the cultivars 
kaluva and kerengkea which can retain water in their 
1 eaves.
1 4 . Position of the leaf
The leaf can be erect (meisi, to stand), horizontal 
(keno , to sleep) , or drooping (pu, to fall) .
1.5. Position of the point of insertion
The point of insertion is called in Maenge either 
sipona, navel, or matana, eye. The Maenge grow only 
one non-peltate cultivar. It is called mataupatalea 
from matau, to be afraid, and patalea, to stand in a 
public place, a name recalling its appearance.
1.6.0. Colour
When discussing the colour of the leaf the Maenge 
take into account the prevailing colour of the leaf as 
well as the colour patterns and the colour of the point 
of insertion and of the various veins.
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1.6.1. Prevailing colour
Some leaves are "white", light green in colour, 
others "green", others "black", dark green.
1 .6.2. Colour patterns
Some cultivars have distinct patterns either 
on the upper face of the blade or on the lower one.
For instance, the cultivar gauveraguna (g auve: dog,
raguna: face) presents a large white spot on the upper 
surface which is evocative of the face of a dog. On 
another cultivar, malangana, one finds, on the lower 
face, on each side of the mid-rib, a white design 
which looks like a fishbone.
1 .6.3. Colour of the point of insertion
In some cultivars the point of insertion is 
coloured; usually it is "black", dark purple, in 
colour. A cultivar, matanakana (pupil) which has 
a very big "eye" is called after this characteristic.
1 .6.4.0. Colour of the veins
The veins of a number of cultivars are coloured. 
Colour can occur independently on the marginal vein 
or on the mid-rib. It can also appear on the primary 
veins or on the V-shaped veins of the lobes.
1.6.4.1. Marginal vein
Some cultivars have a conspicuous marginal vein 
"black", dark purple, in colour. This is the case 
of kova so named because not only the marginal vein 
but the whole system of veins, the point of insertion 
of the petiole, the petiole itself and the corm are 
of the same dark purple reminiscent of the colour of 
the blood (cf. above the cordyline cultivar called 
kova) .
1. 6.4.2 . Mid-rib
In some cultivars the mid-rib is coloured; it is 
either "black" purple, or "red", on the lower surface 
of the leaf. This colouration can appear by itself or 
be accompanied by the two following combinations.
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1.6.4.3 . Primary veins
The whole system of primary veins is coloured 
of the same colour as the mid-rib.
1.6.4.4 . V-shaped veins on the lobes
Only the veins on the lobes (one for each lobe) 
are coloured and not all the primary veins.
2 . Petiole
2.1 Length
It can be short or elongated (moro/gavi1i).
Taro of the group 1.2 have elongated petioles. Some 
taro of group 1.1 have unusually short petioles such 
as kamoromoro (from kamana , petiole, mo r o , short) 
named after this characteristic.
2 . 2 Position of the petiole
It can be erect (meisi, to stand), drooping (pu, 
to fall) or, even, in one case, lying on the ground,
(keno , to sleep) . This is the case of a cultivar 
(muelunroge) grown by the Longueinga, the stem of 
which grows in an oblique position so that it gives 
the impression of lying on the ground.
2.3.0. Co lour
When discussing the colour of the petiole one 
must consider the prevailing colour, its distribution 
and the colour of the margins of the sinus.
2.3.1. Prevailing colour
The petiole can be "green", "red", "white (either 
light green or ivory white) , "black" (dark purple, 
dark green or black) , and "striped", magelegele.
This last word refers to the "marks" or signs (panga) 
of various colours to be found on the petioles. They 
are often arranged in parallel stripes either of the 
same colour on a uniform background or of different 
colours. As the colour of the stem is of particular 
importance in the eyes of the Maenge, it is often from 
this that the cultivar name is derived. Thus, gaiva
has a petiole of the colour of the malay apple (gaiva ;
Eugenia malaccensis) ; paua has a petiole of the dark 
purple colour of the fruit of paua, Barringtonia 
niedenzuana , etc. Ka son a , a cultivar with a black 
Petiole derives its name from the same root which 
is found in kakaso "black" while kerangana, a 
cultivar with a green petiole, derives its name from 
the same root as kerakerangana, "green", etc. Of 
course the colour categories mentioned above are 
very broad and when discussing the nuances of 
cultivars belonging to the same category the Maenge 
will resort to various lexical devices.
2.3.2. Distribution of colour
The colour can be evenly distributed on the 
petiole or found mostly at the base of the petiole 
(puna) or at the apex (kuna).
2.3.3. Colou.ration of the margins of the sinus
Some cultivars are identified by the presence 
of coloured sinus margins. These can be "black" 
dark purple, "red" or "white" i.e. light green or 
white.
3. Corm
3.1. Cormlet s
Some cultivars (those belonging to group 1.1) 
produce numerous cormlets, while others produce very 
few and or none (cultivars of group 1.2). The 
cultivars producing cormlets are described as females 
(avale) while those producing none are called males 
(apanung) .
3.2. Distribution of buds
In taro of the group 1.2 buds are arranged in 
concentric circles on the upper part of the tuber while 
they are scattered with no obvious pattern on the corms 
of the cultivars belonging to group 1.1.
3.3. Shape
The tuber can be round or elongated (talilu/gavili) 
Again this contrast can be expressed by the opposition 
short/elongated (moro/gavi1i).
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3.4. Branched corms
Some cultivars (mao a vesangana from ve sangana, 
fork) produce branched tubers while others never do.
3.5. Colour of the flesh
It can be "red", yellow", "black" dark purple, 
"white", "multi-coloured" (konko) or "dazzling"
(laulauga) . Konko applies to cultivars with a white 
flesh but conspicuous "black" fibers, 1aulauga , to 
cultivars with white flesh and conspicuous "yellow" 
fibers. The colour of the flesh has sometimes influenced 
the choice of the name as with lonango , from Iona, 
inside, and nango "yellow".
3.6. Texture of the flesh.
It can be hard (ginging) or soft (same) . Taro 
of group 1.2 usually have a hard flesh.
3.7. Colour of the skin
It can be "red", "white", "yellow", "striped", 
"multi-coloured" or "dazzling".
3.8. Irritating properties
A few cultivars are more irritating (masiki1i) 
than usual. They all belong to group 1.1 and many 
of them are quick-maturing. They often bear names 
which recall their poor quality. Thus one is called 
pangaura , the usual name for famine food, another 
momo1isi , the name of a wild Dioscorea sp . collected 
during famines, another s e s e , a wild Colo casia sp.
Cordy1ine
To distinguish between cordyline cultivars the 
Maenge take into account some characteristics of the 
stem and various features of the leaf.
1. Stem
1.1. Length
It can be short or elongated (moro/gavili) . 
Cordylines of the group 2.1 have short stems while 
cordylines of group 2.2 have elongated ones.
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1.2. Diame ter
The stem can be small or big (sina/volau). 
Cordylines of group 2.1 have a small stem while 
cordylines of group 2.2 have a bigger one.
2. Leaf
2.1. Size
It can be big or small (sina/volau) . To decide 
whether a cordyline leaf is to be classified as small 
or big, length as well as breadth are taken into 
account. Thus the leaf of the cultivar r aga , though 
longer than rhe average leaves of group 2.1 is never­
theless considered as a small leaf because of its 
narrow aspect. Cordylines of group 1.1 have small 
leaves while cordylines of group 1.2 have big leaves.
2.2. Length
Leaves can be short or elongated (moro/gavili). 
This contrast is used to express relative differences 
of length inside groups 2.1 and 2.2. Length is here 
considered as an independent variable. One is thus 
allowed to contrast vena and lota , as being short, 
with guruguru and patalea which are elongated, although 
these four cultivars all belong to the group of 
cordylines with big leaves. One can contrast in the 
same way two cultivars with a small leaf, one having 
a short leaf (pepe) while the other one has an 
elongated one (motepa). This difference in length 
results in a difference in shape, long tapering leaves 
contrasting with shorter and rounder ones.
2.3. Surface aspect
The leaf can be flat (karepapa) curved 
(tonrolongkala) or twisted (lulukala) . Curved in 
this context means that the margins have a tendency 
to roll up. In three varieties which are very slender 
(less than one inch in breadth) the margins overlap 
one another and the leaf is twisted (lulukala) at the 
same time. In flat leaves the tip of the leaf may be 
rolled up but this is not taken into account.
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2.4.0. Colour
When discussing the colour one must consider 
the prevailing colour, the presence of patches and 
the colour of the marginal vein.
2.4.1. Prevailing colour
The leaf can be "white", light green, "black", 
dark green or dark purple, "red", "yellow" or "striped". 
(Only the wild cordyline kerakera is "green".) To 
classify a cultivar in one of these categories the 
Maenge take only mature leaves into account and note 
the predominant colour on the upper blade. The 
Presence of stripes on the upper blade does not 
necessarily mean that the leaf is described as 
"striped". The stripes have to be large and conspicuous 
in order that it be so. If stripes of one colour are 
numerous and large then the cultivar will no longer 
be considered as "striped" but classified on the 
predominant colour.
2.4.2. Patches
It often happens that even when a leaf is 
mature, colour is not evenly distributed on the upper 
blade of the leaf. There can be patches of different 
colours and these are used for discriminating purposes. 
These patches can be located either at the base, at 
the tip or at the centre of the leaf; they can occur 
near the mid-rib or near the margins. For instance, 
the cultivar lote is easily identified, among other 
"red" cordylines, because of a "yellow" patch which 
remains on the leaf, around the mid-rib, towards the 
tip. Not only are these minute differences used as 
cues but they are also called into play when composing 
costume s .
2.4.3. Marginal-vein
Some cultivars have a very large and conspicuous 
marginal vein, like kova , and this is sufficient a 
characteristic to identify them readily. In others 
the marginal vein is very thin but is the only cue 
which allows discrimination between two cultivars.
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Thus the cultivars kaokina and lolongotulu are 
identical in all respects but kaok m a  has a "red" 
marginal vein while lolongotulu has none. The marginal 
vein can be "red" or "black", dark purple; it can be 
thin or wide (sina/volau).
All the attributes listed above are cues, that 
is to say, in specific contexts they can be used in 
order to discriminate between cultivars. I hope this 
list will have shown the detailed character of Maenge 
observation as well as the fact that it does not 
differ, in essence, from our own. Maenge data stand 
very well; the comparison with the key, for instance, 
that a Western botanist, L «, D 0 Whitney (1939) has made 
when studying Hawaiian taro cultivars. The attributes 
used in both cases are fairly identical, the main 
exception being the lack of interest of the Maenge 
for the texture of the leaf. On the other hand, 
though the Maenge know that the colour of both taro 
and cordyline flowers can vary, they do not take these 
variations into consideration when identifying cultivars.
The reason for this is fairly obvious: cultivars have
to be identified daily, throughout the year, and flowering 
occurs only during a limited period of time. The key 
has to use those characters which are easily observable. 
Again, since they never dig out the rhizomes of cordyline, 
their key rest only on the aerial parts of the plant.
But these limitations are inherent in all systems and 
one has only to remember how the study of cultivated 
plants has gradually, during the last centuries, 
disappeared from the sphere of interest of Western 
taxonomists, because of the material difficulties 
presented by the storage of specimens (Anderson 1952:30-48), 
to appreciate Maenge performance in this field.
11 . Systems of Appellation
A plant appears to be fully domesticated only 
when it has received a name. To be a domesticate it 
must be endowed with a soul and a name, a process which 
should be seen as an effort to humanize the natural 
world. More will be said on the soul of domesticates,
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especially of cultigens, in chapter 5« Only what 
concerns the names directly will be noted here.
Among the Longueinga it is said that when guided 
by the guardian spirit of his clan a man discovers a 
new variety of taro, banana, sugar-cane or pitpit which 
can be domesticated he takes it back to the village 
and in the next night he is visited in his dreams by 
the guardian spirit who reveals to him the name of 
this variety. To secure the plant is not enough, one 
must know its identity. Similarly a Tomoive tale 
shows how a man stole a banana plant from the garden 
of the spirits of the dead, located on the slopes of 
the Father. He plants it in his own garden but he is 
quite unhappy not to know its name. On the following 
night he goes back to the volcano, he waits until the 
woman spirit who had owned the banana plant comes.
She discovers the sad fact and laments over the loss 
of her banana. As she cries she utters its name, 
hag j rale, and the man goes away, rejoicing to have 
overheard it.
Cultivar Names
Many cultivar names are no longer understood by 
Present day Maenge ; for others, which have an obvious 
meaning (like keno , it sleeps, lo lo , stone, kaonamena , 
saliva, etc.) it was not possible to collect information 
on the reason why they were given to a particular 
variety. There is , however, a number of cases for 
which the information is available. Among the classes 
of names which are regularly given to cultivars occur 
places of origin, plant and animal species, man-made 
objects. These last classes are of interest as they 
are given in order to underline a characteristic feature 
of the plant, This type of name-giving is frequently 
resorted to by western as well as by primitive taxonomists 
(cf. Dournes 1969:143-145).
Out of the 127 names of taro cultivars collected in 
Malakuru 13 (10%) are names of plant species, 2 (1.65)
of animal species, 3 (2.3%) of man-made objects and 3
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of places, Out of the 57 cordyline cultivars grown 
in the same village 2 (3,5%) bear names of plant species,
5 (8.7%) of animal species, 2 of man-made objects and 1
(1.7%) of places of origin. Out of the 242 taro names 
collected among the Longueinga 14 (5„7%) bear plant
names, 4 names of animal species (1.6%) , 1 (0.4%) of
man-made object, 2 (0.8%) of places of origin. Out of 
their 32 cordyline cultivars five bear names of plant 
species (15%), 1 (3%) of animal species, 1 of a place
of origin.
The same type of name-giving can be observed with 
the other cultigens. Among the 36 names of banana 
cultivars collected in Malakuru 2 (5,5%) bear names of
plant species, 3 (8.3%) of animal species, 2 of man-made
objects, one of a place of origin (2.7%) . Among the 
37 cultivars of sugar-cane four (10,8%) bear names of 
Plant species etc.
These names emphasize a particular feature of 
the cultivar. The taro ga iva (Eugenia malaccensis) 
is thus called because its petiole is of the same 
pink colour as the malay apple, the taro paua 
(Barringtonia m e d e n z u a n a ) has a petiole of the same 
purple colour as the fruit of the paua; a cordyline 
cultivar is called nagutu (Ficus itoana) because its 
leaves are of the same colour as the fruits of this 
fig-tree, another one is called magu (Diplocaulobium 
sp,) because its leaves are of the same colour as the 
stem of magu etc. Among the Kol one finds a cordyline 
cultivar with a yellow leaf called kokona ,
Parartocarpus venenosus, while the name of the same 
species, ivo, has been given by the Maenge to a 
sweet-potato with a yellow flesh (the flesh of this 
wild bread-fruit is yellow). Animal and man-made 
objects reflect the same tendency. A cordyline with 
red leaves is named roga after the land-crab, a taro 
with a white flesh, kapu1u , lime, etc.
In the Linnean classification the use of names 
borrowed from plant, animal or man-made objects for 
the second term of the binomial is frequent (let us
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quote only Conus textilis , (grammaticus) , and the 
similarities with the Maenge system is all the more 
obvious if one underlines the fact that the common 
name gaiva for a taro cultivar is but an abbreviation 
°f the longer mao e gaiva , the taro (called) Eugenia 
malaccensis. The same remark applies for such binomial 
expressions as namvu e sisikaunini, the (cordyline) 
namvu (called) the chambered Naut 1 lus sp. (Here again 
an animal name is used in the second term of the 
binomial as a way of differentiating this particular 
namvu from the two others.) With respect to primitive 
classifications one can quote, for the Pacific area 
the varieties of Hawaiian taro described by Whitney 
( 1939 :48-53) . A variety is called makoko, a reddish 
fish,another one manini, a small striped fish, another 
still kumu , a bright red fish etc. In Iruk one finds 
an "Octupus colocasia" , another colocasia is called 
"return to clam" as its leaves look like clams. In 
Ponape a Cystosperma is named lizard (Mahony 1960:14,125).
With respect to the Maenge taxonomy the number of 
names derived from the plant or the animal kingdom would 
be higher if one considered not only the names derived 
from terminal taxa (such as gaiva , paua etc.) but all 
those which refer to taxa of a higher order (such as 
frog, snake etc.) as well as those which are derived 
from the parts of plants or animals. For instance a 
banana cultivar with its fruits turned upwards is 
called manui na, bird's bill.
Other names may be descriptive as well. Thus a 
banana cultivar with whitish leaves is called kavau, 
ashes, while the name kova , which refers to the blood­
thirsty spirits of the dead is given to a banana, a taro 
and a cordyline cultivar, because of the presence of 
dark purple on their petiole and/or leaves. Instead 
of pointing to an anatomical characteristic of the 
plant its name may refer to other characteristics 
such as the time it takes to mature, the size of the 
harvest, the way it was dispersed. Thus a banana 
cultivar is called parimao, maturing before taro: though
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planted at the same time as the taro cultivars it is 
ripe after six months. Another banana cultivar is 
called luvolua , two 1uvo c The luvo is the rachis of 
the Archontophoenix sp, which the Maenge use as a 
tray: one needs not one luvo as is usual , but two 
to carry the yield of this banana cultivar it is so 
abundant. A taro cultivar is named manutaena, from 
manu and taena , faeces, as it was found in the forest 
and supposed to have been brought there by a bird; 
another taro cultivar, dispersed in the same way, 
is called pige , Eucalyptus deglupta, as it was found 
near a pige and a sweet potato cultivar is called 
manupi1i a , from manu and pilia , to defecate for the 
same reason that t h e H a r o  cultivar mentioned above is 
called manutaena.
II „II , Exchange of names
One has seen that a small but significant percentage 
of cultivar names are names of plant or animal species.
If one now turns to the names given to human beings
one finds that among these a small percentage is represented
by names of cultivars. Maenge personal names are
infinite in number. They are made during the days
which follow the birth, either by the parents or some
close relative, and commemorate a specific action or
event, which has taken place or is contemplated at the
moment of the birth. Personal names thus form a kind
of chronicle, a record of the most important events
which take place within the village. They serve also
as a kind of memento when they remind their bearer or
his or her kin of, for instance, some revenge. Except
in a few instances personal names tend to be unique in
genealogical records. The main exceptions are: a
tendency to give to a child the name of his maternal
grand-father and the relationship thanks to which a
big-man can bestow on a child who is not related
to him his personal name in order that it does not
perish with him.
Personal names are usually compound names and often 
include a verbal form. A few Maenge personal names are
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derived from the natural world» They come mostly 
from the flora and usually are names of cultivated 
Plants. There is no example of fish names and only 
one bird name was recorded. This does not mean that 
bird species cannot be used as a way of classifying: 
they are used as totems and play an important part 
in the mythology as well as the sea-mammals or fish 
but the fact that they are found at the sociological 
level, the division of Maenge society into clans, 
and not the level of the individuals, probably points 
to a greater identification between man and plants 
(and mostly cultivated plants) than between man and 
other parts of the natural kingdom.
The personal names which are derived from wild 
plant species are records of a specific event. If 
a man or child has fallen from a tree he may be named 
after that tree. One thus finds such names as paugala 
(Albizzia falcata) , vavalupuna, base of Gme1ina 
moluccana. Usually this class of names is built as 
in the following examples: pungataua, he has fallen 
from the taua , Pometia pinnata, pungapaua, he has 
fallen from a paua etc. However all these are 
nicknames which are not given at birth but at any 
time during one's life. (Though there is no regular 
pattern for these changes of names it is not unusual 
to find a Maenge with several personal names which 
have been given to him or her at different moments of 
his or her life. The first one may be entirely forgotten, 
except by the oldest people.)
Names of cultivars are also given to commemorate 
specific events. When a woman has been successful in 
growing a particular variety of cordyline, sugar-cane, 
banana or taro, she may give to her child, at birth, 
the name of this variety. Later in life the child should 
make an offering of this particular variety to his mother. 
The taro and cordyline cultivars the names of which are 
given to the child always belong to the best varieties 
(group I .2, and 2.2.) . One should note that this custom 
is found only in the western part of the Maenge country
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and that, though a few instances of cordyline, sugar-cane, 
banana are known, most of these names are names of 
taro cultivars. One thus finds names like: Isingana,
Ngarole, Laviauna, Levolong, Songetuna, Galipulia, 
Vagoragili etc. In the genealogical records 54 names 
of taro were found, 7 of cordyline, 6 of banana, 6 of 
sugar-cane, 1 of pitpit.
The symbolic meaning of this type of name-giving 
will be analysed later. Briefly one can say that such 
an act can be interpreted as the wish that the child 
be as strong and fecund as this cultivar. This type 
of name-giving is possible only because some similarities 
between the taro soul and the soul of human beings is 
assumed by the Maenge. What interests us at this stage 
is the logical process which is involved here. As we 
have seen in the previous pages names given to cultivars 
could be names of plant or animal species: here the names 
given to individuals are names of cultivars. As one 
Proceeds from relatively high levels of generality 
(species, cultivar) to the level of individuals, names 
at one level are borrowed from the level immediately 
above, according to the following scheme:
species 
cultivar s 
individuals
The technique emphasizes the discrimination either 
between varieties or between individuals.
IIoIII. Cultivates as individuals
Men borrow their names from domesticates, mainly 
from cultivars, but they also bestow their own names 
on domesticates, mainly on cultivates. Most cultivates 
in a village territory, especially in the western part 
of the Maenge area, bear names which are the personal 
names of human beings. When a child is born it is 
customary to bestow his or her name on a coconut tree,
Cararium sp., bread-fruit tree or mango tree. The 
tree will belong to the child and will, after death, 
perpetuate the name of the owner. Amid a population
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whose genealogical memory is very short ( most individuals 
are only able to name their grand-parents and only one 
informant was able to give the name of an ancestress 
belonging to generation 5) these trees form a kind of 
genealogical record which helps to memorize the names 
of the ancestors of a given clan. On Figure 16 are 
shown the members of the Lengelenge clan whose names 
were bestowed on coconut trees still to be found in 
the territory of Malakuru.
As a proof that the Maenge tend to consider 
cultivates individually one should note that individual 
cultivates tend to be described in terms of the 
characteristics which contrast with those of other 
individuals of the same species. It has been mentioned 
that the coconut trees are divided by the Maenge into 
three groups by taking into account the colour of 
the nuts. These groups can be further subdivided by 
taking into account the size of the nuts. But, when 
describing an individual coconut tree people will not 
only point to those characteristics which allow to 
classify it into one of the groups or sub-groups mentioned 
above. They will also insist on such features as the 
length of the stem, the way it has been bent by the 
wind, the shape of the nut etc. All such features which 
are not systematically taken into account, and vary 
from individual to individual, do not belong to the 
classificatory system as such but reveal the tendency 
of the Maenge to treat such »trees as individuals with 
individual characteristics and not only as members of 
the same species, or of the same groups or sub-groups, 
bearing the same uniform characteristics.
In conclusion of this chapter one should insist on 
the importance of the notion of cultivar for the Maenge. 
This has been apparent when discussing the main features 
of a Maenge taro garden as well as their systems of 
classification and appellation. In the next chapters when 
describing such techniques as cooking or the feminine 
costume, the main characteristics of Maenge magic and 
of the gardening rites, it will appear, again and again,
that it is not the species as such which plays the 
most important part in Maenge conceptual world but 
the taxa which come just below it, that is that of 
the cultivars.
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FIGURE 5: Taxonomy of taro and cordyline
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Barringtonia
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FIGURE 7: A round taro corm
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FIGURE 8: An elongated taro corm
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FIGURE 9 :  A r o u n d  t a r o  l e a f
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FIGURE 10: A sagittate taro leaf
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FIGURE 11: A cup-shape taro leaf
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FIGURE 12: Pepe. a cordyline cultivar belonging to
group 2.1 with snort leaves
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FIGURE 13: Vena, a cordyline cultivar belonging
to group 2.1 with long leaves
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FIGURE 14: Namvu. a cordyline cultivar belongingto group 2.2 with medium size leaves
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FIGURE 15: flurugum, a cordyline cultivar belonging
to group 2.2 with long leaves
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FIGURE 16
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Genealogy of Kelatape, the Mother of the village of 
Malakuru showing members of her clan, the Lengelenge, 
whose name is still attached to coconuts growing on 
the village territory. The list of the Father of 
the village of Malakuru is also indicated.
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CHAPTER 4
Utilization of domesticates
It has been often stressed that cultivated plants 
are many-purposed plants (see in particular Anderson 
1952). One will find an additional proof of this 
fact with the Maenge, There are very few cultivated 
plants which have but one utilization. The case of 
Morinda citrifolia which is used as a source of paint 
and, so it seems, for no other purpose, is quite 
exceptional. Most other cultivated plants have a 
wide range of utilization. At the opposite extreme 
of Morinda citrifolia we find a plant like cordyline 
which is used both in technology and in ritual life.
I concentrate here only on four major types of 
utilization: cooking, the feminine costume, medicine
and magic. I leave aside such minor utilization as 
the making of perfumed oil with coconut oil and 
basilic or techniques which are not particular to 
the Maenge but which occur throughout the Pacific 
area and have been well described, such as the use 
of the Are ca nut with lime and betel pepper or the 
numerous utilizations of the various parts of the 
coconut (cf. for instance Conklin 1958 and Barrau 
1968). In the first section I give some data on 
Maenge taste category and in so doing I introduce 
the contrast between "hot" and "cold" plants which 
is fundamental with respect to Maenge medicine and 
magic. The contrast is taken up again in the last 
sections while the study of the feminine costume 
offers an opportunity to see how contrasts between 
various cultivars are handled by the women.
1. Maenge Cooking
Maenge cooking is not very elaborate and does 
not involve the manipulation of a large number of 
foodstuffs. Most often it only consists in trans­
forming raw material into a cooked one and while 
garnish represents a small percentage of each meal 
(10 to 20%) very little attention is paid to
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seasoning other than salt. Thus there is very little 
interaction and mixing of ingredients since, usually, 
the garnish and the staple are cooked separately.
A number of myths speak of people who were 
ignorant of cooking and stress the contrast between 
cooked and raw food. Thus in one version of the myths 
of the Kaekename or One-legged people they are described 
as ignorant of fire, a situation all the more paradoxical 
as they are excellent gardeners and grow beautiful taro 
crops, which, however, they eat raw. It is man who 
teaches them how to produce fire by rubbing and how to 
cook their food. It is also told that in the past 
the members of the Octopus clan used to dry their 
meat in the sun. This technique was not considered 
as equivalent to cooking proper as the members of the 
Octopus clan were said to eat their meat raw, korekore, 
a verb which contrasts with the usual kania, to eat.
The myth is built so as to transform a metaphorical 
relation between two terms into a metonymical one: 
the word for the Octopus is kaekae , derived from kae, 
sun, as the Octopus, with its numerous arms looks like 
the sun with its rays. In the myth the food to be 
eaten by the members of this clan is directly heated 
by the sun. To their metaphorical relation to the 
sun, the similarity between the octopus and the sun, 
is added a new one which is a relation of contiguity 
or of metonymy, since through the mediation of the 
meat, there is now a material link between them and 
the sun.
One should note that the myth of the Kae-kename 
is all the more curious as the toxic substances of 
Colocasia esculenta can only be eliminated by cooking; 
their throat and digestive system must have been built 
in a particular way so as to make the assimilation of 
the oxalate crystals possible. The myth does not give 
any details on this point but stresses the interdependance 
between man and this mythical population; their relationship 
is based on reciprocal gifts, until the relationship is 
broken by the fault of man, a recurrent theme in Maenge 
mythology.
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Cooking is not the only method the Maenge know 
in order to eliminate the toxic substances contained 
in raw food. Water can be used as well and such is 
the case when the ovulae of Cycas rumphii are left 
in running water, after having been reduced into a 
paste, for several days. Heat is also used in order 
to bring to maturity a number of fruits : this is done
with banana and with the recently introduced water­
melon or papaya which are cooked, unripe, in a soup. 
Finally, fire can be used in order to dry and keep a 
number of foodstuffs. This is the case with Canarium 
almonds which are put in a basket and hung above the 
fire, of pig grease kept inside bamboo tubes, of ginger 
rhizomes and of cooked food which can be kept in 
baskets a few days.
One should emphasize that apart from drying 
above the fire the Maenge know no other method of 
preserving food. On the other hand there are few 
foodstuffs which they eat raw. Apart from the fruits 
of the various kaoluma, cucumber and ginger in the 
past, and nowadays water-melon and tomatoes are the 
main exceptions.
Cooking is done in the oval marital houses 
where one usually finds two firing places, one at the 
masculine end of the house, the other at the feminine 
end. It is the women who do the cooking. Banana 
could be cooked by the men in the men's houses on 
special occasions but usually all the food available 
in the men's houses, whether in daily life or in 
ritual occasions, come from the marital houses. For 
cooking purposes the women use the firing place which 
is in their part of the house. Today, when a number 
of houses are erected on piles, it is not unco mm on to 
find cooking houses close by the marital house, but 
this is a recent practise. When feasts are under 
preparation the women also cook in the firing places 
which are located in the men's part of the house, and 
numerous stone-ovens are made outside the house.
Both firing places are used at night to heat the house.
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The two m a m  cooking techniques are cooking in 
an open fire, on live embers, and cooking in a stone 
oven. Boiling was not practised for lack of pottery 
though small fish and Palolo viridis could sometimes 
be boiled in half coconut shells. The main contrast 
here is not roasted/boiled as Levi-Strauss suggests 
in his Triangle C u l m a i r e  (1965) but roasted/braised 
where braised occupies the same position as boiled 
in the main contrast set, as it is more on the side 
of culture than roasting. Thus while in daily life 
the women resort to either technique according to the 
quality and nature of the food they have to cook, the 
food eaten on festive occasions is always cooked in 
the stone oven.
To cook in the open fire is tuve by contrast with 
savunia , to cook in the earth oven (savuning) . The 
choice between the two techniques depends on the nature 
of the circumstances, the species to be cooked or the 
characteristics of the cultivars which a woman has to 
prepare. Thus taro cultivars can be classified 
according to the mode of cooking they require: those
with a hard flesh can be cooked on an open fire as 
they will not crumble into pieces while those with 
a soft and crumbling flesh must be cooked in the 
stone oven, wrapped up in leaves.
While no special attention is paid to the shape 
of the heap of branches and the bed of embers when 
cooking on an open fire, much more care and time is 
required in order to cook food in the stone oven.
The women have to remove the ashes which lay on the 
firing place and uncover the hole dug into the earth 
which is usually full of ashes. They heat the stones 
on a small fire made by the main firing place. This 
small fire has the shape of a square. Small branches 
are arranged neatly, layer after layer, in order to 
form a small pyre over which the stones are left. When 
the stones are red hot the women remove them with a 
tong and lay a first lot at the bottom of the pit.
While waiting for the stones to be hot they go on
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preparing the food, Peeled and cut, if need be, or 
grated in the case of Manihot utilissima, it is 
wrapped up in small packs which are put above the 
first layer of stones, The women put another layer 
of stones on the packs, then another layer of packs 
and so on until all the food has been put into the 
oven. The mound is then covered with a thick layer 
of leaves and with ashes»
With respect to Colocasia esculenta the distinction 
between the two techniques is of ritual significance.
When preparing the taro corms which are cooking in the 
open fire the women only have to remove from time to 
time the burnt part of the skin, an operation they 
perform with the help of the small Lucinidae shell.
The operation is known as naue patuna , to scrape the 
skin. When preparing the corms to be cooked in the 
stone oven, the women have to peel the skin, sogia 
patuna , an operation they perform with the help of 
the large oyster shell. The Maenge think that the 
first operation is less painful for the corms which 
do not feel the edge of the shell as the women remove 
only those parts of the skin which are burnt while 
in the second case the corms are directly hurt by the 
oyster shell»
The Maenge classify the wood into two categories, 
according to the way they burn. Trees which burn well 
are called vegame orenga mutuga; they belong to such 
species as Int sia bijuga, Celtis latifolia, Xylocarpus 
granatus , Leea sp* , Sonneratia alba etc. Trees which do 
not keep the fire are called vegame orenga matemate 
(from mate , to die ) or trees with a black mouth (orenga 
kona e kakaso) . They include such species as Macaranga 
aleuritoides, Homalanthu s sp.
The leaves which are used for cooking food in the 
stone oven belong to two different groups: on the one 
hand there are those leaves which are used to wrap up 
(rugua) the food and which are in direct contact with 
it. On the other hand there are those leaves which are 
used to cover (gasia) the mound» Leaves belonging to
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the first group must, of necessity, be quite large 
and thick; they come from such species as: bread-fruit 
tree, Xanthosoma sagitt1folla , Colocasia esculenta,
Acalypha grandis , Gmelina moluccana etc. For packing 
the food the women resort to such leaves as: Alpinia 
oceanica , banana, Helicoma sp. , Lunasia amara etc.
With some of these leaves (banana, wild Cordy1ine 
terminalis etc.) the surface of Colocasia esculenta 
may become bright (me lame lang) a characteristic which 
the Maenge enjoy., In some cases the leaves add a 
flavour to the food, this is the case with the leaves 
of Barringtonia asiatica which are used to wrap up 
the small fish cooked in the earth oven.
Until now only the two main cooking techniques 
have been examined. Apart from these there existed 
a number of minor cooking techniques which involved 
the utilization of containers and a low or quick 
fire. Depending on the intensity of the fire these 
techniques can be classified as closer to roasting 
or to braising. Thus shell-fish can be wrapped up 
in leaves of Alpinia oceanica and cooked on live-embers 
(other leaves such as those of Endospemrmum formicarum, 
Homalanthus sp. , Acalypha grandis , Colocasia esculenta , 
can be used but not those of the bread-fruit tree which 
do not resist to the fire). To cook shell-fish in 
this way is manana nga poi, to dry in the fire and 
it is distinct from lale nga poi and paena. The shell 
fish can be placed in bark and cooked on a quick fire 
(lale nga poi) the same can be done with small taro 
put into bamboo tubes. Paena is said of the way of 
cooking fish, chestnuts and seeds of Dioscorea bulbifera 
in bamboo tubes or bark on a low fire. While manana 
and lale nga poi are closer to tuve , paena is closer 
to savunia (tuve can be said even if containers are 
present; thus tuve tutu kana nga poi nga vega patuna 
va lamasi vagana : to cook the almonds of Gnetum
latifolium in bark or coconut shell). Though closer 
to nature tuve is on the side of culture: when cooking
logs of the Cyathea sp, which is eaten during famines 
the verb patu 1a , to put a log in the fire, and not tuve, 
is used,
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The main cooking implements are, on one hand, those 
used in order to peel, grate or cut: to the two shells
one must add knives made of bamboo, the sharpened tibias 
of pigs and cassowaries which are used to perform various 
tasks (removing coconut meat, piercing holes in palms 
rachis etc.); on the other hand the numerous vessels 
which are used either when preparing food, cooking it 
or offering it, Apart from such natural vessels as 
half or whole coconut shells (vato and lamasi vanu) 
the main vessels are those made with a leaf of Alocasia 
inacrorhyza (called ra 1 a ') and those made with the rachis 
of various palms, Areca or Archontophoenix sp. (The 
material used for sawing comes from the following species: 
a Lygodium sp„ , a Tetrastigma sp. and Flagellaria indica.)
A Maenge meal is made, as is usual in Oceania 
(cf. Conklin 1954 , Mead 1934) of the m a m  dish (taro, 
yam, sweet potato, Xanthosoma sagittfolia, cassava, 
banana or rice brought from a shop) and a garnish, which 
is usually cooked and may consist, of greens, fish or 
shell-fish, and rarely meat. All the leaves which are 
eaten as greens can be called vasi though this word, 
in its narrow meaning, refers only to the taro leaves 
eaten as greens. To these greens coconut oil is often 
added. The oil is extracted from the ripe or dried 
coconuts (1 ama s i a me r a or lamasi ore m a n a m ) . Ginger 
and Saccharum robustum can be prepared with coconut 
oil as well and eaten as garnish (the first is not 
cooked) . The Maenge do not cook taro with coconut 
milk as is done in other parts of Oceania but they 
eat the meat of young nuts together with taro. Pig 
grease kept in bamboo tubes can be eaten as garnish 
a s we 11 .
Because of the lack of protein and grease the 
part played by the coconut meat and oil is of 
importance in Maenge diet. The equivalent between 
coconut meat and pig flesh is made clear in ritual 
Practices since coconut meat could be used instead 
of pig flesh in initiation rites which theoretically 
can only be performed when pigs are present as the
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soul of the killed pig is a necessary offering in the 
transactions which go on at such times between the human 
beings and the other world (on the point cf. M « Panoff 
1969d). It is probably this equivalence between flesh 
and coconut meat that the Maenge myth of the origin of 
the coconut tree expresses. As in many Melanesian 
myths (see Dixon 1916 for a brief summary) the first 
coconut grew from the head of an ogre. The myth is 
usually explained in terms of the similarities between 
the coconut and the human head and this is certainly 
the case with the Maenge myth as well. But, apart 
from this metaphorical relation between a human head 
and the nut, the myth insists also on their metonymical 
relationship: the nut comes from the head so that the
meat is seen as coming from human flesh. In the case 
of the Maenge myth one should underline that the ogre 
fed on human flesh so that his own flesh is made of 
living flesh just as the meat of the nut comes from 
living flesh.
While the garnish includes a number of possibilities, 
seasoning is almost entirely restricted to salt. On 
the coast greens are cooked in sea-water and sea-weed 
can be eaten raw as a source of salt. Mountain-dwelling 
people used to come to the coast in small parties and 
obtain salt by boiling sea water in the bark of Albizzia 
f alc ara x The salt was partly kept for their own needs 
and those of their fellow-villagers, partly traded (for 
more details on this trade cf , M. Panoff 1969a) .
The main contrast set when discussing Maenge taste 
category is masimasi and marusu. Masimasi usually means 
tasty by contrast with marusu , untasty. Thus salt as 
well as honey can be described as masimasi. An informant 
made perfectly clear the meaning of the word when trying 
to convey the particular taste of honey: it was as masimasi
as honey (miso ke masimasi ma pue) . Maru su, on the other 
hand can be said of such untasty foodstuff as the flesh 
of the native cucumber.
The common meaning of maru su is not untasty but 
cold as in cold weather. Taro which have been left over
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from a previous meal are thus described as being marusu.
But cold as in cold weather is not, with untasty, the 
only meaning of marusuc It can also mean "cold" by 
contrast with "hot", pungent foodstuffs or remedies.
If one turns to masimasi after having described these 
different meanings of the word marusu one finds that 
an association with "heat" exists with respect to this 
word ,
For instance if one is scratched by a thorny vine 
or a sharp leaf one may apply the word masima si to the 
feeling of heat at the surface of the body (exactly as 
malama 1 a which means pungent is used when describing a 
more severe pain (see below). Thus one can say: mirau 
ke masimasi ka oalo matana,my body is slightly irritated 
and heated by the thorn of the vine. There are other 
Proofs of the fact that tasty items are considered somehow 
to be "hot".
The Maenge word for flavour is manamanangana, a 
word which is equivalent to the French "essence" since 
it comes from manangana , "authentic", "genuine", so 
that the flavour appears to reveal the "genuineness" 
of the species considered. When eating a mouthful of 
taro one allows it to melt with the saliva so as to feel 
its flavour. A foodstuff without flavour is described 
as "cold", marusu, but if it does possess some flavour 
it can be described either as ma sima si or as isopa a 
word which is strictly the opposite of marusu since it 
usually refers to heat in such contexts as hot weather 
or when speaking of "hot", pungent foodstuffs.
The other words referring to taste are: mamaoga 
and malamala e Mamo ag a refers both to acid and bitter 
while malama1 a is best glossed by pungent. Mamoaga 
can be said of lemon and malamala of Chili pepper.
Both words can refer to substances which are astringent 
as well so that one could say that strictly speaking the 
Maenge do not isolate the feelings of taste which should 
be limited to sweet, salt, acid and bitter but pay 
attention as well to other concomitant phenomena such as 
a feeling of heat, irritation or astringency.
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From this point of view it is interesting to see 
that mamaoga is restricted to feelings occuring at the 
level of the mouth or the throat but that malamala can 
be said of external feelings of irritation and heat, of 
an abraded skin for instance. Another word masikili 
which is generally resorted to when wanting to describe 
the pain provoked by the biting of red ants or the itching 
of Urticaceae like Laportea gigas can occasionally be 
used when the pain is localized in the mouth or the throat. 
In this case the irritation must be considerable as when 
eating taro which have not been properly cooked.
Cultivars can be distinguished according to whether 
they are masimasi or marusu, Thus some sugar-cane and 
banana cultivars are described as masimasi and others 
as marusu • In this case the word masimasi could almost 
be glossed as sweet.
The analysis of the food taboos imposed on young 
mothers will allow us to see how these distinctions 
operate in Maenge thought. In the first weeks after 
the birth the mother should not eat "hot" ( isop a) 
foodstuffs. Because it has been in contact with 
blood when coming into this world, the body of a 
young infant is thought to be unduly "hot". In this 
condition it may attract the bloodthirsty spirits of 
the dead. The mother should be careful not to 
increase this heat and try, on the contrary, to 
"cool" the child. The list of forbidden items include 
mostly foodstuffs which are "hot" because of their 
taste, colour, size or habitat.
Among the forbidden items one finds honey and 
salt. The taboo on salt extends also to some degree 
to the creatures living in the sea. As a rule 
shell-fish and fish living in fresh water are considered 
as "cold" while those living in the sea are "hot".
Thus the women are allowed to eat fish and shell-fish 
coming from rivers and ponds but only some of those 
which live in the sea: they can eat the shell-fish
which dwell on the beach and in the mangrove as they 
are less "hot" than those living far away in the sea
and the fish which are found on the reef but not 
those which are fished out of the deep sea. A 
question of size here may also come into play apart 
from the taste and greatest influence of the salted 
element. All the large "fish" (including sea mammals 
and tortoises) are forbidden just as the very tall 
sugar-canes. But the bigger sugar-canes are also 
among the sweetest and the quality of the meat of 
the sea mammals and tortoise is similar to that of 
the pig which is forbidden during that period.
Among other "hot" items one finds ripe banana 
(only unripe and cooked ones are allowed), ripe and 
dry coconut as well as coconuts with red or yellow 
nuts. If one now turns to the foodstuffs which are 
recommended one finds the cucumber, the water of 
young coconuts, sugar-cane, the fruit of Barringtoma 
niedenzuan a , that is foodstuffs which are 
characterized either by a "cold" flesh (such as the 
cucumber) or an abundance of juice. Barnngtonia 
niedenzuan a is classified as relatively cold by contrast 
with the Canarium , chestnut, bread-fruit, mango,
Parartocarpus venenosus , Pangium edule which are 
classified as "hot" and forbidden during that period.
Before ending those paragraphs devoted to the 
preparation of food one can say a few words concerning 
the words the Maenge resort to in order to refer to 
the various ways of eating and to the various movements 
made with the mouth in connection with eating or 
operations close to it. We have already seen that 
the verb to eat, k ania , can contrast with kore , to 
eat raw food. It can contrast with the verb pitalo, 
to eat the garnish by contrast with eating the main 
dish and with inue , to drink. A number of verbs are 
applied to specific types of food: goe si a , to suck,
to sugar-cane,isia , to tear, to the fibers of Caryota 
rumphii, ngnonge , to swallow the juice, to the small 
balls of red earth which are left to melt in the mouth, 
to the juice of a sugar-cane cultivar, remarkable for 
its sweetness, which the mothers give to infants etc.
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To pat in the mouth, is t am&l u , to swallow, sonia, 
to masticate, tainupele , to clench one's teeth, tamup i te , 
to bite, gnelikia, Conversely to drop from one's mouth 
is ripia , it contrasts with utua , to spit, and to vomit 
i s mu t. a . To inspire is sume , expire i sue ( c f . i song , 
the flute) both words can be used when smoking tobacco. 
To inhale, as is done with the crushed leaves of 
Clematis papuasica, is sanga 1e while rile means to 
chew betel.
The richness of the vocabulary connected with 
food would be extended if one considered as well such 
verbs as those referring to special actions: pitopale , 
to open taro by placing it between one's legs and 
pulling it apart with the hands. Telekole , to cut 
lengthwise by contrast with kovu a , to cut crosswise, 
papukupia, to offer to infants or piglets on the 
petiole of a taro the mashed taro (mutang) .
2 . The Feminine Costume
Some authors (Hogbin 1944 and especially Strathern 
and Strathern 1971) have paid attention to the elaborate 
character of costume in Melanesia but more needs to be 
said about the number of species involved and the 
aesthetic qualities displayed. In the following pages 
I want to stress the part played by cultigens in Maenge 
costume and to show how cultivars are used in a 
discrimative way.
The costume of a Maenge woman is formed of three 
different parts: a girdle, a band made of the sheaths
of Alpinia oceanica which is passed between the legs 
and the plants with which the substructure of the 
costume is adorned.
On the coast the women wear a girdle made of a 
black epiphyte (rag i ) which has given its name to that 
part of the costume. As ragi does not grow in the 
vicinity of the seaside it is the female inhabitants 
of more distant villages who traditionally make girdles 
and sell them to the coast-dwellers. They collect the 
short epiphyte in large quantities on the morning when
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they want to set to work.. Back at the village they 
wet them with fresh water, clean them of their knots, 
rub them on their thighs and plait them into a four 
strand braid, having attached the end to their feet.
As each stem is only a few inches long they often 
have to take new ones in order to continue their 
work .
The Longueinga make several kinds of these 
girdles which they trade to the coast. Their basic 
material is a rope made of the fiber of a Maoutia 
sp. They plait or decorate it with the black ragi, 
the yellow stem of a Diplocaulobi urn sp. , the brown 
stem of a fern, karuvu, the fibers of Thespesia 
peeke 1 i and Commersinia b a r t r a m n . In addition they 
adorn them with beads which replace the white shells 
formerly obtained from the north coast.
Every five or six days in the past, nowadays on 
Saturdays, each woman brings back to her house a 
bundle of Alpinia oceanica Iguri) which she has collected 
on the outskirts of the village where it often grows 
in large thickets. There, in the bush, she has already 
cut the top part of their stem and stripped them of 
their inferior leaves. The stem measures about sixty 
inches long and only about four of the large alternate 
leaves remain on each side. The woman makes this part 
of her garment with the sheaths of this herbaceous 
plant which she now has to remove from the stem. She 
does so by rubbing each leaf on her thigh, tearing away 
with her teeth their midrib and beating the stem at the 
node with a small hammer. She starts with the upper 
leaf. After several strokes she strips the sheath off 
the stem, cleans this from the fibers which still 
stick to it and proceeds to the next node. When she 
has removed all the sheaths to which the blades are 
still attached she throws them on the roof of her house 
where they dry for several hours. When they have 
dried she performs the last operations: first she removes 
the ligues from the sheaths then she tears away the blades. 
She gathers the sheaths which she will later pass between
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her legs and fasten to both sides of her girdle.
This garment is called g u n .
According to tradition the women should wear 
cordyline leaves on the back and leaves of Coleus 
blumei on the front. Cordyline leaves in the west 
part of the Maenge country form a thick and long 
back-covering while in the east part of the country 
the women only tuck a few leaves in their girdle.
Before tucking them in their girdle they bend the 
petiole with their teeth so that the leaf will not 
escape. They tuck the larger leaves independently 
but fasten seven or eight leaves of the smaller varieties 
in a bunch. The leaves last for a few days and are 
Replaced after bathing , Women wear the commonest 
varieties, ise. varieties belonging to group 2.1. in 
everyday life. They keep the best ones for dances 
and also for Sundays.
Before puberty young girls cannot wear the red 
cordylines. A number of cultivars (taive , giasoali) 
used to belong to matrons only but nowadays young 
girls wear them as well. In mourning periods women 
wear banana leaves and leaves of the wild cordyline, 
kerakera, which is green. For dances and everyday 
life the women may mix with the cordyline leaves, 
leaves of an unidentified cultigen belonging to the 
Musaceae (uinsi) or the leaves of the wild Crinum 
macranthum. Though a woman may wear the leaves of
' tonly one variety it is more usual to adorn oneself 
with the leaves of as many as three to six varieties.
When composing their costume the women play with the 
contrasts of the various cultivars stressing or toning 
down their main characteristics. Here individual 
taste prevails. For instance some women may wear the 
leaves of the largest cultivars while others will 
choose the leaves of the smallest ones. Others will 
combine both so that the bunches of smallest leaves 
form a kind of bustle above the stream of the large 
ones. To give an idea of this part of the costume 
I shall present a detailed analysis of the kind of
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half skirt an informant, Kelatape, wore on a Sunday 
morning in the village of Malakuru, If one considers 
only half of the dress starting from the outside to 
the backbone she had slipped into her girdljp the 
following varieties: lelenge , kova , lote , g a n ei ,
guruguru„ Their characteristics are indicated in 
Table XV.
Here arise two sets of related problems. First 
we have to consider the number of cordylines Kelatape 
could choose, once she had decided to make her dress, 
second the order according to which she arranged the 
cordyline leaves.
Range of choice
As a wife of a Father of the village, a Mother 
of the village, Kelatape has travelled much more through 
the Maenge area than her f e 11 ow-vi 11 ager s «, She has 
had the opportunity to trade a number of cordyline 
cultivars and to bring new ones into the village. She 
consciously sticks to tradition and plants as many 
cultivars as possible. Among the cordylines grown 
in Malakuru, her village, fourteen are "white", four 
"yellow", twenty-six "red", seven "black", eight 
"striped". Though Kelatape does not grow all of 
these she grows most of them, so that, in order to 
have an idea of the possibilities which were offered 
to her we can consider the figures quoted above.
One should first underline the fact that "yellow" 
cordylines exist only in a limited number. Though 
it is not infrequent to see women wearing "yellow" 
leaves they usually wear the leaves of only one 
variety at a time and thus the decision to make a 
dress with three different varieties of "yellow" 
cordylines is quite unexpected. The choice here was 
furthermore limited by the fact that all the yellow 
varieties are small. In the case of the elongated 
and curved "yellow" varieties (there are two of them) 
the decisive factor was the absence or presence of a 
marginal vein since this contrast played an important 
part in the making of the dress, as will be shown later.
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As regards "red" cordylines I have reliable data 
for only twenty-one cultivars out of the twenty-six 
cultivated in the village. Though they are far more 
numerous than the "yellow" varieties Kelatape chose 
only two of them to make her dress. Lote is the only 
cordyline which is at the same time large, short and 
flat so that if Kelatape wanted to play with these 
features she could only pick up this variety. There 
is only one cordyline, guruguru , which is at the 
same time large , el ongated and curved^
Order of cordylines
Colour
Kelatape1s dress plays on the contrast "yellow" 
on the outside and "red" in the centre so that "yellow" 
and "red" leaves follow one another in a progression 
a a b a b b a b a a. On the outskirts the "yellow" 
leaves are predominant (a a) while in the centre the 
"red" ones are predominant (b b ) . The mediation from 
the "yellow" leaves to the "red" ones is made by 
introducing a "red" leaf (b) followed by a single 
"yellow" one (a). However to remain on such a broad 
level would be partly to miss the point, as the 
labels "red" and "yellow" point to major differences 
in the leaves but neglect the similarities which in 
this case are particularly obvious» It is now necessary 
to consider further the characteristics of these leaves 
in order to understand the chromatic composition of 
the dress and see how the main colour composition 
depends on special features of these cultivars.
If the leaves of 1e1enge and "guruguru" are taken 
to represent, respectively, the colours "yellow" and 
"red", this opposition is mediatized in the intermediary 
leaves in the following manner:
Note 1. Here are some additional data concerning the "red" 
cordylines. Six of the twenty-one "red" cordylines are 
large, fifteen small. Among the large ones five are 
elongated, ten short. Four of the large and elongated 
varieties have flat leaves while only one has a curved leaf. 
Three of the small and elongated varieties have curved 
leaves while the other two have flat leaves. Among the 
small and short varieties two have flat leaves, seven have 
curved leaves, and one has a twisted leaf.
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Kova
It so happens that this variety has a particularly 
large and conspicuous marginal vein, dark red ("black") 
in colour, from which the cultivar derives its name.
Lote
Though when it is mature this leaf turns "red" 
it usually retains a large "yellow" patch on the centre 
of the blade. Thus while kova is a "yellow" leaf with 
a strong dark-red accent, lote is a "red" leaf with a 
"yellow" accent. The accent is placed on the outside 
of the leaf in the first instance, on the centre in 
the second.
Gane i
It is like kova as it has a "yellow" leaf with 
a "red" marginal vein. Obviously it is because of 
this feature that Kelatape has chosen this variety 
rather than magaluele which is also "yellow", small, 
elongated and curved but lacks a red marginal vein. 
Magualale could, however, have proved a good inter­
mediary as part of its leaf is also "red" but it would 
not have been in a symmetric position with respect 
to kova.
Size and length
The dress is often longer in the middle of the 
back and it is there also that we find, in this case, 
the elongated varieties (guruguru is the longest of 
all Maenge cordylines). Here one finds also the 
rhythm a a b a b b a b a a with respect to size and 
the mediation is made by lote (which is large but 
short) and ganei (which is small but elongated).
Surface aspect
The dress culminates in curved leaves and the 
rhythm here is opposite to what it was in the case 
of colour and size.
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Marginal vein
Lastly if one takes into account the presence or 
absence of a marginal vein one finds the simple rhythm 
a b a b a etc.
All these different rhythms combine in an elaborate 
manner as shown on Table XV,
In front women should wear the leaves of Coleus 
blumei. They put these directly in their cache-sexe 
not in the girdle. Though women respect this fashion 
in the eastern part of the Maenge area it is frequent 
to see women in the western villages wearing cordyline 
leaves in the front as well. If they do so they tuck 
them into their girdles. The women grow several 
varieties of Coleus blumei. (up to twenty different 
cultivars in Malakuru). They differ in shape and 
colour. Their usual name is mug ang , in front.
Women can replace this Coleus by a number of other 
plants, mainly ginger, lemon-grass, a wild Zingiber 
sp. and a wild Coleus atropurpureus. When women in 
the western villages wear cordyline leaves in the 
front they call into play their different characteristics 
and contrast or harmonize them with the leaves they 
wear in the back. Thus, on a Sunday morning, a young 
girl, Lonakurumia , from Parole wore the following 
varieties: in the back, magueguenga, namvu, guruguru ,
in the front learamana, venarogei, lota (cf. Table XVI).
Here again guruguru occurs in the back, at the 
centre. The back part of the costume is composed in 
a harmony of red with elongated leaves. Short cordyline 
in the front contrast with elongated cordyline in the 
back. The colour progression in the back is from "white" 
to "red". Venarogei is a good intermediary as part 
of the leaf remains "white" even when mature while the 
rest becomes "red". The "white" in the front of the 
garment finds an echo in the back where the girl followed 
a new fashion (see below) by wearing at the outside 
of her skirt, before the cordyline leaves, the leaves 
of a Maoutla s p , which have a "white" effect.
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Such an interplay between the back and front 
part of the garment is common. A more complex example 
is offered by a girl from the same village, Pamatakote, 
who was wearing on the same Sunday the cordylines 
(giaoala , learamana , taive in the front and magua ivo, 
tatangalitu, namvu e kavauvaunga in the back. To these 
she had added the leaves of a Maoutia sp. and of 
Alphitonia incana (Table XVI).
The main contrast in the front is between "black" 
and "white" leaves. In the back, and considering for 
the moment only the cordyline leaves, the colour 
progression is from "yellow" to "black" and “white".
The opposition between "white" and "yellow" is mediated 
by tatangalitu as it happens that this cultivar retains 
"yellow" stripes even when mature and that the centre 
of the leaf remains "white". However the "white" 
accent is given also by the leaves of Maotia sp. and 
Alphitonia incana so that the main contrast is between 
"white" and "black" leaves, an echo of the colour 
contrast found in the front of the garment. But whereas, 
in the front, "white" leaves are surrounded by "black" 
ones, the opposite is true of the back part of the 
costume.
On festive occasions and on Sundays women wear 
a number of aromatic plants including the two species 
of basilic. These are interspersed with cordyline 
leaves and worn in the back.
During their menstruation periods and the first 
months after childbirth women are not allowed to wear 
cordyline leaves: these would wither and moreover,
when breaking their petioles they fear that the infant 
might break its neck. Instead they use the aromatic 
species mentioned above, leaves of Coleus blumei and 
a number of wild species. These are chosen either 
because of their smell or because of their "white" or 
"green" appearance. Often they are placed in such a 
way as to show the lower surface of the blades.
During these first weeks after childbirth, or during 
the menstruation periods, women and infants are
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impregnated, as one may recall, with the smell of 
blood which would attract malevolent spirits of the 
dead or other ill-wishing beings. The perfume of 
plants drive them away and help the infant grow.
One should notice that, though the number of wild 
species which can be used as substitutes is high 
(Table XVII)they are used in circumstances when 
such cultigens as cordylines might be damaged by 
bad influences. It appears from Table XVII that 
though the number of cultigens resorted to by the 
women to make their costume is not high they total 
however a number of a hundred cultivars, at least 
in the village of Malakuru.
3. Maenge Medicine
I call here medicine the utilization of objects 
such as plants to restore a sick body to good health.
It is obvious that no firm line can be drawn between 
medicine, magic and sorcery as it is the same theory 
which often forms their common framework of reference. 
Before examining how domesticates are used as remedies 
I shall give an outline of Maenge conception of disease 
and discuss the categories of "hot" and "cold" plants 
as they play a fundamental part not only in Maenge 
medicine but in garden magic as well.
The Maenge think that heat in general produces 
mild diseases. During the dry season everyone is 
likely to be affected by such minor ailments as 
headaches and coughs. These are especially frequent 
during the month called to1ova , after Evodia elleryana 
a tree which flowers in January, one of the driest 
months of the year, There is a Maenge saying: tolova
ha mamna ke kalaure a valovalong, the burning heat 
of tolova helps sickness, (The word mamamna, burning 
heat, is used when speaking both of the fire and the 
sun. The species tolova itself is classified as a "hot" 
(isopa) plant since it flowers in the middle of the
dry season and its blossoms are fragrant. See below.)
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They believe that the flowers of such trees as 
Canarium commune, Eugenia malaccensis, Cast anop sis 
acuminatissima, Mangifera indica, cause coughs, headaches 
and even pains in the back. Though not all informants 
agreed on the list of these species, the lists included 
trees bearing edible fruits, whether wild or domesticated 
and trees with fragrant or red flowers. These bear a 
special name, ro1 an a , while all other flowers are 
called lukun a . Thus one informant cited Pterocarpus 
indicus on account of its smell which he described as 
pungent (malama1a ) while another one cited Eythrina 
indica because of its red flowers. The Maenge describe 
the flowers of these species as "hot" and of their 
smell they say: ke vali ita, it attacks us. (They 
also depict the smell of cooked pig as "hot" and as 
such it makes people sick. Therefore no sick person 
lies near an earth oven where pork is cooked.)
Minor sicknesses of a similar kind are attributed 
to earthquakes. These are provoked by Malila, the 
chtonian deity. Because he is displeased with mankind 
Malila shakes the earth and sickness follows the wave 
of heat released by the earthquake. When an earthquake 
Occurs the Maenge ^ay : Malila ke gio va ke vae valovalong,
Malila strikes and sends sickness or they may say: oru 
iongana ke vae tuntungana , the One who strikes (a common 
expression for Malila) sends heat. (The Longueinga 
use the word tuntunu instead of lsopa for hot.)
In all the previous examples "hot" things provoke 
sickness: the dry season and the month tolova , the
"heat" of some flowering trees, the "heat" Malila 
sends on the occasion of earthquakes. There are other 
associations of heat with disease such as the following:
The Longueinga believe that most severe diseases 
are due to the burning fire of Pango, (Pango mamana) 
a volcano located in the vicinity of Hoskins. At night 
Pango wanders through villages and spreads sickness by 
means of his heat. A Longueinga myth depicts him and 
Malila offering each other large quantities of human 
flesh.
Sorcerers bewitch their victims with the help of 
refuse and plants classified as "hot" (see below). 
Plants used to place taboos on trees are also said 
bo inflict disease through their burning heat.
Women induce disease because their sex is "hot" 
having been made so by a Maenge deity who utilized 
a number of the "hot" substances mentioned below.
Men are attacked during sexual intercourse, children 
when being born or fed.
The supernatural sickness which strikes a youth 
who has come into contact with the plants used in 
making the masks of the ancestors is attributed to 
their "heat",
Though the informants never explicitly described 
the masa1ai (a class of malevolent spirits) as "hot" 
beings the effect they produce on the blood of their 
victim is similar to that of "hot" things, as will 
shortly be made apparent.
Thus many, if not most diseases, can be traced, 
in Maenge opinion to the influence of a "hot" agent, 
be it a natural phenomenon, a plant or a super­
natural being. The principal exception to this theory, 
in the case of the coastal Maenge, is a disease which 
mankind experience through sympathy with Malila. 
However, respiratory diseases are caused by sorcerers 
using not "hot" plants but a Zingiberaceae, the 
leaves of which wither quickly when they are plucked.
When asked for the symptoms characteristic of 
such sicknesses as those described above, the answer 
is uniform. When a person is in good condition his 
blood is liquid (veta) though stagnant, it is clean 
(lele) , it is "red" (tente), its temperature is not 
too high and it is equally distributed throughout the 
body. When a person is sick his blood becomes dry 
(manani) and as a result heats the body: vala ke
manani va ke tuve mirana, the blood becomes dry and 
cooks the body. It is dirty (ka mukuna), and looks
black" (kakaso) . By contrast the blood of a corpse
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is "white". Moreover it gathers in one spot (ke giu) 
which becomes sore. Such is the effect on the body not 
only of the various "hot" things discussed above but 
also of masalai , The latter, which often appear as 
snakes, may enter into the body of a human being.
If they stay in the blood it becomes dry. If they 
concentrate in a leg elephantiasis develops, Concentration 
of blood inside the belly causes abdominal pains.
Informants describe the mass it forms there as compact 
and hairy: totona ke manani na ke ginging a kuna launa, 
the blood is dry and strong as hairs. While not all 
ailments can be explained in terms of what happens 
to the blood the type of cure the Maenge most often 
resort to suggests that concern with blood is predominant 
in their medicine.
Whatever the intensity of the pain, its location 
and origin the first reaction of the Maenge when a 
person is sick, before any diagnosis has been made, 
is to use ginger, regardless of whether the patient 
suffers from constipation, toothache or has been 
wounded. They chew the rhizome and spit the juice 
and some particles on the sore part in an attempt to 
warm or "cook" the blood. To restore the blood to 
its former condition one must produce the same 
effect as the pathological agent. Maenge medicine 
is largely homeopathic. Ginger is classified as a 
"hot" plant. When thus cooked the blood is restored 
to its normal condition. It leaves the sore spot, 
becomes fluid again and spreads evenly throughout 
the body. The Maenge compare it to the sap of a tree 
into which one has driven an axe: it moves (ke to)
and goes back to its former position.
That ginger be classified as a "hot" plant is 
quite expected and derives from the properties of the 
plant. When speaking of the true ginger Burkill 
(1935:2300) describes its properties thus: ginger 
taken into the stomach is a warm, stimulating 
carminative, and when applied to the skin it is an 
efficient rubefacient and counter-irritant". Hence
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the long list of utilizations which he gives for the 
Malay apple and which parallel the utilizations the Maenge 
make of Zingiber zerumbet. The Maenge give ginger 
for intestinal troubles, congestion of the liver, 
for head-aches and violent pains over the body, for 
coughs, fever and rheumatism, when an infant is 
wasting away etc, The association of ginger with 
heat has been described for other parts of Melanesia, 
in Dobu and Manam Island (cf. Fortune 19 3 2:295-297,
Wedgwood 1934:287), Other "hot" plants are listed 
below.
If ginger does not relieve the pain, one may 
practise massage or employ bloodletting to drive 
away the "bad" blood (cf. Rivers 1924 for a description 
of massage in Melanesia and Stanhope 1968 for blood­
letting) . For a slight pain the Maenge make tiny 
incisions on the sore spots with fragments of obsidian.
In treating severe cases they make larger incisions 
on both ankles and then massage the body either with 
ginger or one of its equivalent "hot" plants, such 
as Cinnamomum sp. (The utilization of both ginger 
and Cinnamomum was recorded at an early date by 
Miklouho-Maclay 1885:335). The association of ginger 
with heat and its utilization in connection with 
massage are frequent in Melanesia. The custom may 
he compared with the massage done with nettles in 
the Middle Wahgi area (cf. Luzbetak 1957-58:49).
Among the "hot" plants most frequently resorted 
to apart from ginger and Cinnamomum, are Perris 
elliptica, and Endospermum formicarum, The Maenge 
cook their leaves and press them upon the body.
Sometimes they cook the bark of the two species, 
wrapped up in their own leaves, and rub this over 
the body. They also apply the bark of Erythrina 
indiea and Laportea gigas, a counter irritant, on 
wounds, to "cook" the blood. Informants considered 
these trees as "hot" on such occasions.
In the case of abdonimal pains the patient can 
ingest "hot" plants, some of which are considered as
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having a purgative effect. In addition the patient 
can take emetics. Two instances of such sickness are 
sile, a baby ailment, and mapo , both of which are 
characterized by belly troubles. For si1e where the 
new born child is thought to have swallowed some 
placenta the Maenge prepare a drink of sea water, 
a "hot" substance, with which they mix the grated 
inner bark of Endospermum formicarum., The baby 
drinks it and the mother washes her breast with the 
same mixture. In the case of mapo, an adult ailment 
which results when a man has not performed post-coition 
purification, his blood concentrates in his belly and 
becomes "hairy". The patient eats a mixture consisting 
of grated coconut meat, ginger rhizome, the leader 
shoots of two A 1 s t o m a  spp. , A. scholaris and A . 
spectabili s. Alternatively they may mix a new leaf 
of the wild cordyline with water or cut the bark of 
A « scholaris into small pieces and mix it with water. 
The species are classified as "hot" on account of 
their astringency but their effect is not only to 
heat the blood. According to the informants when a 
patient has drunk these mixtures he should vomit 
and defecate blood, getting rid of the hairy mass 
inside him. Though there is no record in botanical 
literature that A c scholaris and ginger can have 
an emetic effect both are used for intestinal troubles 
and congestion of the liver (Burk ill 1935:113,230,
Webb 1960:106. The Lakalai cure stomach pains caused 
by worms with the latex of A l s t o m a  scholaris cf.
Loyd 1954). In curing mapo the Maenge use sometimes 
Crinum macranthum which is an emetic. One informant 
said he could cure mapo with a mixture of the rhizome 
of an Alpinia sp., the ground bones of a dead warrior 
and grated coconut meat, which are all "hot substances.
In some cases, however, a sensation of coolness 
on the sore part is required. Thus the Maenge formerly 
drank the water contained in a vine (sigo1i) in cases 
of sore throat, specifically to cool the throat, and 
also applied fresh water from particularly cool rivers 
on wounds as well as the juice of such "cold" plants
as Trema orientalis , Cynostemma pentaphylla. A village 
chief in my presence treated a young boy attacked by 
malaria first with a "hot" plant and second with one 
which he first classified as "hot" and then as "cold". 
This was Ficus septica which other informants also 
found difficult to classify. The idea of an alternate 
treatment may have been borrowed from gardening magic 
where it is practised.
"Cold" remedies however tend to be few in number 
while "hot" ones are quite numerous. Moreover while 
Maenge medicine tends to be rather simple, like their 
cooking, inasmuch as there is little mixture of 
ingredients, it is mostly with "hot" remedies that 
complex recipes such as the following one are found.
When a woman has difficulty in childbirth the Maenge 
believe that a masalai may be the father of the child 
and prevents it from being born. To expel the masalai 
from the mother's body they gather bark from these 
species: Elmerillia papuana, Inocarpus fagiferus,
Cananga ororata, Amoora cucullata, Evodia elleryana, 
Prunus sp. They wrap these with some grated coconut 
meat in the bark of Prunus sp. and cook them over an 
open fire. At dusk when the masalai is thought to 
arrive, they put hot stones in the bark and place 
the whole preparation underneath the bed of the 
patient. Water is thrown on the stones and the vapor 
together with the perfumes surrounds the mother, 
penetrates into her and drives away the masalai.
It should be noted that the Longueinga fetch the 
bark of Inocarpus fagiferus, C . odorat a and A . cucullata 
from the coast and keep the material until it is needed. 
Alternatively the Longueinga use the bark of Cinnamomum 
sp ., Alstonia spectabilis, Galbulima belgarevana while 
the coastal Maenge apply to the patient's body the 
leaves of Evodia elleryana and Spondias dulcis. All 
these species are classified as "hot".
The great concern of the Maenge with blood is 
largely due to the fact that it is considered the 
normal dwelling place of the inner self. Any change
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in the blood may affect the soul and lead it to 
abandon the body. Conversely to restore the blood 
to its former condition is to enable the soul to 
return. The slightest emotion, fear or surprise, 
the slightest pain, the smallest cut, provides an 
opportunity for the inner self to escape« Such an 
insignificant event may lead to dramatic consequences 
since the escaped soul may become the prey of a 
masa1ai or of the spirit of a dead person. In mild 
cases the soul is likely to return by itself to its 
abode but after any serious disease the patient must 
be purified by rituals similar to those performed 
during the rites de passage. He must get rid of the 
dirt covering his outer soul to enable his inner 
soul to return to its normal abode.
Up to this point reference has been made to 
"hot" and "cold" plants and substances without 
considering what the Maenge mean by these categories.
!t is now time to give some explanations on them and 
show the part they play in Maenge culture. The 
category of "hot" plants includes the following 
principal divisions;
1. Plants which are pungent (malamala), astringent 
or bitter (mamaoga) such as ginger, the recently 
introduced Chili pepper, betel pepper, an Alpinia 
widely used in magic and medicine.
2. Plants which have an irritant effect on the 
skin (masikili) which are poisonous. Examples include
S erne c arpus sp, (called pune, to poison) Amoora cucullata, 
Laportea gigas , Perris elliptica , Homalanthus sp. ,
Pangium edule„ The Maenge say of pune : ke tuve mirana
ka maman a , it cooks the body with its burning heat.
Of the sap of Homalanthus sp. if it happens to fall 
in the eye of an unfortunate child one says similarly: 
ke mame matangkana, it burns the eye.
3. Plants which have an unusually strong smell 
such as Cinnamomum sp., Spondias dulcis, Cananga
odor at. a or Prunus sp. This last species is called
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gievasangina, which means pig urine as its smell recalls 
it. One has also seen that any plant with a definite 
perfume or taste (like those quoted in the first section 
of this chapter) may be described as "hot"
4, Plants which are for one reason or another 
associated with heat. Thus Evodia elleryana is classified 
as "hot" not only because it has fragrant flowers but 
because it happens to flower during the dry month of 
January» Endospermum formicarum is considered also 
as a "hot" species: its "heat" is supposed to "cook"
the ground around it and thus to prevent other plants 
from growing there. This idea which is also current 
among the Kol may derive from the fact that this species 
can grow on soils too poor for other species or perhaps 
from the presence of ants in its hollow trunk and twigs.
The Maenge thus classify as "hot" very diverse 
plants by taking into account such entirely different 
features as their smell, their taste, their contact 
effect on the skin and their poisonous properties.
Among them one finds a number of plants which actually 
Produce a warming effect in the stomach when taken 
internally and which have stimulating, rubefacient 
and counter-irritant properties as is the case with 
ginger, Cinnamomum, Chili pepper, Laportea gigas.
"Cold" plants are those species which have an 
abundant latex (such as the fig trees, Ficus pungens 
and Ficus subcongesta) , rich foliage and a nutritive 
effect on the soil so that taro or other cultigens 
grow well in their vicinity. These species "refresh 
the soil" (pamarusu magalo). Growing habits also 
play a part in this classification since such rapid­
growing trees as Albizzia falcata and Trema orientalis 
are considered as "cold".
While informants agree on "hot" plants there is 
not such a consensus with respect to the "cold" ones.
For some informants all trees which are not "hot" 
were from that mere fact classified as "cold" while 
for others the "cold" category was as well-defined and 
limited in number as was the case for the "hot" category.
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As often happens with primitive classifications a 
species can be classified in two opposite categories, 
depending on context, by selecting different features. 
This phenomenon which will be discussed with more 
details in the next chapter is apparent in the case 
of Laportea gigas, Because of its abundant sap the 
Maenge classify it as a "cold" plant so that it can 
be used in garden magic together with a number of 
other "cold" plants but because of its irritating 
properties it is also a member of the "hot" category.
One should note that the two categories of cold 
and wet seem to be associated in Maenge culture just 
as hot and dry are. This association between cold 
and wet on the one hand and hot and dry on the other 
may be due to climatic conditions since, unlike what 
happens in other parts of Melanesia, the hot season 
is also the dry one and the wet season is colder than 
the dry This point will again be discussed more 
fully below.
Among "hot" substances one may cite scorpions, 
centipedes, stinging black ants, lime, the bones of 
a dead warrior, pork fat, sea water. The Maenge 
often use these in conjunction with "hot" plants.
To promote fierceness in warfare - nowadays in 
football games - for instance, a man is advised to 
rub his legs with a mixture of lime, cooked scorpions, 
centipedes, black ants and leaves of Endospermum 
formicarum and Evodia elleryana » Bef ore hunting 
wild pigs hunters give their dogs some grated coconut 
meat or the leaves of Laportea gigas. When a sorcerer 
wants to bewitch a victim he employs remains which 
have been chewed by the victim together with leaves 
of Endospermum formicarum and Homa lanthus sp.
The association of heat with sorcerers and sickness 
in Melanesia is common. Fortune (295) says that "the 
sorcerer engaged in sorcery must keep his body hot and 
parched, hence the drinking of salt water, the chewing 
of hot ginger". According to Wedgwood (1934-35:72) 
the victim of sorcery feels "as though he were boiling
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like a pot placed on fire". For mainland New Guinea, 
Rivers (1924:23) reports that the sorcerer "must not 
bathe nor let r a m  touch his skin. He may only drink 
water of puddles which have been heated by the sun 
for the cool water of a stream would allay the burning 
fever of his victime"
If the category of "hot" is central in Maenge 
system of medicine (and magic) this does not mean 
that this category and its opposite are the only one 
which are relevant here. Remedies may be utilized 
for many other reasons. Some are mucilaginous and 
a r e used to cure sore-throats, constipation or are 
given to women in childbirth. Others are emetics or 
purgatives. Still others are b 1ood-conge11ant.
The Maenge use many of their medicinal plants 
with little if any special preparation. If they cook 
them they generally wrap them up in leaves and put 
them in the stone-oven or an open fire. Bark may be 
grated with the Luc inidae shell and leaves and stems 
are sometimes beaten with a hammer in a coconut shell 
or on a flat stone. Leaves and herbaceous stems are 
most often crushed between the hands, and chewed, or 
bent to extract their juice. In severe cases it is 
a specialist, often the Father of the village, who 
prepared the drugs and administers them to the patient 
but for minor complaints any relative or friend may 
help.
Out of the seventy-four species which the Maenge 
use as remedies only 13 are domesticates, the others 
being either sem i-domesticates or wild plants. One 
should note that though the domesticates represent 
a small percentage (17%) of the total in a few cases 
more than one part of the small plant is utilized 
(in the case of Hibiscus manihot the roots and leaves, 
of the coconut, the roots and the meat of the nut). 
Moreover some of these, and this is especially true 
of ginger, have more than one utilization so that 
these 13 domesticates total about thirty recipes.
(A list of Maenge remedies given in Table XVIIT. ) .
Dome sticates
Hibiscus manihot
The people eat the young leaves, cooked, in case 
of sore-throats and constipation. To cure constipation 
they also crush the roots, extract the ]uice and give 
it to the patient. In both cases H . manihot is chosen 
because of its mucilaginous property. It is also 
because of this characteristic that this plant is 
given to women in childbirth. (A tree of the secondary 
growth, Pipturus argenteus has a mucilaginous bark 
which is used as well to cure constipation and help 
women in childbirth.)
Colocasia esculenta
The young leaves are eaten cooked, in case of 
sore-throats to soften the throat (honey can be 
used for the same purpose). The young leaves may 
also be eaten to cure diarrhoea. They are also 
applied on burns (cf. Stopp 1963 for a similar 
usage) .
Cordyline termmalis
The leaves are used as dressings.
Cucumis sp «
In case of ringworm they rub the body with the 
leaves of the native cucumber together with lime.
The operation is done as soon as the skin is attacked 
and repeated every day until the disease has disappeared
Ocimum sanctum
The leaves are used in the same way as those of 
Cucumis sp.
Saccharum officinarum
Some varieties are reputed to be good to arrest 
diarrhoea. Others, the "cold" ones, are given in case 
of sore-throat to refresh the throat.
Zingiber zerumbet
Ginger can be used in a number of ways. The people 
chew and spit the juice and bits of the rhizome on sores
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they apply the rhizome on the sore part, they drink 
it after it has been chewed. It can also be cooked 
or placed underneath the bed of the patient together 
with hot stones on which water is spread,. It is 
used externally for general pains, head-aches, sores, 
burns, constipation. (In this last case it is simply 
put on the belly.) It is used internally with 
Alstonia scholaris in cases of dysentery; it can be 
drunk in cases of sore-throat (together with other 
pungent or astringent plants) it is drunk with sea 
water and grated coconut meat to drive away parasites.
Tree-crops
Areca catechu
To cure swollen gums the Maenge chew the betel 
quid in the ordinary manner. They eat a small part 
of the betel quid either alone or mixed with the root 
of the coconut to arrest diarrhoea. The Areca nut 
is astringent. (The Malays use it in a decoction to 
cure diarrhoea cf. Burkill 1935:226,)
Artocarpus communis
In case of dysentery the Maenge crush a leader 
shoot of this species which the patient swallows.
In case of diarrhoea they collect the latex, mix it 
with water and give it to the patient. The latex 
is used elsewhere in New Guinea to cure dysentery 
(Webb 1960:106) , To drive away intestinal parasites 
the patient can eat the young leaves of Artocarpus 
communis «
Canarium commune
They chew and spit parts of the bark on burns. 
(The bark of Pometia pinnata may be used in the same 
w ay. )
Cocos nucifera
The roots are eaten in cases of diarrhoea. The 
Maenge also use the meat of the nut in case of con­
stipation. Coconut roots are astringent. They are 
medicinal and used elsewhere to cure dysentery (cf. 
Burkill 1 935 : 61 3) .
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Eugenia malaccensis
The Maenge chew and spit the bark on sores. The 
astringent bark is medicinal (Burkill 1935:958 and 
971). In case of sore-throats they chew the bark, 
expectorate the fibers and swallow the ]uice.
Inocarpus fagiferus
They use the leaves as dressings»
Among semi-domesticates one finds such species 
as Pangium edule , Parartocarpus venenosus and Pometia 
pinnata. In case of pains they apply to the sore part 
of the rhizome of ginger, the bark of Cinnamomum sp. 
and of Pangium edule , the rhizome of an A l p i m a  sp.
This recipe is similar to those quoted above which 
a^e used to drive away the masalai . The bark of 
Pangium edule is poisonous, it can be used to kill 
freshwater crayfish. The seeds of Parartocarpus 
venenosus which are poisonous according to the Maenge 
are applied, once grated and mixed with lime, on sores 
where they may remain for several weeks. (The ovulae 
of Cycas rumphii are used in the same way.)
4 0 Magic and sorcery
The same principles which operate in Maenge medicine 
are found with respect to magic and sorcery. I give 
only a few examples below as more will be said on 
garden magic in the next chapter, From these paragraphs 
as well as from the previous ones it will be clear 
that ginger and cordyline are among the most important 
of Maenge non-edible cultigens.
In rain magic one finds an association between 
the category of cold and that of rotten, a point to 
be taken up again when discussing garden magic. When 
the specialist, often the Father of the village, wants 
to attract rain (and this can occur only during the 
dry season, it is the time when rain can obey the will 
of man whereas the rain of the wet season cannot be 
controlled by him) he fills a "canoe", a tree which 
has been dug out in the same manner as canoes, with
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magical stones, grated coconut meat, odoriferous 
Plants like lemon-grass and basilic and leaves and 
stems of Coleus atropurpureus. The plants are 
covered with water and with large leaves such as 
those of banana or bread-fruit trees and are left 
to rot for several days. It is believed that their 
smell goes upwards, it is to be seen in the form of 
haze which covers hillsides at night and it finally 
falls later on the earth as rain. The Coleus with 
a dark juice is utilized so as to evoke the dark 
appearance of clouds. A number of oily substances 
can be substituted to the coconut meat, such as 
the nuts of Aleurites moluccana. "Cold" plants with 
an abundant latex such as the fig trees can be used 
in rain magic as well: as they are full of liquid
they should attract rain, moreover the drops should 
be as numerous as their fruits. The stones are the 
teeth of the S aia , ma salai, which have fallen together 
with lightning.
When a Father of the village, or some other 
Person, wants to provoke dryness,usua11y because he 
is displeased with his fellow villagers, he can place 
a piece of dry clay (a "hot" substance) which he has 
cooked over a fire at the summit of a tree.
In love magic one finds the same contrast between 
"hot" and "cold" substances. The aim of love magic 
is to warm the body of the person selected so as to 
inflame her desires. To do so a man wraps a leaf 
of cordyline with some sea water in a leaf of 
Endospermum formic arum and hangs this charm above 
the fire in the men's house. Before a dance the 
lover, who for two days has eaten only warm taro and 
abstained from drinking water, rubs his body with 
the cordyline leaf. After the dance the woman will 
not fail to follow him in the forest. If he tires of 
her, he takes the cordyline leaf from its place over 
the fire and deposits it underneath a large stone in 
the river: thus the body of the woman will cool down.
In order to be more attractive people use fragrant
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plants such as ginger, lemon-grass, basilic, which 
they rub over their body while chanting a spell in 
which the name of the desired person is pronounced.
The same odoriferous plants can be used in fishing 
magic as a way of attracting fish. Thus, m  Matong, 
the specialist of fish magic would put inside the bark 
of Trema orientalis magic stones, grated coconut meat 
and lemon-grass and basilic. The bark was left for 
several days in the men's house and then put in the 
place where the fishermen wanted to attract fish.
For hunting and war magic, on the other hand, "hot" 
species are the ones which are resorted t o .
As mentioned above the leaves of Laportea gigas 
or some other Urticaceae can be given to a dog to excite 
him on the morning when the hunt begins. "Hot" species 
were used to make the young warriors fierce and ginger 
was employed in numerous circumstances when wanting to 
bewitch a victim. For instance it was enough to drop 
a bespelled piece of ginger on a dancing ground to 
provoke the death or serious sickness of an enemy, 
the "heat" of ginger going up into the person's body 
and attacking him. Ginger is so powerful in this 
case that one does not even need to secure the fallen 
nails or hairs of the victim. Ginger was also used 
on the eve of battle to capture the enemies' souls. 
Ginger is a convenient instrument for playing with 
the souls of other persons. This is also the case 
with another "hot" substance: lime. Crops can be
damaged by the use of ginger, at a time when they do 
not need "hot" plants but "cold" ones and other "hot" 
plants like Endospermum formicarum or Homalanthus sp. 
can be used for the same purpose.
While ginger can be used to harm people as well 
as to cure them the utilization of cordyline is less 
ambiguous. As it is mostly used in purification rites 
one has to give some details on Maenge attitude towards 
dirt and the way it could be removed.
Much of Maenge life was, and still is, to some 
extent, concerned with the avoidance of dirty matters
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such as sweat, saliva, urine, menstrual blood and 
sexual excretions. Dirt is mukuna and the word can 
be uniformly applied to all these substances. All 
these substances are considered as dangerous. Sorcerers 
are believed to use them (as well as fallen hair and 
nails) to bewitch their victim (cf. Fortune 1932:150 
for a similar custom). According to Maenge view these 
substances, even if they seem to have disappeared 
from the place where they dropped or were put, leave 
invisible traces which dirty the body and particularly 
the outer soul which lies at the surface of it. It 
is from such contact with impure matter that the body 
of children and adolescents have to be purified during 
the rites de passage as they are particularly vunerable. 
Similarly women after childbirth and each menstruating 
period, men after coition, adults and children of 
both sexes after a serious disease, are ritually cleansed 
as their body has been affected by an unusual amount 
of dirt. The dirt which covers the outer soul of a 
dead spirit must similarly be washed by a supernatural 
being before it reaches the other world.
Food can be spoiled and become dangerous through 
contact with human excretions such as saliva and sweat 
and even the smell of persons in dangerous conditions, 
e.g. pregnant women and menstruating women and their 
husbands. A pregnant or menstruating woman and her 
husband could not give to a child part of the taro 
which they had already eaten as this would have 
contaminated the child. Young men never ate the food 
cooked on an open fire for fear that sweat would have 
fallen on it etc. The dirt brought on food by such 
contacts is compared with the mould which comes on 
fruits and called accordingly kaningvulili from 
kaninga , vegetable food, and vulili, mould, or simply 
ri1i , mould. Sweat and sexual excretions can fall 
from the beds on the ground underneath them, hence it 
is a dangerous spot. So is the soil around the back 
part of the house where people urinate at night. All 
such traces which, unaware, a human being leaves behind
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him are called malena . These traces are particularly 
abundant where a person spends the greatest part of 
his life, that is in the garden and in the house. As 
some soul stick to these (the soul is divisible in 
Maenge opinion) and what affects a fragment can affect 
the whole, children were forbidden to play inside 
the house where they could have jostled their parents' 
souls and provoke an accident on the physical persons 
of their parents working in the gardens. For the 
same reason it is not customary to go into other 
people's garden.
The cordyline cultivars which are used in the 
Purification rites belong to group 2.2, the big 
cordylines. Some of these cultivars are directly 
associated with supernatural beings whether they 
bear their names or names which recall part of the 
myths surrounding them. Thus a cultivar is called 
Malila, the name of the chtonian deity, another one 
Taive, the python, the usual guise of Malila, another 
one Pagani, the name of another supernatural being 
who is one of the Masters of Taro. Another cultivar, 
much used in the purification rites is simply called 
pata 1ea , a verb which means to make stand (in an 
open space) : it refers to the appearance of the body
when the soul has come back into it at the end of 
rites de passage. Other cultivars such as namvu are 
said to belong to Malila (and so does a variety of 
the unidentified Musaceae). Among the Kol the most 
important cordylines are associated with the three 
most important characters of the mythology, Manila,
Nutu and Ragira, an old women equivalent to the 
Maenge Samunsa, If women approach the cordyline 
nomvukaia, with its red stripes, is a symbol of 
lightning (it is the namvu e sisikaunini of the Maenge) 
they are struck by thunderstones. These three cultivars 
a« well as their Maenge and Tomoive equivalents derive 
their name from a mountain, Nomvu, located on the 
south coast in the Kol country. This mountain used 
to be the dwelling place of the dead, according to a 
Kol myth, before the dead decided to emigrate to
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mount Imvulu on the north coast. According to Kol 
informants these cordyline cultivars would be 
abundant on the slopes of this volcano. Near its 
summit one would find lemon-grass and other odoriferous 
plants and its top is particularly bright. Some Kol 
tales underline this association between cordyline 
and the other world by telling that •S'ome cultivars were 
born from the ashes of evil spirits of the dead.
The ritual importance of cordyline in Oceania is 
well-known (cf. Malinowski 1935:235, Fortune 
1935:114-115, Fox 1924:365-6 and passim Leenhardt 
1937 and 1946) and the part it plays in Maenge 
magic will be shown-below. With respect to the 
purification rites, the operations performed and the 
theory explaining them is this. A leaf is rubbed 
over the patient by a competent person who recites 
the appropriate formula. The leaf removes the cLir't.y 
outer self (kanu e soali) which lies at the surface 
of the body so as to allow the inner self (kanu e.pe) 
to come back to its abode from where it has been 
expelled either as a result of the pains inflicted 
during the rites de passage or of the pains suffered 
during sickness.
If cordylines are used in these circumstances, 
it is mainly, according to the statements of informants, 
because of their brightness and cleanliness. The 
bright appearance of the leaves, when mature, is 
described by the word kani and this bright appearance 
should be compared with the bright plumage of the 
parrot, marea, involved precisely when removing the 
outerself of a child in the rites de passage. Moreover, 
the fact that the cordyline regularly sheds its leaves 
and that these become progressively brighter may have 
suggested to the Maenge a comparison with the snake 
which plays such an important part in the representations 
concerning the origin of death and the role played 
by the rites de passage. M. Panoff has shown that 
the very word used when removing the dirtry outer self 
is precisely the word signifying "to sl.augh" and tlrat
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the idea of rejuvenation, as expressed in the rites 
de passage, is an attempt to come back to a period 
when man, ignorant of death and sickness, changed 
his skin regularly just as snakes do. It is then 
of particular interest that some of the most 
important cordyline cultivars, like Taive , be named 
after Malila, a snake. And indeed the magical 
formula, used when detaching a boy's outer self 
with the cultivar Taive, plays on words so that it 
refers at the same time to the cultivar and to 
Malila. It runs thus:
Taive paruru mirau paruru 
Taive slough my body slough
For these purification rites each clan may 
use a different cordyline cultivar, which is 
traditionally inherited within the matriclans 
together with the formula which must be recited 
with it and which varies slightly from clan to 
clan.
Table XV
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Characterisation of the Cordyline Cultivars
Worn by Kelatape
Name of 
Cultivar
n , (5)Colour
( "red"/"ye1low" 
"white"/"black"
Size
/ (small/ 
) large)
Length
(short/
elongated)
Surface 
Aspect 
(curved/ 
flat/ 
twisted)
Marginal- 
ve i n
(present/ 
absent)
Le lenge "yellow"(4)* small(4) short ( 2) flat(1) absent(1)
Kova "yellow"(4) small(4) short(2) curved(1)present(1)
Lote "red"(21) large (6) short(1) flat (1) absent(1)
Ganei "yellow"(4) sma11 ( 4) elongated
(2)
curved(2)present(1)
Guruguru "red" (21) large ( 6) elongated
(5)
curved(l)absent(1)
*The figures refer to the number of possibilities in each case. 
The different rhythms are superimposed in the following way:
Colour
Size
Length
Surface Aspect 
Leaf margin
a a b a b b a b a a
a a b a b b a b a a
a a a b b b b a a a
a b a b b b b a b a
a b a b a a b a b a
Table XVI
Characterisation of the Cordyline Cultivars 
Worn by Lonakurumia
A „ Back (starting from the outside to the ibackbone)
Name of 
Cultivar Colour Size Length
Surface
Aspect
Marginal
Vein
Maquenqa "red" large elongated flat absent
N amvu "red" large elongated flat present
Gur uauru "red" large elongated curved absent
B . Front (starting from the outside: to the navel)
Name of 
Cultivar Colour Size Length
Surface
Aspect
Marginal
Vein
Learamana "white" large short flat present
Venaroqei "striped." large short flat present
Lote "red" large short flat absent
Characterisation of the Cordyline Cultivars 
Worn by Pamatakote
A. Front (from the outside to the navel)
Name of 
Cultivar Colour Size L e n g t h
Surface
Aspect
Marginal
Vein
Giasoali "black" large short flat absent
Learamana "white" large short flat present
Taive "black" large elongated flat ab s e nt
B . Back (from the outside to the backbone)
Name of 
Cultivar 
and Wild Colour Size Length
Surface
Aspect
Marginal
Vein
Species
Magua ivo "yellow" small elongated curved absent
Maoutia sp. "white"
Alphitonia 
inc ana "white"
Tatanqalitu "black" small elongated curved absent
N amvu
kavauvaunq a "white" large elongated flat absent
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Table XVII
A
Plants Used as Substitutes of Cordyline Leaves
Scientific Name Maenge Name
Elmerillia papuana (Schlecht) 
(Dandy) pemgala
Maoutia so, qaliqali
Alphitonia incana tava
Premna so . k ipa
Evodia elleryana F. v. M. tolova
Vernoia sp. meme
Mallotus paniculatus (Lam) 
Mue11 . A r g . puepue
Piper s p . s agope
Callicarpa caudata Maxim. toqave1e
Calycacanthus maqnusianus 
K . Schum. kelampere-ka-Nutu
Homalanthus sp. pare
Messershmidtia arqentea 
(L.F.) Johnst. (8)vosovo so
8. The duplicate form of voso, tobacco
B
Cultivated Species Used by the Maenge Women 
for Their Costume
Scientific Name Number of 
Cultivars*
Maenge N ame
Cordyline terminalis
L . 57 ela
Coleus blumei 20 muqang or vulonq
Ocimum basilicum 1 vonq
Ocimum sanctum 8 vagitu
Cymbopoqon sp. 2 tuqe
Zingiber zerumbet 3 gu a
Musaceae 9 uinsi
*This refers only to the village of Malakuru.
Table XVIII
List of Maenge Remedies
Scientific Name Maenge Name
Abelmoschus manihot (Medik.) siviga 
Acalypha grandis Benth. gamu
Albizzia falcata Backer paugala
A 11ophy1us c f , leptcoccus
Radik, taitagiala
Alpinia s p , totong
Alstonia scholaris R.Br. siv a
Alstonia spectabi lis R.Br . kumunmuri
Anodendron paniculatum (Roxb.)
DC
Areca catechu L .
Artocarpus communis Forst.® --------------  - *B ambu s a sp.
Bambusa sp .
Callicarpa caudata Maxim. 
Calycacanthus magnusianus 
K . S chum.
Canarium commune 
Castanopsis acuminatissima 
(Bl.) Rehd.
Cinn amomum sp.
Cissus aristata B 1.
Clematis papuasica M „ and P. 
Cocos nucifera L .
Colocasia esculenta Schott. 
Cordyline terminalis L .
Crinum macranthum 
Cucumis sp .
Curculigo erecta Lauf.
Cyanthea sp.
Cycas rumphii M i q .
Perris elliptica Benth. 
Endospermum formicarum Becc. 
Erythrina indica Lam.
Eugenia sp.
Eugenia malaccensis L .
Evodia sp.
Evodia elleryana F.v.M.
Ficus botryocarpa Miq.
Ficus septica Burm.
Flagellaria sp.
Gmelina moluccana (Bl.) Backer 
Gnetum latifolium B1. 
Gynostemma pentaphylla (Thunb. 
Mak .
Hibiscus tiliaceus L .
Homalanthu s sp.
Horn s taedtla sp.
Ipomoea congesta R.Br. 
Inocarpus fagiferus Fosberg 
Kleinhovia hospita L .
Laportea sp.
Laportea gigas
Lepistemom urceolatum R.Br. 
(F.v.M.)
kaimo
koe
gua 11
kalakolo
piliva karepapa
t og ave 1e
kalangker 
kangali
mor e
miau
mallata
gume
1 amasi
mao
e 1 a
talipilipi
gopu
su sumva
gauneririna
pago
1omong
songe
gaiva
kovarevare 
to 1ova
kaokavilivili 
makareng 
gomi1o 
vavalu 
tutu
)
piupiuri
kange
pare
aalekorokoro
leakala
sal ei
vumvu
panaga
serega
kuoitae na
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Table XVIII
Sci en ti fi c Name
Leuco syk e capitellata 
( P o i r e) Wedd.
M i c r o m e l u m  m m u t u m  (Forst f , ) 
Wright and Arn .
Mao utla sp »
Ocim um s p .
Pan gi um  edule Reinw.
P a r a ba en a sp e 
Pa ra rt o c a r p u s  venenosus 
( Z . and M .) Becc,
Pipturus arqenteus ( F o r s t .f .) 
Wedd .
Pi ptu rus  repandus (Bl.) Wedd. 
Pometia pinnata Forst.
Pongamia pinnata ( L u) Pierre 
Pte ro ca rp us indicus Willd. 
Premna s p .
Sac h arum o f f i c m a r u m  L . 
Scaevo la taccada (Gaertn.) 
Roxb .
Semecar pus  sp .
Solanum torvum S w .
Sola num  verba sc 1 f o 1 lum L . 
Spondias dulcis Forst .
Trema or ientalis ( L „ ) B 1 .
Vigna lutea (S W ) A . Gray 
Wed elia biflora D C .
Zingiber zerumbet 
Zingiber s p .
( c o n t , )
Maenge Name 
s i q 1 1 1
p uengekavauna 
galigali 
k umu r l 
mangini 
saevlso
i vo
ma s a
kaum enamena
taua
vuvungkala 
kereng 
kipa 
t ou
gapogapo
pune
lau sakavana 
to
ku 1 i 
vu 1 on a 
p a p e lau 
v u 1 a go 
qua 
panqu
18.1
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PLATE 12: Sonimalua, the Mother of Matong
village preparing the band of 
Alipinia oceanica which forms 
part of her costume. She is 
beating the stem of the plant 
with a stone.
PLATE 13: Lonatanirea on a Sunday morning.
The small leaves which are part 
of her costume form a kind of 
bustle above the longer ones.
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Chapter 5
Gardening Rites; an example from the Longueinga
Rites performed in the mixed taro gardens where 
the corms are grown for festive occasions are quite 
elaborate. Here I shall be dealing mostly with one 
particular gardening rite which was collected among 
the Longueinga. My informant, himself a Father of 
the village, had seen it performed or had himself 
performed it many times. Though it is no longer 
performed in its totality, sections of it have been 
integrated in the cargo cult rituals which provide a 
good setting for ancient themes. I saw the last part 
of it, the harvesting and transfer of the taro corms 
to the village, in January 1968. Though this rite 
differs in several details from the gardening rites 
performed on the coast its general symbolism is 
similar to theirs.
This gardening rite surrounds the technological 
activities from the time a block of land is selected 
until the first harvest is taken back to the village. 
Though it is self-contained it must be viewed as a 
part of a larger cycle since the food produced in 
such gardens is used in ceremonial occasions such 
as the rites de passage (five for girls and seven 
for boys) which are still regularly held though their 
number has diminished. The formulae and the comments 
of my informant are parts of his inheritance. Similar 
formulae are known by other Fathers of the village and 
the main theme of the rite is common knowledge. When 
discussing this rite I shall pay attention mostly to 
the categories which are central in order to understand 
it and since these can only be revealed by the way 
plants are used throughout the rite I shall have to 
examine their symbolism. But before presenting the 
rite itself some details must be given with respect 
to Maenge mythology and conception of the taro soul.
On the coast the mythology is dominated by two 
characters, Nutu e sina and Nutu e volau, half god
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and half cultural heroes who play the prominent part 
in a cycle of myths which extends at least as far as 
Wide Bay, and is similar to those myths, frequent in 
Melanesia, where the central part is played by two 
characters, a foolish and a clever one (cf. Dixon 
1964:122-129). In the mountains the central figure 
is Malila, a chtonian deity, who is equated with one 
of the Nutu but it is difficult to say if this 
assimilation is recent or ancient. Malila, as well 
as the Nutu, is surrounded by a number of other 
mythological beings the most important of which is 
Samunsa who sometimes appears as the grand-mother of 
the Nutu. For our purpose, however, it is sufficient 
to note that the soul of taro was controlled by aH
large number of creatures, individuals or groups, 
though the modern Maenge tends, under the influence 
of Christian teaching, to reduce all these figures 
to one, that of a unique God, called Nutu.
For the I^ongueinga the soul of taro has various 
dwelling places and belongs to various Masters of 
taro. The most prominent of these dwelling places of 
the taro soul (and of the other cultivated crops) are 
the volcano Imvulu, on the north coast, a mountain 
called Matapilo, near the headwater of the river Galue, 
the mouth of the Pandi river on the north coast etc.
This last place is of particular interest as the 
Longueinga describe it as swarming with different 
cultivars of Saccharum edule, sugar-cane, taro etc. 
which have grown from the rubbish thrown into the 
river by the villagers which occupy sites on the upper 
part of it. The volcano may have been selected on 
account of the fertility of the ashes. A number of 
mythological beings dwell in it (Samunsa, her companion 
Kavavalelelea) and there Nutu washes the dead and removes 
the dirt which covers them. It is there too that the 
inner soul goes during the rites de passage. The 
volcano is also a sacred site for the neighbouring 
populations, Kol and Tomoive.
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Among the Masters of the taro soul one can qite 
Samunsa, an old woman who appears in the myths covered 
with nasal mucus, hence her name: s_a, with, mun s a ,
nasal mucus: in the volcano Imvulu where she lives
she "sits" on taro. When the souls are too numerous 
the volcano explodes and the taro soul spreads on 
the earth. Kavavalelea is another Master of taro and 
so is Malila. In addition to these major figures one 
finds a number of minor mythological characters and 
peoples. Among this last category are the One-leg- 
People who are marvellous gardeners thanks to a red 
page (circular shell money) which they use in gardening 
magic and the Vagakusime who are of particular interest 
with respect to this particular gardening rite: we 
shall return to them later.
The Maenge conceive of the taro as having a soul, 
kanu, the usual word for double-self, which is distributed 
in the tuber, the petioles and the leaves. They often 
identify it with the blood of the plant (the same 
happens with respect to human blood where most of the 
inner self dwells), i.e. the liquid which appears when 
cutting the petioles or which irritates the hand of 
the women when they peel the corm. Among the Lakalai 
the soul-spirit of taro is called kalulu-la-mavo , 
soul double of taro, or halulu-la-mavo shade of taro 
(cf. Valentine 1965:187). In Dobu the double of animals 
and plants is called makamakaiiau, the same word which 
is used for the spirit of a dead human being (Fortune 
1932:147). While among the Maenge animals as well as 
trees possess a soul, the soul of animals only is thought 
as being capable of motion while those of plants, with 
the major exception of the soul of domesticates, mainly 
cultigens , can move as it wants. A Maenge tale shows 
clearly this property of the taro soul.
Some taro displeased with their "mother" who is 
not looking after them properly, at night decide to 
leave the garden and visit their neighbours. They 
arrive sodden with mud (the earth which has not been 
removed from their tops) their hairs (the weeds) falling
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into their eyes and with this sad countenance they 
weep and moan. Moved to their hearts the gentle 
neighbours invite them to share with them a better 
fate: look how clean they are and with what care
their "mother" looks after theml So the poor gardener 
is castigated: her taro run away and when she harvests 
them she will eat but empty containers from which all 
nutritive substance has escaped. The attribution of 
a soul to taro (and to the other cultigens) allows it 
to be treated as an animate being: it endows it with
freedom of action, sensibility and feeling. Taro is 
satisfied or dissatisfied with the treatment it receives 
from its masters (its "fathers" and "mothers" as the 
Maenge say) and it will accordingly stay with them or 
run away.
This tale shows clearly the function of the taro 
soul. Its existence represents a threat to the bad 
gardener and a promise to the good one. Taro is grateful 
and will not abandon his Mistress unless she becomes 
lazy and careless. The attitude of the Maenge towards 
their cultigens recalls their own attitude and that of 
man in general towards domestic animals and pests. It 
is, one remembers, the similarities of both attitudes 
which has led Sauer (1952) to suppose that the domestication 
of plants must have occurred in areas where animals were 
being domesticated. It seems that the attribution of a 
soul is a necessary step in the process of domestication 
and conservation. The attitude of the Maenge towards 
taro and its soul is clearly shown not only in the rites 
but in everyday life in such a process for instance 
as the transfer of a man's taro from his parents' garden 
to his own and his wife's garden.
When a man marries he takes with him "his" taro, 
that is, taro which have been given to him by his father 
and mother when he was a child aged seven or eight, or 
by women of his father's clan on such occasions as the 
rites de passage. These taro are planted by his mother 
in one or several compartments, according to their number, 
which bears the name of the child. When a newly married
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man makes for the first time a garden for himself 
and his wife his taro are planted there but they 
cannot be planted by his wife. They are planted 
by his mother who also comes in her son's garden 
regularly to perform such operations as cutting 
the leaves, weeding and finally harvesting the corms.
It is only after two or three years that her daughter- 
in-law is allowed to perform these operations. After 
such a long period the taro are accustomed to this 
stranger and people no longer fear that they will 
escape. They must become used to their new Mistress 
and this should be done without any hurry for fear 
that the taro be hurt.
Malinowski was puzzled by the way the Trobrianders 
conceived of the digestive cycle and thought that "the 
natives were not aware of the needs for supplying the 
organism with new material" (19 3 5 : 213-228) . Maybe 
Maenge data can throw some light on notions and magic 
practices which are well spread in Melanesia such 
as the belief that the body can be sustained with very 
little food. Maenge view the digestive cycle as the 
separation of the nutritive liquid mena contained in 
food, here in taro, from the refuse called either 
taena, faeces, or musina (They use this very word for 
the chewed fibers of sugar-cane which they reject 
while they swallow the juice or mena). Food is 
nutritious only because it possesses a soul. They view 
food deprived of its soul as an empty container and 
even if one eats large quantities of that type of 
food it is not able to nourish one. The presence of 
soul in edible plants, on the contrary, makes them 
heavy or mena. Consequently the aim of magic is to 
make edible cultivated plants as heavy as possible 
that is to say to attract as much soul as possible 
into them. In taro corms the result of this type of 
magic is to make the bottom part of taro (that which 
is best appreciated) big and heavy. When such a 
density of soul is obtained to eat only a very small 
piece is enough to satisfy one completely.
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When cultivated plants are deprived of their 
soul they are but empty containers or samuengana.
This word originally refers to a snake slough and 
is used in describing the relationship between the 
human double self and its container, i.e. the body.
When a man died it is customary to lay on a wooden 
structure outside the village parts of his taro, 
banana, sugar-cane, etc. The spirit of the dead man 
is supposed to take with him the soul of his plants 
which he needs to replant in his new village. What 
is left to the eyes of his relatives, lying on the 
wooden structure, is but the external appearance of 
the plants, their samuengana. This is exactly what 
happens in the tale which has been discussed above: 
when the bad gardener picks up the corms she may think 
that their soul, i.e. their nutritive substance, is 
within them while, in fact, the souls have run away 
and only the containers have remained in the garden.
The soul of taro may escape by itself but it is con­
trolled also by human beings, spirits of the dead or 
mythological beings such as the Masters of taro quoted 
above.
The Longuienga, for instance, sometimes find in 
the forest, in the vicinity of ponds, new taro 
cultivars. (The same is true of banana and pitpit 
which they sometimes meet in the forest.) These 
varieties differ from others, which are not to be 
domesticated, by the presence of coloured stripes 
on their stem. However, while in the forest, they 
have no corm and it is only in the process of 
domestication that they will 1. develop a corm 
2. get rid of their irritating properties which 
are stronger than in the cultigen. To obtain these 
results the people plant the wild taro in a garden, 
usually near its edges and replant it until its taste 
Proves satisfactory. For the Maenge, while in the 
forest this plant was devoid of soul (the best proof 
of this is of course, according to informants, that 
it is inedible at this stage). It is only in the 
garden that the plant acquires gradually some soul
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which its neighbours, the edible varieties, communicate 
to it until finally its dose of soul has reached a 
satisfactory degree and it is ready for consumption.
When a Father of the village is displeased with 
his fellow-dwellers he may use his power so as to damage 
their crops. For so-doing he sends back the soul of 
taro to the places from where it came and thus reduces 
progressively the villagers to famine. For so-doing 
he takes some ginger, spits it over a taro corm saying 
the following formula:
Karusi vura mao vura
Flying fox fly off, taro fly off
and he throws away the taro in the direction of Imvulu.
He repeats the same operation over a second taro which 
he throws in the direction of Matapilo. The villagers 
do not perceive at once the consequences of this act.
For some time they believe that they are still eating 
complete taro. However it is not long before they 
realize that, whatever the quantity of taro they eat 
they are still hungry. They will soon know that the 
Father of the village has deprived the taro of their 
soul. When the anger of the Father of the village 
is appeased he is able to call back the soul of taro 
as well as those of the other cultigens. The people 
build a new men's house, make a large garden and 
when he has cut the first taro leaves the Father of 
the village climbs at night on the roof of the men's 
house. He spits some ginger on a triton trumpet,
Charona t n t o n i s  L., and speaks thus:
Nutu vanruru mao vanruru
Nutu come back taro come back
He then blows the trumpet in the direction of 
Imvulu and Matapilo. He should see lightning in both 
directions: the soul of taro is leaving its abode and 
coming back to its place inside the slowly maturing 
plants. (The Lakalai attribute the same power to 
Sumua, Unless Sumua sends these soul-like spirits to 
inhabit the vegetables at each planting the crop will 
not grow. He may withold the soul of taro or allow
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the ghosts to use them all in their gardens whenever
he is displeased with human beings (Valentine 1965:186-187).)
From the gardening n t e  which follows it will be clear
that the main task of the Father of the village is to
secure the soul of taro and of the other cultigens for
the village people.
Summary of the rite
For convenience the rite is divided into three 
sections; these divisions correspond to the main sequences 
of the Swidden cycle (leaving apart the fallowing period). 
These three sections are: 1. From selecting to planting.
2. From planting to harvesting. 3. Harvesting. The 
second section itself is divided into two sub-sections:
2.1« From planting until the taro reaches its maximum 
height. 2.2. From the time the taro has reached its 
maximum height until the crop is mature.
1 . From selecting to planting
1.1. The Father of the village inspects carefully 
the site where he intends that a ceremonial garden be 
made so as to find on the ground the traces of the 
boundaries left by previous gardeners. One remembers 
that these traces are called the "spine of the snake" 
and were made, in Maenge opinion, by Malila. When 
the Father has found where the centre of the garden 
is located, where the big and small boundaries are 
and the edges of the block, he proceeds to the first 
cleansing operation. He spits some ginger on the 
surface of the block and recites the following formula:
Kae lelelu gua lelelu
Sun come inside ginger come inside
Just as the sun, when rising, enters everywhere 
and sees everything so ginger should go into the ground 
and discover all the evil actions that sorcerers may 
have done. Ginger must remain a few days on the surface 
of the ground so that its heat can penetrate into the 
soil and remove from there the unpleasant smell it 
may contain.
1.2. The Father erects at the centre of the 
garden a conical structure or fence around a taro 
of the variety m u e . The Taro has been previously 
stuffed with the substance called "excrement of the 
snake" muetaena , and the bark of Cinnamomum s p . On 
one side of this structure the Father plants two 
sticks of Intsia bij uga , one, the "female" one, has 
a fork while the other one, the "male", reclines in 
it. The small fence which surrounds the taro mue is 
made with ten sticks belonging to the following 
species: Eugeniea cf. tierneyana, Piper sp. , Pisonia 
longirostris , Premna sp. , Palmeria sp. , Calophyllum 
soul attri, Castanopsis acuminatissima, Archidendron 
sp. , Laportea sp. , Stryrax agreste.
The taro mue was, together with the cultivar 
called geletamana, the first given by Malila to 
mankind. He brought it from the sky with the first 
cordyline, called mue soke from mue the snake, so, 
came down, k e , with it. More will be said later on 
this taro as well as on the substances called "excrement 
of the snake" and the symbolism of the species involved 
at this stage.
1.3. /1.4. The first technological operations, 
cleaning the undergrowth and felling the trees, may 
now start. The Father of the village goes to the 
garden site together with the village population.
He cuts himself the first vines and herbaceous plants 
and attacks the first tree. Each time he implores 
Malila who is supposed to come into the axe of the 
Father of the village and "bite" himself the first 
tree .
1.4. After several weeks, when the wood has 
dried the village people come back to the garden.
The men start to erect the pyres and lay down the 
trunks which mark off each compartment. The Father 
of the village buries underneath the first pyre 
which is erected near the centre of the garden a 
small stick of Intsia bijuga . He then proceeds to
kindle the fire: Malila is supposed to send lightning
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which kindles it. The Father throws into the fire 
the mixture of Cinnamomum sp. and "excrements of 
the snake". He then pokes the other pyres with an 
offshoot of Premna sp. The village people eat in 
the garden. The meal includes flesh.
2 . From Planting to Harvesting
2.1. From Planting until the taro reaches its
maximum height
2.1.1. The Father goes back to the garden with 
the village population. He purifies the soil for 
the last time by throwing water containg bits of the 
vine Pipturus repandus on hot stones put into holes.
This operation is known as "to make the soil vomit" 
pamuta magalo. The python is supposed to masticate
(tamupelke) this mucilaginous vine in order to soften 
its throat before swallowing its victim. The vine is 
called: muetamupelke , the snake masticates, and the 
soil should vomit all the bad influences it contains 
just as the python rejects the fibers of the vine 
once he has swallowed its juice.
The Father then plants some ginger, Erythrina 
indica and cordylines in the various compartments.
All these plants should favour the growth of taro 
either because they themselves grow quickly (E . indica, 
ginger) or because of their smell. While he is busy 
Performing this operation the women plant their own 
cordyline and Coleus in their own compartment and 
sweep them with basilic. The Father goes around each 
compartment with his helpers carrying sticks of Ficus 
pungen s . The helpers beat the soil with the sticks, 
each of them holding the sticks by an extremity while 
the Father recites:
Lata kurupuli mao kurupuli
Porpoise bounce taro bounce
When the Father has gone through all the compartments 
he goes back to the centre of the garden where he has 
planted a cordyline namvu and invokes Malila and the
other Masters of taro. He asks them to send to the garden
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the soul of taro and of the other cultigens. He plants 
the first taro top whereupon the women start planting.
The village people eat in the garden. Their meal must 
include flesh.
2.1.2. When the first leaves have appeared but
are not yet opened the Father of the village goes around 
the garden, holding a feather of cassowary fixed on a 
bamboo stick. He seizes the petioles and waves his 
stick. The taro leaves should develop and surround the 
plant so that it looks as big as does the cassowary 
when, frightened, it blows up its feathers.
2.1.3. The Father "washes" the taro. The leaves 
are now opening. He sprays them with a leaf of the wild 
cordyline kerakera dipped in a mixture of water and juice 
of Gynostemma pentaphylla which is also green (ker a) as 
is the wild cordyline. This should encourage the young 
taro leaves and incite them to become as green as both 
plants are.
2.1.4. The taro is about two feet high. The women 
are going to start weeding and to cut the leaves to be 
eaten as greens. Before they are allowed to do so the 
Father again plants some Erythrina indica in the garden. 
The village people eat in the village. Their meal must 
include some flesh.
2.1.5. The taro has almost reached its maximum 
height. The Father goes to the garden and cuts the 
petiole of a taro of the first firing place. This is 
the sign that the taro must now reduce its aerial part 
and develop its corm.
2.2. From the time the taro has reached its maximum
height until the crop is mature
When the corms are almost mature the Father of the 
village buries at the centre of the garden another taro 
of the variety called m u e . It is also stuffed with 
Cinnamomum bark and "excrements of the snake". He builds 
around it a small fence with the following species: 
Lasianthus chlorocarpus , Styrax agreste, Castanopsis
acuminatissima, Alstonia scholaris and Prosopis insularum.
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3 c Har ve s t m g
3.1. The Father goes to the garden wtih the women.
He digs out the first corm and puts it on a buried stick 
of Ficus adenospermao The women bring the first harvested 
corms on the same spot. They remain there for about a 
week .
3.2. The Father cleanses the village. The population 
is not allowed to bathe or go into the forest for two 
days. The Father goes into all the marital houses. He 
pours water on hot stones which have been put in holes
dug in the hearth of each house. He buries in the centre 
of the dancing ground a stick of Intsia bijuga.
3.3. The Father comes back from the garden with 
the women carrying the corms dug out during the previous 
days. The men follow, each carrying a taro corm with
its petioles and leaves. The people walk in a line close 
to one another so that the taro soul will not escape.
The women leave part of the corms on the stick of Intsia 
bijuga. They wait at the entrance of their houses until 
the Father of the village invites both the taro and 
Malila to enter into their homes.
3.4. The taro left on the dancing ground are taken 
into the men's houses. Some are cooked there with their 
petioles so that they will not be planted again. Others 
are left to crumble into dust and are not eaten.
The first taro cooked by the women in the marital 
houses are cooked on an open fire and not in the stone- 
oven.
To sum up briefly the rite one could say that it 
aims at attracting the taro soul, in the possession of 
various supernatural beings, so that it will come and 
dwell first in the garden and then when the crop is 
harvested, in the village itself. From this point of 
view the most dramatic moments in the rite are:
1. The moment when the Father of the village, at 
the foot of the c ordylme namvu , dedicated to Malila, 
implores that deity and the other Masters of taro asking 
them to send to the garden the soul of taro. The Father
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of the village chants:
Nutu soso ka mao, soso, soso ka tao etc.
Nutu come down with taro, come down, come down 
with sugar-cane etc.
The Father of the village must pronounce the 
name of all the cultigens grown in the garden as well 
as the name of all the various cultivars of these 
cultigens. The phrase is thus repeated again and 
again. When the Father has finished imploring Malila 
(Nutu here refers to him) he then turns to the other 
Masters of taro such as Pangani, the One-leg-people, 
the Vagakusime and addresses them in the same way.
2, The moment when the Father of the village 
brings back into the village the taro soul, leading 
the whole population and invites Malila and the newly 
harvested corms to enter into each marital house.
When the Father walks at the head of the long line 
which follows him he carries in his right hand a taro 
of the variety mue and a piece of ginger and in his 
left hand a cordyline of the variety mue soke, the 
first cultivars which Malila gave to mankind at the 
beginning of time.
While walking thus the Father recites the following 
formula:
Tamei toto mao toto
Sardine proceed mao proceed
Sardines move in large schools and the Father hopes 
that the souls of the corms will not escape on the way 
but progress together until he reaches the village.
On the threshold of the houses he repeats the 
following formula:
Mao teliu Nutu teliu
Taro enter Nutu (for Malila) enter
In order to attract the taro soul the Father of 
the village and the village people with him have to 
operate a series of transformations concerning their 
surroundings and the taro plant as well as their 
relationship with the other world.
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1. Transformation of the soil
One remembers that by contrast with the village 
the soil of the forest is considered as cold by the 
Maenge . While it has been enriched by decayed leaves 
the soil of a piece of land is thus improper to 
successful gardening because of its low temperature. 
Moreover sorcerers may have spoilt it and transformed 
its pleasant smell and the fertile liquid which 
circulates in it into bad ones. During the first 
phase of the rite, then, from the time the block is 
selected until the planting starts the task of the 
Father of the village is to transform the soil, to 
clean it from all the bad influences it may contain, 
change its smell and liquid into good ones and at 
the same time heat it. For so doing the Father of 
the village resorts mostly to "hot" plants such as 
the ginger of 1.1. , and Laportea sp, (Serega) and 
Piper sp, of 1.2.
While planting the small stick of Laportea sp. 
which forms part of the fence erected around the 
stuffed taro mue the Father says:
Serega tote, serega tote, tote Valia soalingana,
tote Gale soalingana etc.
Serega cut, serega cut the bad actions of Valia,
cut the bad actions of Gale etc.
and he lists all the names of the people who might, out 
of jealousy or ill-will, have damaged the site of the 
garden. The heat of Laportea sp. is supposed to go into 
the soil and remove all their evil actions.
In this first phase magic and technology pursue 
the same aim since firing is also seen as a way of warming 
the soil. If the soil remained unclean and cold the soul 
of taro could never stay in the garden. The taro soul 
because of its general similarities with human beings 
dislikes cold places.
When the first corms are taken to the village the 
soil of the village is cleaned and heated exactly in the 
same way as the garden soil was cured. The operation
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performed in the hearth of each of the marital houses 
is similar to that called pamuta magalo done in 2.1.1.
For cleansing the houses the Father resorts to "hot"
Plants such as Perris ellipica^ matangu, or. Alocasia 
macr orhy zaf vongau , or Ternstroemia merrilianaf ilele .
Bits of these plants are put in the water before it 
is thrown on the hot stones. When the Father throws 
the water on the hot stones he recites the formula:
vongau tote vagau tote 
or
Matangu tote matangu tote 
o r
Ilele tote ilele tote
The plants are supposed to "cut" (tote) , remove, 
the famine, pitolo.
2. Transformation of the taro plant
The Maenge believe that the taro plant cannot grow 
well if no magic is performed. From the time the taro 
tops are planted until the time the first corms are 
harvested the Father of the village has thus to assist 
the plant in its development. The growth cycle of taro 
is divided into two sections which I call 2.1. and 2.2.
During the first phase the aerial part of the plant 
develops until it reaches its maximum height while in 
the second part the aerial part withers and the corm 
matures,
2.1. First phase
From the time the tops are planted until the time 
the taro reaches its maximum height the Father of the 
village manipulates a number of plants which are supposed 
to help the taro grow. Prominent among these are "cold" 
plants since their fresh and abundant latex or juice 
is supposed to be beneficial to taro. Such is the case, 
for instance, of Ficus pungens used in 2.1.1. or of 
Gynostemma pentaphylla used in 2.1.3. The Father and 
the women also utilize at this stage plants with a 
pleasant smell which are favourable to growth and a 
number of other plants which, thanks to their abundant 
foliage or growing habits, will stimulate the growth of taro.
For instance E r y t h r m a  indica is used in this 
period as it regrows very quickly from a cutting. While 
planting it in 2.1.1. the Father of the village recites 
the following formulae:
Maianga tutukolo mao tutukolo
Maianga break taro break
Vovo tomarekare mao tomarekare
Butterfly start off taro start off
Maianga is a waterfall known for the strength with 
which water and foam surge. Tutukolo is the usual verb 
to refer to the breaking of waves. Taro should shoot 
upwards as do the waters at the foot of the waterfall.
The upward movement of the butterfly should also 
encourage the taro to grow.
While' planting cordylines and Coleus the women 
also recite some formulae. Thus when planting the 
cordyline learamana, Kelatape , from the coastal village 
°f Malakuru said:
Ela kau ke learamana va mao valiala va pelau
valiala go
My cordyline learamana , taro swell as the sea swells
Kaeliuna, the Father of the village of Pomio 
during that period resorted to other "cold" plants such 
as Laportea s p . , Trema orientalis and an unidentified 
vine sigoli . On the coast trees with such an abundant 
foliage as Caryota rumphii are given as examples to the 
taro plant.
2.2. Second phase
While the aerial part of the plant is withering 
and the corm maturing the Father of the village performs 
a number of operations which aim at "killing", vali , 
the plant. The word is used here metaphorically and 
the operations it refers to should not be confused with 
another one, during which the taro is really "killed"
(kinroge) so that the tops cannot be planted again. To 
"kill" here simply means to weaken the aerial part of 
the plant and thus help the corm to develop. In this 
context the Father resorts to such "hot" plants as 
Cinnamomum s p . , Alstonia scholaris, to plants with an
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unpleasant smell like Lasianthus chlorocarpus (2.2.) 
or plants which, thanks to their peculiar habits can 
"kill" the taro. Other species resorted to at that 
time have numerous fruits so that the harvest be 
abundant (this is the case of Castanopsis acuminatissima) 
or a hard wood so that the corms be as hard as they are 
(Eugenia cf. tierneyana, Premna sp. , Intsia bijuga) .
3. Transformation of the relationship between 
the other world and this o n e .
During the rite a number of exchanges take place 
between this world and the other. The human beings 
send to the inhabitants of the other world, whether 
spirits of dead human beings or mythological characters 
such as Malila, the soul of pigs (or of substitutes 
of pigs such as eels, o'possum and wallabies) in order 
to get some taro soul. At the end of the rite, when 
taro are cooked with their leaves, the Father of the 
village sends back to them some taro soul as an 
expression of gratitude. Supernatural beings manifest 
themselves throughout the rite. Two of the Masters 
of Taro, Samunsa and Kavavalelea, are supposed to 
arrive in the garden when the Father erects the small 
conical structure around the stuffed taro mue (1.2.) . 
Ancestors of the Father of the village are asked to 
come to the garden and keep watch there , in order 
to prevent thieves and sorcerers from entering into 
it. These spirits perch on the magic plants found at 
the centre of the garden. Malila himself is believed 
to attack the first tree and kindle the first pyre.
For instance when attacking the first tree the Father 
says:
Nutu tele iau ka tele
Nutu (for Malila) cuts I cut
The first pyre was lit in the past not by bringing 
some embers from the village but with some fire produced 
by rubbing, Malila himself was supposed to kindle it. 
Nobody was allowed to come near it. It was feared that 
hair would fall or become grey if one did so. When 
kindling the fire or looking after it the Father recites 
such formulae as:
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Malila valigolu mao valigolu 
Malila (fall and) break the ground
taro (fall and) break the ground
or
Malila marale mao marale
Malila fall down taro fall down
Valigolu usually means to break open but it refers 
here to the motion of the lightning falling on the earth 
and opening it. Malila often appears accompanied by 
lightning as when he came from the sky to give the first 
taro and cordyline cultivars to mankind. Marale 
indicates also a quick motion from top to bottom, as 
that of a stone falling into water.
The formula used on the coast is quite similar. It 
runs thu s :
Malila rurukale mao rurukale
Malila break (the ground) taro break (the ground)
The verb ruruka1e is only employed when referring 
to the lightning as it falls on the earth and breaks it. 
The soul of taro should follow the lightning and enter 
the soil with it.
These three moments when Malila himself appears and 
cuts the herbaceous plants, attacks the first tree and 
kindles the first fire recall parts of the myth, when 
Nutu (or Malila) teaches an orphan garden magic. 
According to the myth when Nutu comes back with the 
cultivated plants all the village people arrive on the 
beach to fetch them. On their way home they jostle an 
orphan, spit on him as he is sadly sitting on the beach. 
When they have all gone the orphan starts collecting 
those taro which have dropped from the luvo. Nutu who 
is still in his mono sees him, asks him to come inside 
the mono and gives him a bundle of the taro belonging to 
the best varieties. He then follows the orphan to the 
old and rotten house where the child lives with his 
grand-mother. Nutu first transforms the house into a 
beautiful one. During the night he teaches the orphan 
some precious formulae. The grand-mother thanks him 
with some shell-money« Nutu leaves. That very day the
child goes to a piece of land in the forest. He has 
his Lucinidae shell in his hand and implores Nutu , after
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having spat some ginger on it. He then starts working.
But as soon as he cuts a vine all the garden is cleared.
The same happens with the trees. He attacks one and the 
others fall. On the day when he erects the first pyre 
he implores again Nutu. As soon as the name is pronounced 
lightning falls on the pyre, pushing the child aside.
The crop matures and is abundant. The orphan prepares 
a feast for the village people. After the feast they 
are so envious that they kill the child. So mankind 
has lost efficient magic.
In order to attract supernatural beings nearer the 
human world there is no better way than to enact part of 
the myths. By so doing one abolishes the distance between 
the distant past and the humble present. This rite, then, 
can be seen as a dramatisation of mythological events or, 
to put it in another way, as the transformation of a 
metaphorical reality, that of the myth, into a metonymic 
one. In this perspective a few plants play a special 
part, those which are used in order to attract supernatural 
beings or those which, as presents of Malila, perpetuate 
in the present the mythological past. To the first 
category belong for instance ginger and cordylines of 
group 2.2. while the cordyline mue soke and the taro mue 
belong to the second category.
Ginger has a similar function in Maenge culture as 
tobacco in Amerindian ones. Whenever a prayer is made it 
is used as the intermediary between the supplicant and 
the divinity. Other plants, such as the cordyline namvu 
are also good intermediaries between this world and the 
other as they are associated with a particular supernatural 
being.
After having described the various transformations 
which are brought about by the rite I now wish to turn 
to the sequence 1.2. since the analysis of some of its 
details will allow a better understanding of the rite.
I shall first discuss the symbolism of the two sticks 
of Intsia bijuga, when the symbolism of the substances
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called "excrements of the snake" to turn to the species 
with a hard wood which are represented in that part of 
the rite by Eugenia cf. tierneyana and by Intsia bijuga.
The two sticks of Intsia bijuga
The reader may remember that, after having buried ■ 
in the centre of the garden, or toamat ana , the stuffed 
taro the Father then proceeds to erect in the ground two 
small sticks of Intsia bijuga, one of which is called 
"male", apanung, while the other is called "female", 
ava1e . The female one has a fork in which rests one 
of the extremities of the male one. Then planting the 
female stick the Father recites the following formula:
Samunsa agalele mao agalele
Samunsa is the old woman who lives in Imvulu, she 
is one of the Masters of Taro. Agalele refers to the 
gliding motion of an old person who can no longer walk 
with his or her legs.
When planting the male stick he says:
Kavala tarala Kavala tarala
Kavala is probably a shortened form of Kavavalelea, 
the companion of Samunsa. Tarala means to sit down and 
rest before arriving at one's aim.
According to my informant when hearing the spells 
the two supernatural beings should leave the volcano 
and proceed to the garden, followed by the soul of taro. 
Though my informant declared that the two supernatural 
beings are not supposed to copulate in the garden it 
seems that the taro itself copulates. This can be 
inferred from a formula recited by the Father in the 
previous minutes, from the comments of my informant 
as well as from the shape and name of the two sticks on 
which the soul of taro is supposed to alight.
1. Among the ten sticks of' wood planted around the 
buried taro mue is one made of Calophylum soulattri, called 
gugule in secular life and i1e in the rites. When planting 
it the Father says:
lie tanagi mao e tanagi
Tanagi (or sanagi on the coast) means originally
to rub and finally refers to sexual intercourse. Just 
as two branches of lie, pushed by the wind, rub against 
one another, said my informant, so should the taro do,
2» According to my informant the two sticks of 
intsia bijuga would represent the two first human 
beings, born from a cucumber, from which all mankind 
has come. Exactly in the same way has taro reproduced. 
Malila gave to the first human beings two taro cultivars, 
mue, a "female" taro i,e. in Maenge terminology a taro 
which produces cormlets and geletamana a taro without 
cormlet, a "male" taro. From these two come all the 
taro grown today.
This sexual theme is found in other parts of the 
gardening rites. At some point, when the taro is already 
quite big (2.1,4,) the Father of the village plants in 
all the main firing places of the garden a small stick 
of Erythrina indica with the help of a pestle which 
represents the testicles of Malila» This theme has been 
much developed by the Kol. Their gardening ritual 
revolves around two characters, Manila and Ragira, the 
equivalents of the Maenge Malila and Samunsa. Manila 
and Ragira are represented by two stones. These are 
put apart in the centre of the garden at the beginning 
of the rite but when the plants begin to mature one of 
the stones, the female one, is put on the male one. It 
is from the copulation of Manila and Ragira, materialized 
by the two stones, that all the crop is supposed to be 
born .
Such a symbo1ism appears also among the coastal 
Maenge, In the sacred enclosure of their villages a 
stone was buried which represented the penis of a 
supernatural being, presumably Malila, When making the 
first fire in a ceremonial garden they used to pour on 
it a mixture called "paerang" (the name of one of the 
two substances called "excrement of the snake" cf, below 
which was composed of animal and vegetable fat. It 
comprised pig fat, coconut meat and nuts of Aleurites
moluccana, It was supposed to go inside the ground and
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clean it of evil influences and was referred to as 
Malila ki1ina the "strength" of Malila, Maybe this 
mixture represented sexual excretions.
While sexual symbolism is related to the appearance 
and abundance of crops the symbolism related to the 
stuffed taro mue evokes ideas of repletion and satiety.
The stuffed taro mue
According to my informant the taro mue is so 
called by reference to Malila, as Malila often appears 
to mankind in the guise of a snake, generally the python.
For the Longueinga the story of Malila begins somewhere 
in the direction of Hoskins, on the north coast of New 
Britain and a myth tells how he was carried in the guise 
of a snake from there to the Longueinga country by his 
mother or grandmother. She carried him in one of the 
large coiled baskets (tia)which are made by the people 
from that area. A number of events took place during 
their journey and many sites are known by what Malila 
did or said there. During his journey he sat at a place 
called nowadays Ta ramanuna (from t ara to sit down and 
nunu, trace) where one can still see on the earth the 
traces of his body as he rested there, coiled upon 
himself. (The site is particularly conspicuous for 
remains of the coastal flora like Areca palms. The sea 
retired from this inland spot when Malila left it).
The site is near Talive, a village near the Kol border.
When burying the taro mue into the ground the 
Father of the village says:
Malila taramanunu mao taramanunu 
which can be translated thus:
Malila sit down and leave a print
Taro sit down and leave a print
The informant offered the following comments: The
taro, when sitting in the ground, should have a large 
bottom (mana) and leave a trace as big as that left by 
Malila in Taramanunu. It seems that the gardening rites 
have exploited the fact that the bottom part of taro is 
called mana a word usually meaning bottom but which can
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sometimes refer to the anus otherwise called manamasina 
(mana , bottom, masina , orifice). Indeed he added that 
the python has a particularly large and conspicuous anus, 
opened like a wound, so that there is little doubt that 
in this particular context the word mana refers to the 
anus of the python. He specified a few days later that 
the part of the corm hollowed out represents the python 
mana and this becomes more intelligible if we turn to 
the substances with which he stuffs the bottom part of 
the taro m u e . Before leaving this point it should be 
noted that throughout the gardening rite much of the 
magic aims at making the mana of the taro as big as 
possible (c f . The magic devoted to the bottom part of 
the taytu in Malinowski 1935:221).
One of the mineral substances put into the taro 
corm and called "excrement of the snake" is also named 
paerang. It is grey in colour and represents the 
excrements of the python in their normal condition. The 
word itself derives from a verb pa ere , to clean, and is 
indicative of the part played by this substance in 
medicine and in other parts of the gardening rite (such 
as 1.4.). The other kind of soil is coloured red and 
called raravunga, a word referring to menstruation.
The Longueinga claim not to be able to make the difference 
between a male and a female python so that it appears 
both as a female and a male. The soil called raravunga 
represents its excrements as coloured by menstrual blood. 
As for the bark of Cinnamomum sp . I could not get any 
precise information on its symbolism in this particular 
context. It may be used on account of its red colour.
Both raravunga and paerang are classified as "hot" 
substances exactly as Cinnamomum.
According to the Longueinga these two kinds of 
"excrement of snake" come from the north coast and are 
traded to the Longueinga country. While working among 
the Kol, the eastern neighbours of the Maenge, during 
a visit of several weeks, I was very quickly told that 
the Maenge were well-known to them for using in garden 
magic the excrements of the python. In their opinion,
however, these excrements came from the Gopugopu, the 
place where Malila finally settled down and not from 
outside the Maenge country. According to my Longueinga 
informants these substances were bartered for a very 
high price: two handfulls for a page, the large circular
she 11-money (in death-payments one page was worth one 
man). The Longueinga knew that the people nearer to 
the coast used as an equivalent of their one muetaena 
ashes, lava and stones from the volcano Imvulu. For 
these people the soul of taro was present in these 
volcanic substances.
When asked what the stuffing of the taro meant my 
informant gave the following explanations: he considered 
that the two kinds of soil represented the soul of taro. 
The aim of the ritual is to make the bottom part of the 
taro big and heavy that is, to attract as much soul as 
possible into it so that even a small morsel will suffice 
to stop a man's hunger. The spell recited when stuffing 
the taro throws some light on the meaning of this 
operation, It says:
Pagani pangam Pagani pangani
Pagani give food Pagani give food
Pagani is a mythological character, one of the 
Masters of taro and his name is derived from the verb 
pagania (here with a nasal infix) which means to give 
food (cf. the name of the decayed leaves sometimes 
called paganingana) .
This part of the rite is then similar to many others 
where the idea present is to stop hunger easily, arrest 
famine. This is why the stuffed taro mue is used in 2.2. 
and again in 3,4. or in other rites when the Father of 
the village recalls for instance the soul of taro which 
in his anger he has sent back to Imvulu or Matapilo.
For the Longueinga the soul of taro is present in the 
muetaena just as the soul of the snake itself is present 
in these. There remains to explain how a people, like 
the Maenge, who are so concerned in everyday life with 
the avoidance of dirty matter have chosen as the 
embodiment of the taro soul a substance considered as
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"excrement of the snake"« In order to unde rstand 
how this embo diment is possibl e one has to look for the 
a sso ci at io n of faeces with food first in daily life 
second in mythology«,
In daily life this asso cia tion is found in two series 
of facts: the dispersal of plants by birds and the part 
pla yed  in the swidden cycle by rotten matter*
The Maenge are well aware of the part played by 
birds and other animals in the dispersal of plants*
Individual o b s e r vation as well as oral literature 
testify to this fact. They know that trees of the 
secondary growth can be disp ersed into the primary 
forest or in fallow gardens by birds and espe cially 
for trees with edible fruits they can say which species 
is re spo nsi ble for their dispersion* With respect to 
cultigens it has already been men t i o n e d  (cf. chapter 
3) that some taro and sweet potato cultivars are dispersed, 
according to the Maenge, by a parrot, E lectus p e c t o r a l i s *
It seems that the parrot defecates parts of the corm or 
tuber and that it is from these bits that the plant 
regrows. The name of these cultivars recalls this 
ass oc ia ti on  between food and faeces as they are called: 
m a n u ta en a or m a n u p i 1 ia from m a n u , bird, taena , faeces 
and p i 1 ia , defecate. Bulmer reports that according to 
the Kyaka the seeds of sweet potato can be prop ogated 
by the Willie Wagtail, Rhipidura l eucophrys : he defecates 
the seeds which subsequently germinate (1965). I nterestingly  
enough the Kyaka also believe that the Willie Wagtail is 
an "unclean" bird which feeds on excrements*
When discussing the fertility of soils as described 
by the Maenge, ini chapter 2, I have listed the major 
and minor sources of soil fertility, in their opinion.
These were (apart from firing) : the de cayed leaves of
the secondary forest, the liquid of certain trees, domestic 
rubbish, bird, pig and human faeces and corpses* From 
this list it appeared that, at least for the L o n g u e i n g a , 
human faeces were valuable resources which were used in 
the ga rde ning cycle as well as other rotten matter. From 
these data one may conclude that there is o bjectively an 
ass oc iat ion  between food and faeces in ordinary life.
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If one turns to mythology one finds that one 
of the Masters of taro, the Vagakusime, are still as 
the first man was. They do not have any digestive 
system but merely throw whole taro corms or coconuts 
into a hole opened at the summit of their skull and 
reject this food undigested so that their excrements 
consist of large taro corms, coconuts etc. In addition 
to this they live seated and cannot move so that they 
are surrounded by their own excrements. At the beginning 
of time when Nutu and Malila competed to make man, tells 
a fragment of a Longueinga myth, Nutu, in his foolish 
way, made man just as the Vagakusime are: he made an 
opening in his skull and man threw stones into it which 
he rejected until Malila covered the hole, opened a 
mouth in man's face,endowed him with a proper digestive 
system and gave him real food .
When the Father of the village implores all the 
Masters of taro he also turns to the Vagakusime. He 
specifically asks that his faro corms be as big as 
the excrements of the Vagakusime. Thus at the level 
of myth also there is no incompatibility between food 
and faeces .
In the preceding pages we have seen 1. That 
Maenge express a continual concern with body cleanliness 
and avoid contact with impure matter 2. That faeces 
appear as a valuable in their technological practices, 
in ritual and in mythology. If food is a valuable then 
it can be expressed in terms of faeces, exactly as other 
valuables are. If adze blades and shell-money are 
considered as the excrements of a snake why should not 
food be so? The Maenge believe that the stones used 
as tools or in magic, adze blades, mortars, pestles, 
have fallen from Malila while he was provoking thunder 
and lightning. Though it is not clear that they are 
all considered as his faeces one type of adze blade, light 
grey in colour, is called "excrement of the snake" and 
is believed to be the excrement of Malila. Among the 
Tomoive one finds the idea that shell-money is the 
excrement of a snake. This correlates with countless 
stories from other parts of the world as well as with the
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material offered by dreams (cf. Freud 1908, 1909a, 1909b,
1917, 1918). But the Tomoive also connect directly an
"excrement of snake" with food: a myth tells how twins
killed by a large snake, Puro , who was devastating the 
country«, They threw its tail into the sky and the 
inflorescence of Saccharum edule (the part of the plant 
which is eaten) is said to be the excrements of Puro as 
Saccharum edule happens to flower at the beginning of 
the dry season, when the first lightming and thunder, 
which come from the tail of the snake, are seen and 
heard.
There is no objection that food, as any other 
valuable, be thought of as the excrement of a supernatural 
being. Such representation as well as the observations 
concerning the dispersal of plants may have given rise, 
for instance , to the Hagen myth according to which two 
women found the first sweet potato growing from the 
excrements of a man (M. Strathern 1969). However there 
may be more, in the gardening rite, than the demonstration 
that food, as a valuable, can by symbolized by faeces.
One may argue that food, inasmuch as it contributes 
to the welfare of the body can be described as the 
opposite of rotten matter. Indeed, as shall be seen in 
the next paragraphs, many of the species used in the 
gardening rite are characterized by a hard and heavy 
wood which does not rot easily and it is hoped that the 
taro corms will partake of these qualities» Nevertheless 
the crop is born from rotten matter, decayed leaves, 
rubbish, faeces and corpses and part of it, during the 
digestive process, is transformed again into rotten matter 
while the nutritive substance, in the form of liquid, is 
absorbed by the body. One might say that the rite 
transcends these oppositions by affirming that food 
itself is part of the rotten category, inasmuch as it 
can be called "excrement of the snake" so that instead 
of having the following cycle:
rotten matter food rotten matter
decayed leaves etc. faeces
where the opposite (food) is born from the opposite 
(rotten matter) to give the opposite (rotten matter) 
would have the following cycle:
rotten matter excrement of rotten matter
decayed leaves etc, the snake faeces
where the same (excrement of the snake) is born from 
the same (rotten matter) to give the same (rotten 
matter) .
Species with a hard, heavy and lasting wood
The Father of the village manipulates during the 
rite three species which belong to this category:
Intsia bij uga , Eugenia cf. tierneyana and Premna sp.
These species are widely used in magic so that it is 
worthwhile considering with some detail the information 
available on them.
When tabooing trees such as Areca or coconut palms 
the owner can use both Intsia bijuga and Premna sp. 
to castigate possible thieves. These species will 
provoke constipation and make the belly of the thieves 
as hard and heavy as they are. Since it is a desirable 
quality for the taro corm to be hard and heavy one can 
then understand the part played by these species in 
the rite (1.2., 3,2.). But is this their only symbolism?
One should note that, in order to cure constipation one 
should resort to the mucilaginous juice of a tree,
Pipturus argenteus, which is a close relative of the vine 
used in 2.1. On the other hand owners can use P. argenteus
to cause diarrhoea in thieves, P__._argenteus thus appears
as an opposite of Intsia bijuga (and of the trees 
belonging to the same category) for two reasons: It
cures the sickness which they produce and brings about 
one which has an opposite effect to theirs.
One begins then to guess what are the connotations 
of Intsia bijuga on the one hand and of P . argenteus on 
the other. While ideas of stagnation and immobility 
are associated with Intsia bijuga ideas of fluidity,
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circulation, are associated with P. argenteus.
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The validity of this hypothesis is confirmed by 
the utilization of both species in gardening magic and 
sorcery» On the coast when the Father is about to take 
the women to the garden where they will harvest the first 
corms he is careful to bury at the entrance a stick of 
I . bij u g a : this should make the hands of the women "heavy"
and prevent them from harvesting the corms too quickly.
If they were to do so the taro soul, frightened, might 
run away. Conversely when a sorcerer wants to spoil a 
garden the only thing he has to do is to bury at the 
entrance of the garden a stick of P . argenteus; the women 
will harvest the corms too quickly and the taro soul 
escape. Thus while in one case I . bijuga is associated 
with the idea of permanence P , argenteus is associated 
with the idea of disparition or flight.
Indeed the species with a hard, heavy and lasting 
wood are often used in rites to symbolize permanence or 
even triumph over death. Since their heartwood lasts 
long on the ground, once the tree is felled, the Maenge 
contrast these species with the quick-rotting trees.
These species are easily associated with old people 
since both are "heavy" and long-lived. Thus young 
people should not use them as fire-wood for fear their 
limbs would prematurely become heavy. When they appear 
in rites or myths it is often in the company of an old 
woman, Samunsa, as in this rite (1.2.) or her human 
counterpart. A myth shows clearly the association of 
these species with a lasting life. It tells how Samunsa 
called back to life one of the Nutu by striking him with 
a branch of Eugenia tierneyana. The sequence is enacted 
at the end of a rite de passage to celebrate the re-birth 
of asolescents.
Because of all these associations these species 
qualify well to play in the rites connected with village 
prosperity the part of an "anchor" to use Malinowski's 
word (19 3 5:213-218) . For instance when the Father of 
the village erects on the village site one of the stones 
which symbolizes prosperity he first buries into the 
hole where the stone will stand a stick of I « bij uga
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(luge) and plants later around the stone four other 
sticks of the same species. While planting them he 
says :
Luge sigesige maga sigesige
Luge hold village hold
This formula echoes another one recited by a 
coastal Father of the village in the second phase of 
the maturation process of the plant. While planting 
a stick of Eugenia tierneyana (ega) he says:
Ega sigesige mao sigesige
Ega hold taro hold
From these formulae and the associations usually 
found with these species one could well account for 
their presence in the rite. While stimulating the 
corm to be hard and heavy their function is also to 
anchor either in the garden or in the village the 
soul of taro. One would thus understand why they 
are planted in the fence which surrounds the taro mue 
since the taro soul is present in it or why the women 
have to leave some of their corms on a stick of I. bijuga 
when bringing back the first harvest to the village 
(3.2.) . This last sequence is very similar to the 
vilamalia magic of the Trobrianders (Malinowski 
1935:213-228) especially if one considers that in both 
cases a heavy tree is used. Similarly the Malays put 
a little ebony-wood in the hole w"he re the central post 
of a house is to be put (Burkill 1935:840). Together 
with the species already mentioned the Maenge classify 
as trees with a hard, heavy and lasting wood such 
species as Diospyros ferrea, Diospyros cf. insularis 
and Zizyphys angustifolius.
But this is not the only function of these species 
in the rite. I . bijuga and the other species with a 
hard wood can also be the abode of the taro soul. That 
this is so can first be deduced from the peculiar 
position these trees occupy in Maenge universe. When 
discussing the meaning of the word kanu informants 
pointed out that felled and dead trees would regain 
their soul when made heavy by the rain (M. Panoff 1968:276) .
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The soul of trees depends on the presence of moisture 
in their wood, either sap or latex, which are held 
responsible for their heaviness« A dead tree is a 
light one and this proves that its soul has disappeared. 
There is, however, a class of trees which remain heavy, 
even once they have been felled and have been left a 
long time on the ground: the class of trees with a hard,
heavy and lasting wood. Their heaviness is proof that 
their soul has not escaped» Hence they can easily become 
the abode of the taro soul as happens in 1.2. when the 
taro soul led by Samunsa and Kavavalelea comes into the 
garden and alights on the two sticks of Intsia bijuga.
These species are used as the abode of the taro 
soul only when dry or "hot" plants can be used, that 
is, in section 1.2.2» and 3 of the rite but not in 
section 2.1» where "cold" plants are used by the 
Father of the village. Here it is a tree which is 
heavy with liquid and thus "cold" which is used as an 
abode of the taro soul, Ficus pungens.
The Father of the village resorts to this species 
in 2.1.1. just before the planting starts. One may 
remember that he is accompanied by two helpers who 
carry sticks of this species. They stop in each 
compartment. The two helpers beat the soil with the 
sticks while the Father recites:
Lata kurupuli mao kurupuli
Porpoise bounce taro bounce
When they have repeated their movement several 
times they carry the sticks close to one of the edges 
of the compartment and lay one of these down. The 
woman to whom this compartment belongs brings her taro 
tops and lays them on the ground so that their tops 
rest on the stick of Ficus pungens. The tops are then 
covered with leaves.
What does this sequence mean? The formula does 
not throw much light on its content. The movement of 
the stick parallels that of the porpoise bouncing in the 
waves. The taro should imitate it. This remains very 
obscure. Several weeks after I had recorded the sequence
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the Father of the village suddenly remembered that the 
whole sequence alludes to a mythical event which can 
be summed up thus . One day, an old woman, Inrova, was 
walking by a garden near a village. As she was tired she 
decided to rest and lie down. A woman of the village, 
passing by, saw her and came running to the village 
saying she had seen a bloodthirsty spirit. The men 
take their spears, arrive at the garden. They throw 
their spears at Inrova but each time she collapses 
and they think she is dead and she comes back to life 
and says: "I am Inrova, I fasten the taro" (Inrova ikia,
iau ka ligue mao) . Inrova thus appears as one of the 
Masters of taro. The movement of the sticks recalls 
her own behaviour as she falls on the ground and gets 
up. This throws also some light on the reference to 
the porpoisesince it seems to disappear into the sea to 
come back to the light a few seconds later. Moreover 
her death and rebirth parallel that of the taro which, 
though dead, will regrow from their tops. Indeed the 
taro-tops sleeping as they do enact the part of Inrova: 
when they will be planted a few minutes later they will 
not be dead plants but live ones.
What is the part played by Ficus pungens in this 
context? When the taro-tops rest on it it is compared 
to their headrests. Because it is full of latex which 
makes it heavy it is thought to be full of soul. While 
sleeping on it the tops should re-appropriate part of 
their soul so that later the corms produced from them 
be as heavy and full of liquid, i.e. of soul, as Ficus 
pungens is. This species in this context thus both 
serves as a metaphor of the taro soul and as a way of 
attracting i t .
While discussing the main characteristics of this 
rite it has been necessary to refer to a certain number 
of plant species and to the symbolism attached to them.
I now wish to underline some aspects of this symbolism.
Plant Symbolism
It is quite a remarkable feature of this rite (and 
of the coastal ones) that the number of plants manipulated
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by the Father of the Village (cf. Table XIX) is high 
while the number of animals or parts of animals is low.
The Father can resort to at least. 29 different plant 
species while he and the village people resort to only 
5 animal species. The figures reflect the fact that 
the fauna is not as rich as the flora as well as the 
fact that the Maenge feel less concerned by animals.
As Levi-Strauss remarks the symbolism attributed 
by a culture to a plant or an animal can never be 
postulated (1962:73-83). Each culture can select on 
a species different features and attribute to them 
different meanings. Thus, he remarks, Corvus occupies 
in two American cultures dissimilar and even opposite 
positions (1962:76). For the agriculturists of the 
south-west the raven is primarily a ravager of gardens.
As such it is associated with vegetal food and is seen 
as a rival of man. For the Indians of the north-west 
coast who live from fishing and gathering the raven 
is an eater of dead flesh ar. d excrement: he thus behaves 
in a way opposite to that of man. From such variations 
Levi-Strauss concludes: "the principle of a classification
can never be postulated: only ethnographic inquiry, that
is experience, can discover it a posteriori" (1962:79) .
How can one foretell, for instance, that the Osage, who 
divide the universe in three domains, sky, land and 
water, classify the eagle as a land animal? Or, to 
return to the Maenge, that Endospermum formicarum is 
considered as a "hot" plant though, on account of its 
peculiar habits, one could predict that it is going to 
be a focus of symbolism? (Whitmore notes that this 
species is called "chief tree" in the Solomons, 1966:70.) 
The symbolism of the various species involved in this 
rite, for instance, can only be deciphered by recording 
all the utilizations that can have, in technology as 
well as in medicine or magic as well as the myths, tales 
or magical formulae which are attached to them. While 
the symbolism of some species is quite straightforward 
other cases are much more complex. There is thus no 
difficulty in knowing the meaning attached to Erythrina
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indica in most sequences of gardening rites: it is
usually there as a quick-growing species which should 
stimulate the growth of taro. Though there may be 
other connotations as well they do not conflict with 
the major one. Very different is the case of Premna sp. 
Here we are faced with conflicting connotations of 
the kind described by Sebag (1964:183) when he discusses 
the contradictory qualities attributed to grass-hoppers 
in Keresan mythology. On Premna sp. the Maenge have 
selected but five attributes: the quality of the wood, 
its capacity to produce fire, its growing habit, the 
smell of the leaves, the habit of the leaves. Because 
its leaves have a pleasant smell and it grows quickly 
this tree can be associated with growth but, since its 
leaves fall quickly, once a branch is cut, it can be 
associated with sickness and decay. To sort out this 
information one must turn to the rite and see in which 
context the plant is utilized.
Premna sp. was used, together with a few other 
species by the. Longueinga when they made fire by rubbing 
(Whitmore reports that Premna corymbosa has the best 
wood to produce fire by rubbing, 1966:115). A coastal 
myth related to another Premna sp. but with the same 
name and utilization helps to discover Maenge represen­
tations concerning such trees. In the past, tells the 
myth, women were in possession of fire but they kept 
it in their gardens where they cooked their food and 
ate it while they gave to the men, who lived in the 
village, only raw food. One day, dissatisfied by this 
behaviour, fire escaped and hid in a Premna sp. Since 
then it is the task of men to extract it from there by 
hard work. For the Maenge then, if Premna sp. produces 
fire it is because it contains it.
This myth and the utilization of Premna sp. which 
it explains throws immediately some light on the part 
of the rite (1.4.) when the Father of the village goes 
from main firing place to main firing place poking the 
pyres with an offshoot of Premna s p . Malila is supposed
to kindle the first main firing place. Would it not
be that the Father transfers the power of Malila from 
this first main firing place to the others? In this 
perspective the selection of Premna sp. becomes perfectly 
intelligible: as a fire-containing tree it can play the
part of an intermediary between the first pyre and the 
others. Moreover as a tree containing and producing 
fire this species can easily be likened with the volcano 
Imvulu also a container and a producer of fire and this 
offers to the rite new possibilities which will be 
explored in the next paragraphs.
One should note that one of the formula recited 
during the rite (1.2.) suggests that the name of this 
species kipa derives from the same root as kinipa , to 
throw sparks. In this case both the linguistic and 
the technological evidence would point out to the same 
characteristic of the plant, its capacity to produce 
fire. The formula runs thus:
kipa kinipa mao kinipa
kipa throw spark taro throw spark
When poking the pyres the Father recites the 
following formula:
Imvulu paruru mao paruru
Imvulu strip off taro strip off
The word paruru refers to the sloughing of a snake. 
It is used to indicate the removal of the dirty outer 
self, an operation performed at the end of the rites 
de passage and, which is done in order to allow the 
inner self of the adolescent which has flown to the 
volcano Imvulu to come back to its abode. When applied 
to the volcano the word paruru indicates the moment 
when the volcano which can be seen from the Longueinga 
country emerges from the cloud and becomes visible 
again« The formula itself is similar to one recited by 
the expert when removing the dirty outer self of the 
child (M . Panoff 1 9 6 9d : 2 9 0 - 2 91 ) . It goes thus:
Imvulu paruru samue paruru
Imvulu strip off slough strip off
When reciting the formula the expert rubs the body 
of the child either with cordyline leaves or with the
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leaves of wild species among which one finds Premna sp.
The utilization of Premna sp. in cleansing rituals is 
well attested, For instance the women wear it when 
menstruating or after childbirth to dissimulate, thanks 
to its odoriferous leaves, the smell of blood, and 
they can purify themselves with this species after 
their menstruation periods in an operation very similar 
to that of the rites de passage. Both the utilization 
of the plant in cleansing rituals and the formula thus 
point to the same direction. But why refer to a 
cleansing ritual here?
The planting starts soon after the fires are 
extinct. The planting itself, as shown above, is 
seen as a rebirth of taro: it thus appears that just
as the child is purified before his inner-self comes 
back to him so taro has to be cleansed before its soul 
comes back to it. The utilization of an offshoot 
rather than of another part of the plant can be explained 
by the desire to emphasize the symbolism of this sequence. 
It is part of the rebirth symbol: the taro plant should
regrow from the top as easily as the offshoot of Premna 
sp. does from a stump. The formula:
Imvulu p aruru mao paruru
is repeated again when the Father plants the first taro 
top (2.1.1.) and later during the section 2.1. only the 
soul of taro is similar to that of man inasmuch as it 
is capable of feeling, will etc. but the life cycle 
of taro is seen as a series of death and rebirth on 
the model offered by the rites de passage.
To return to Premna s p . one can say that in the 
first part of the growth cycle of taro it is used in 
association with odoriferous plants or quick-growing 
ones which help the taro grow.. In the second part of 
the growth cycle, on the contrary (2.2.) it is used 
to "kill" the aerial part of the plant. In both cases 
it is the context which allows to see the connotations 
which are relevant. When a coastal Father of the 
village resorts to Premna sp. in section 2.2. he uses
it together with "hot" plants (Alstonia scholaris, 
Amoora cucullata) , strangling figs or plants with an 
unpleasant smell which will succeed in reducing the 
aerial part of taro and stimulating the growth of the
corm.
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Cultigens Used in the Rite
Latin Name 
Alocasia macrorhvza Schott .
Maenge Name 
vongau
Col ocasia esculenta S c h o t t . mao
Cordy lin e terminalis L. e 1 a
Musa sapientu.m L. pur i
Zingiber zerumbet gua
Wild Species Used in the Rite
Alston ia scholaris R . B r . samvaga
A r c h i de nd ro n s p . golopa
Cal op hy ll um cf. soulattri
Burra. .gugule
Castan ops is a c u m i n atissima
(Bl.) Rehd. mo r e
C in na mo mu m s p . miau
Cor dyl ine  terminalis L . kerakera
D e r ris s p . m a t a n g u
Eyt hri na indica Lam. p ir i
Eugenia cf. tierneyana F.v.M. ega
Ficus ad en osperma Mig. panagi
Ficus pungens Reinw. guno
Ficus su bcongesta kaogu
Gyn os te mm a pent aphylla ( T h u n b .)
Mak . piupiuri
Intsia biiuga Kuntze i uqe
Lap ort ea sp. sereqa
Las ian thu s chlorocarpus koisingo
Palmeria sp. i ana
Piper sp o s ago pe
Pipturus repandus (Bl.) Wedd. m u e t a m u p e l k e
Pisonia longirostris T and B gulu
Premna sp. kipa
Prosopis insularum (Guill.)
Bret. voa
Styrax agreste (Lour.) G. Don. peuangi
T er ns tr oe mia m e r i 11 ia
i 1 e 1 ekobu ski
FIGURE 20: Luoinidae shell and oyster shell used 
by the Maenge as gardening tools
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Figure 21 223
Adze blades and polishing stone used by the Maenge
Pestle used by the Longueinga in a gardening rite
PLATE 14: Cordylines and crotons mark the
place where some of the sacred 
stones of the village Matong 
used to stand.
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Conclusion
Maenge horticulture rests on an individual treatment 
of plants» In a given compartment such as the one 
represented in Figure 2 one finds a limited number of 
plants (89) which belong to 8 different species» But 
two of these species, cordyline and taro, may be 
represented by a high number of cult ivars In this 
example one could find as many as five different cordyline 
cultivars and twelve to fifteen taro cultivars. These 
are planted in such a way as to display their variegated 
colours so that the garden looks colourful and adorned.
In such a compartment, where edible cultigens are planted 
together with non-edible ones, space is much diversified. 
There is a hierarchy of places from the main firing 
places to the "ground nothing". Intermediate places 
such as the secondary or tertiary firing places or the 
belt which surrounds the main firing places form a 
series of graduations from the best places to the poorest 
ones. This hierarchy is significant not only from the 
point of view of technology (in the main firing places 
the soil is most fertile and here one finds the best 
taro cultivars while the worst ones are consigned to 
the "ground nothing") but from the point: of view of 
the rite: it is in the first main firing place erected
in the centre of the garden that the Father performs 
the most important ritual operations but many of these 
are repeated in the main firing places of the compartments 
which form the garden»
Concomitant with an individual treatment of plants 
one finds gardening rites which evolve around the soul 
of cultigens mainly that of taro. This soul endows the 
plants with freedom of action, sensibility and feeling 
so that they can move about according to their wishes»
But some beings, whether supernatural or human, have 
power to control this soul» The rite stresses the 
similarities between the human soul and the soul of taro: 
both are submitted to series of death and rebirth so 
that their fate looks strikingly identical»
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It is this whole series of attitudes which contacts 
with the western world threatens and an this particular 
case change is brought about not so much by the new 
tools (steel axe and bush-knife) which only mean a 
reduction in the time devoted to certain tasks but by 
the introduction of new staples and of cash-cropping.
In the traditional yam gardens space is less 
diversified than in the mixed taro gardens, the number 
of cultigens is not high and little magic is performed, 
The cultural impoverishment is even more visible where 
sweet potato and Chinese taro are planted. Here one 
can no longer speak of gardens but of fields as space 
becomes more and more uniform, cultigens other than 
the staple disappear and no magic is performed 0 The 
same change can be observed with respect to coconut 
trees: while in the past the Maenge planted only a few 
trees which bore individual names and were known by 
individual features they now plant numerous trees in 
regular rows in a uniform space which is no longer the 
site of the village or fallow gardens but blocks devoted 
to cash-cropping. The highly individualized attitude 
of the past contrasts as much with the undifferentiated 
treatment required now as artcraft work with the 
broken tasks of industrialized production.
The coastal Maenge have lost already some cultigens 
as a result of contact, mostly amaranths and gourds 
(Lagenaria siceraria) and while they have received many 
others either recently or in the past they do not 
consider these as their own plants (with the exception 
of sweet potato and tobacco) as is testified, for 
instance, by the fact that they call these by their 
English or pidgin names and have not given them Maenge 
names (sweet potato are referred to as yams, kolove, 
in some parts of the Maenge country and tobacco is suku). 
But, from the point of view of their culture and its 
evolution, the most important losses concern taro and 
cordyline cultivars. While these are still numerous 
it is probable that the collections have diminished 
during the last decades. While there are no comparative
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figures for cordyline a comparison between the number 
of taro cultivars grown by the Longuemga and in the 
past by the Sulka (above 300 c f 0 Läufer 1955) shows 
that probably the collections of the coastal Maenge 
have been reduced by half. If sweet potato and Chinese 
taro replace more and more taro this process will not 
stop„ With the disappearance of the traditional 
staple much of the rites and mythology concerning it. 
will disappear as well whatever the efforts of the 
millenarist movement to revive these traditions.
PLATE 15: Sonimalua
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Appendix I
Report on the Geology of New Britain
New Britain and New Ireland have a history of 
volcanism and tectonism dating back to Lower Tertiary 
times. Their geology resembles that of the Solomon 
and New Hebrides Islands and to some extent that of 
the Huon Peninsula in mainland New Guinea.
New Britain has many characteristics of an island 
arc. It has an elongated arcuate shape, an oceanic 
trench paralleling the south coast (Planet Deep) , a 
zone of earthquake foci dipping steeply northwards 
under the island to a depth of over 500 kilometers 
(Denham 1969; Johnson 1970) and a belt of active 
volcanism along the north coast. New Ireland does not 
have a closely associated trench and has no active 
volcanoes although the chain of volcanic islands 
paralleling the northeast coast are probably Quaternary 
in age.
In many respects the geology of the two islands 
is similar. However, New Ireland and the Gazelle 
Peninsula seem to have been modified by Quaternary 
crustal movements associated with the northwest Solomon 
Islands trend and now constitute a separate tectonic 
province from the rest of New Britain.
1 . New Britain
The geological evolution of New Britain appears 
to have started in the Eocene with an episode of island 
arc volcanism. This resulted in the accumulation of 
a thick pile of volcanic rocks and derived sediments 
which now underlie much of the island. These rocks, 
for which Macnab (1970) has proposed the name Baining 
Volcanics , are exposed in parts of the Gazelle 
Peninsula and in eastern and central New Britain.
Rock types are principally basic to intermediate lava 
and pyroclastics , volcanic conglomerates, greywacke, 
siltstone and shale, the proportions of which vary 
considerably. Eocene foraminifera have been identified 
from rare limestone lenses and from limestone clasts
in conglomerates. The thickness of the sequence 
cannot be measured, but is undoubtedly greater than 
2000 m. The provenance is entirely volcanic and the 
environment of deposition partly terrestrial, partly 
marine. Pillow lavas, however, are rare.
Following their deposition in the Eocene, the 
Baining Volcanics were subject to folding, faulting, 
uplift and erosion; younger rocks, the oldest of 
which are Upper Oligocene, rest with marked unconformity 
on an irregular erosion surface. Unlike the younger 
volcanics, the Baining Volcanics are very indurated 
and extensively jointed. There are signs of incipient 
metamorphism in many outcrops and in the central 
Baining Mountains of the Gazelle Peninsula there is 
narrow zone of actinolite and biotite schist. Due to 
the scarcity of bedding exposures little is known of 
the style of deformation but, where seen, dips are 
generally moderate to steep (in some instances overturned) 
Faulting and shearing are common in many outcrops.
Intrusive rocks of basic to intermediate composition 
are widely distributed in the Baining Volcanics. The 
larger plutons , up to 15 kilometers across, tend to 
occur along the axis of the island. They are composed 
of diorite, gabbro , tonalite, granodiorite, adamellite 
and monzonite. Some of the hypabyssal intrusions may 
have been emplaced before or during deformation of the 
Baining Volcanics as they show signs of alteration.
Most of the larger bodies are relatively fresh and are 
probably post orogenic but older than overlying Middle 
Miocene limestones. Dykes, sills and minor intrusions 
of equivalent but finer grained lithologies are 
widespread.
A further period of volcanism in the Upper Oligocene 
and Lower Miocene is represented by interbedded pyro- 
clastics, tuff, volcanic conglomerate, lava, calcareous 
sediments and impure limestone which occur in the Open 
Bay area and in West New Britain southwest of the 
Willaumez Peninsula. These rocks are similar to the 
Baining Volcanics but they are less indurated, less
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jointed, and are tilted only gently to moderately. They 
unconformably overlie the Baining Volcanics and are 
overlain by Middle Miocene limestone. The marine 
sediments have yielded foraminifera of Upper Oligocene 
and Lower Miocene ages ("e stage").
In Middle Miocene times New Britain underwent a 
period of slow subsidence during which considerable 
thicknesses of reef limestone were deposited over 
much of the island. Large areas of cream to white, 
compact limestone are preserved as cappings in the 
Whiteman Ranges of West New Britain, the Nakania 
Mountains north and west of Jacquinot Bay and in the 
northwestern Gazelle Peninsula. The thickness, which 
varies considerably, is commonly greater than 300 m, 
but in places it exceeds 1500 m. Extensive sampling 
for microfauna has shown the bulk of the limestone to 
be Middle Miocene (f  ^ stage). Locally the base and 
top of the limestone extend into the Lower and Upper 
Miocene respectively.
Following the Middle Miocene limestone deposition, 
volcanic activity recommenced in the Upper Miocene. In 
the Gazelle Peninsula, andesitic and basaltic lava, 
agglomerate and tuff with horizones of tuffaceous marine 
sediments containing Upper Miocene to Pliocene microfauna 
crop out over a large area east of the southern portion 
of the Baining Fault (see map). These rocks are semi- 
consolidated, poorly jointed and widely disturbed by 
faulting. West of the Baining Fault rocks of equivalent 
age, comprising a sequence of up to 500 m of poorly 
consolidated, terrestrial and marine tuffaceous sediments 
of intermediate volcanic derivation dip gently south- 
westwards from a height of 1700 m on Mt Sinewit in the 
Central Baining Mountains. In the Mevlo River headwaters, 
a basal ash-flow tuff member rests unconformably on 
Baining Volcanics. In the Wide Bay - Open Bay isthmus 
the sequence overlies "e stage" volcanics and is 
overlain by Pliocene limestones.
In Central New Britain, to the south of Kimbe Bay, 
occur unconsolidated intermediate to acid tuffs and
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tuffaceous sediments, which are tentatively correlated 
with the Upper Tertiary, Gazelle Peninsula volcanics ,
Here the sequence is at least 300 m thick and overlies 
Baining Volcanics or, in places, Middle Miocene limestones. 
Since deposition these rocks have been uplifted to a 
maximum of 600 m above sea level.
Volcanics of Upper Tertiary age (not shown on map) 
may overlie the "e stage" volcanics on the north coast, 
west of the Willaumez Peninsula. In the same vicinity 
volcanic plugs of probable Upper Tertiary age (shown 
on map) form the prominent twin peaks of M t . Penk.
Much of the present mountainous topography of New 
Britain is the result of block faulting and regional 
uplift which seems to have started in the late Pliocene 
or early Pleistocene and is probably continuing today. 
Evidence of uplift is to be seen in the presence of 
Upper Tertiary marine sediments now exposed at considerable 
altitudes in central New Britain and the Gazelle Peninsula. 
Southeast of Open Bay, soft calcareous sediments of 
Pliocene or younger age lie on the downthrown northern 
side of a major fault which bounds the uplifted mountains 
to the south. The lack of coarse detritus in these 
sediments shows that the vertical uplift of the southern 
mountain block has occurred since their deposition.
Thick wedges of fanglomerate and alluvium deposited 
on the downthrown, northeast side of the Wide Bay Fault 
(see map) were derived from the rising mountain block 
to the southwest. Continued movement on the fault has 
tilted these to a maximum angle of 60 degrees northeast 
in close proximity to the fault and to progressively 
smaller angles away from the fault. Similarly tilted 
conglomerates lie to the northeast of the Baining Fault 
in the central Gazelle Peninsula. Here the conglomerates 
grade into finer, terrestrial sediments away from the 
fault with pumiceous and tuffaceous detritus from the 
Rabaul volcanoes appearing towards the top of the sequence.
Regional uplift of the south coast of New Britain 
and the east coast of the Gazelle Peninsula has in many 
places produced series of raised coral reefs. Up to
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six terrace levels can be recognized in places. The 
uplift has not been uniform along the length of the 
coast as terrace altitudes vary laterally. In 
Jacquinot Bay reef terraces can be recognised up to 
a height of 500 m. In many places recently formed 
reefs have been elevated a few metres above sea 
level, clearly indicating that uplift is still 
occurring.
Unlike the south coast, the north coast does not 
display evidence of Quaternary uplift and may in fact 
have been sinking. Coral reefs are now forming over 
large areas off the north coast and it is likely that 
considerable quantities of volcanic detritus are also 
being deposited in the same region.
At about the same time as the renewal of tectonism 
in the late Pliocene or early Pleistocene volcanism 
once again broke out in New Britain Quarternary volcanic 
rocks are found in three areas: at Rabaul , in the east;
along the north coast and on Willaumez Peninsula; and 
at the western end of the island, south of Cape 
Gloucester. For the most part, these rocks are the 
products of central-type stratavolcanoes many of which 
are still active (Fisher 1957). Rock compositions 
range from tholeiitic basalt to rhyolite, and the 
most abundant lava type appears to be of intermediate 
composition (53-63 weight percent SiO^). These 
intermediate rocks show similar petrographic and chemical 
characteristics to "andesites" (sensu lato) described 
from several island-arc areas in the Western Pacific 
reg ion .
At Rabaul, a caldera, open to the sea on its 
southeastern side, exposes lava flows and air-fall 
and ash-flow pyroclastic materials (Hemin, in prep.). 
These deposits were erupted from several centres many 
of which are preserved as remnant cones on the caldera 
rim. Post-caldera volcanoes are also present; two of 
these - Tavurvur and Vulcan - erupted in 1937 causing 
the temporary evacuation of Rabaul township (Fisher 
1939) .
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Most of the Q u a t ernary volcanoes in New Britain 
are found in an east-west arc along the north coast 
and on Wil la umez Peninsula. The pen i n s u l a  is a north- 
south chain of volcanoes which pr o b a b l y  delineates a 
m a jo r fracture at r i g h t -angles to the long axis of 
New Britain» The v o l canoes range from small cones 
only a few tens of meters in height, to towering peaks 
over 2000 m above sea-level. C a l deras are p r e sent on 
at least four volcanoes. Ulawun, Lalobau, and Pago 
vol ca no es  have all erupted this century, Ulawun 
p r o d uc in g lava flows and nuees ardentes when it last 
erupted in January, 1970 (Davies 1970).
Most of the Q u a t e r n a r y  volcanic rocks at the 
w e s te rn  end of New Britain are the products of 
s t ra to vo lc anoes Tangi and Talawe both of which rise 
over 1500 m above sea-level. There are smaller 
eruptive  centres on the saddle b e tween these two 
cones, and the crater cluster of Langila has erupted 
ex pl o s i v e l y  several times this century (for a d e s c r iption 
of act iv it y be tween 1952 and 1956, see Taylor, Best 
and Reynolds 1957).
East of Tangi and Talawe volcanoes, lie two extensive 
vo lca nic  centres, Schrader in the west, and An dewa in 
the east. The diss e c t i o n  of both these volcanic complexes 
is much more advanced than on any of the other Q u a t e r n a r y  
vol ca no es  in New Britain, suggesting an early Plei stocene 
age. It is doubtful if either centre has been active 
in recent times, and both may have commenced activity 
at the end of the Pliocene. However, for convenience, 
Sch rad er and Andewa are grouped with the rest of the 
Q ua te rn ar y volc anoes on the accom p a n y i n g  geological map.
2 . New Ireland
Like New Britain, New Ireland is underlain by a 
thick sequence of agglomerates, tuffs and vo l c a n i c l a s t i c 
sediments. (Jaulu V o l c a n i c s , Fr ench 1966). However, 
m i c r o f a u n a  from this volcanic " b a s e m e n t 1 indicate 
Lower to Upper Oligocene ages of deposition. Eocene 
faunas, such as are found in the volcanic basement 
und er ly in g New Britain, have not been recognized. The
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sequence which is at least 2000 m thick, is the product 
of a major episode of island arc type volcanism. The 
volcanic detritus is largely of andesitic composition.
Along much of the length of New Ireland the Oligocene 
volcanic "basement" is intruded by numerous stocks and 
dykes of gabbro , norite, diorite and tonalite, together 
with hypabyssal equivalents. These intrusives are 
older than overlying Miocene limestones and are probably 
related to the Oligocene volcanism (Höhnen 1970). Only 
the larger bodies are shown on the accompanying geological 
map (Map 3).
In the Lower Miocene, New Ireland underwent orogenesis 
during which the Oligocene volcanics were intensively 
faulted and tilted (up to 7 0'°) . Orogenesis ceased in 
the late Lower Miocene and was replaced by a long 
continued but intermittent period of subsidence.
In the northern half of the island and in central- 
southern New Ireland biostomal limestones began to 
accumulate in the late Lower Miocene. Limestone 
deposition continued into the Pliocene; in some areas 
into the Pleistocene. These limestones now form 
plateau-like cappings up to 1400 m thick over large 
areas of New Ireland.
In central New Ireland the Oligocene "basement" 
is unconformably overlain by Upper Micene to Pliocene 
water-laid tuffs, volcanic arenites and lutites up 
to 500 m thick. The volcanic components are of 
andesitic to dacitic composition (Höhnen 1970) .
Limestones are absent in this area.
In the late Pleistocene the whole of New Ireland 
was rapidly uplifted with a maximum rate of emergence 
taking place at the southern extremity and along the 
western coast; resulting in tilting to the northeast.
The extensive plateau limestones now dip at about 
5-10° to the northeast. Horizontal, Quaternary 
foraminiferal chalks and raised coral platforms occur 
in a narrow strip along the length of the northeast 
coast and in parts of the southwest coast.
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Southern New Ireland is flanked by poorly consolidated> 
Quaternary fanglomerates and raised beach gravels derived 
from the actively rising volcanic landmass.
Southern New Ireland is cut by a major, northwest­
trending fault (Weitin Fault) which lies in a linear 
depression containing the Weitin and Kamdaru Rivers.
French (1966) gives evidence for anticlockwise strike- 
slip movement of several kilometres since the beginning 
of the Quaternary. This fault undoubtedly continues 
to the northwest, parallel to the southwest coast of 
northern and central New Ireland, and is probably 
responsible for the remarkable linearity of New Ireland 
today. The northeast coast also appears to be fault 
bounded, at least in part, but the escarpments have 
largely been concealed by Quaternary deposits (Höhnen 
1970). Numerous smaller faults have disrupted the 
surface of the plateau limestones.
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Appendix II
Comments by Haantjens on Soil Samples
The table first contains the data on the soils 
provided by you, secondly a brief description of the 
nature of the samples, and thirdly the analytical data.
The ratings of these data follow the normal standards 
used by us in our surveys in New Guinea. It may be 
useful to note that even the low N (nitrogen) figures 
are high by Australian standards, but for P (phosphorus) 
and K (potassium) as well as for pH the standards are 
more universally valid, and not particularly related 
to New Guinea conditions.
I have grouped the soils essentially in order of 
increasing acidity, and this tends to correlate with 
site conditions, and also with P and K contents, Within 
this framework I have always kept pairs of cleared and 
fallow samples together. These pairs are usually clearly 
similar soils, except for the pH and K contents of 7/8 
and 9/10, which I cannot explain. For samples 31-36, 31/32
and 35/36 form a better pair than 33/34 and 35/36. For 
samples 19-24, the best pair is 21/22 and 23/24. This 
is indicated by the dotted lines.
If one looks at the various pairs, the most striking 
thing is that N contents of fallow land are always lower 
than those of cleared land in the top-soil, but the 
reverse is usually true for the sub-soils. There is a 
similar but weaker tendency for K, but no systematic 
relation for P. There is a rather weak tendency for 
pH to be higher in fallow than in clearings.
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Garden N o . 
7
7
7
7
1 6
1 6
1 6
1 6
2 3
23
2 3
23
21
21
2 1
21
27
27
B
%
M r . H . Haantjens
Organic Organic Carbon 
Carbon :Nitrogen Ratio
1 0 . 5 6 ' 1 0  : l '
1 0 . 3 2 1 0  : 1
► < 
2 . 1 9
*
8 : 1
2 . 1 2V. J 8 : 1 ✓
1 . 9 2 ' 9 : 1
7 . 9 5v. / 9 : 1,
3 . 5 4 ' 7 : l '
3 . 3 9\ «/ 7 : 1 ,
9 . 2 6 ' ' l 0  : l '
9 . 3 6 1 0 : 1 ,
2 . 3 6 ' 8 : l '
2 . 4 3V» > 8 : 1 ✓
6 . 2 7 ' ' l 0  : l '
, 6 . 4 8 , 1 0 : 1 ,
3 . 0 7 ' 8 : l '
3 . 2 4 , l 8 : 1 ,
9 . 3 4 ' ' 1 1  : 1'
8 . 8 1 , 1 0 : 1 ,
2 . 5 0' 8 : l '
L 2 * 3 5 , , 8 : 1 ,
8 . 8 6 ' 1 3 : 1
, 8 - 1 3 , , 1 2 : 1 ,
3 . 2 l ' 8 : l '
, 3 • 0 9 , 1 8 : 1 ,
9 . 1 8 ' 1 1 : 1
8 . 9 1 1 1 : 1
1 . 6 2 8 : l '
1 . 5 7 , 8 = 1>
6 . 5 3 ' l l  : l '
6 . 5 4 1 1  : 1V. ✓
1 . 6 5 9 : l '
, 1 * 7 6 , 9 : 1 /
' l 5 . 8 4 ^12 : l '
1 5 : 5 1 1 2  : 1\ /
4 . 9 9 8 : 1'
5 . 1 3V 8 : 1,
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35
36
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g % Organic Organic Carbon
Garden N o . Carbon : Nitrogen Ratio
27 7.83' 10 : l'
8.43
27 4 . 6l" 8 : 1 '
r—ioLO k 8 :
Lab. Ref:- R .B ./1/70/5-6
J.W./2/70/46-47
File No : -
Date Reported:- 22/9/70
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Appendix III
List of Plant Species quoted in the Text
Latin Name Maenge Name
Acalypha qrandis Benth 
Ageratum conizoides L .
A q 1aia sp .
Albizzia elegans Fosb. 
Albizzia falcata (L.) Backer 
Aleurites moluccana (L . )
W i 11 d .
Allium sativum L .
Alocasia macrorhiza Schott. 
Alphitonia incana (Roxb.)
T . and B .
Alpinia oceanica 
Alpinia sp .
A1s tonia scho1 aris R . B r .
Alstonia spectabilis R 
Amaranthus tricolor L . 
Amoora cucullata Roxb. 
Ananas comosus Me r . 
Annona reticulata L.
Br .
gamu 
s amo a 
kola 
goqo1au 
paugala
ko 1ama
vongau
tava
g^ ritotong 
s iva
samvaga (Long.) 
kumurimuri 
kae ta 
to q at al i
sapus apu
(Roxb.)
DC
Aphanamixis lauterbachii Harms
ka imo
go emat emate
Arachis hypoqaea L. 
Archidendron sp.
Archontophoenix sp.
Areca catechu L.
Artocarpus altilis Fosberq
cfolopa
luvo
koe
quali
Barrinqtonia asiatica King. pasinq
Barrinqtonia niedenzuana 
(Schm.) Knuth.
Barrinqtonia racemosa Roxb.
paua
pasinq a paua
Brassica oleracea L. 
ßrenya cernua Muell. Arq. qer e
Bruquiera qyrnnormza (L.) Lamk . qe 1 a
Bruquiera sexangula (Lour.)
Polr .
Brugiera s p .
gelomailina 
vagasa
Caesaria clutiaefolia B l . lelulumana
Calophyllum inophyllum L. mae
Calophyllum cf. soulatri Burm. gugule
Canarium commune L. kanqali
Canarium cf. schlechterii L t b . kanqaliqali
Capsicum frutescens L.
Carica papaya L.
Caryota rumphii o to
Castanopsis acuminatissima
(B1.) Rehd. mo re
Celosia arqentea L. ritolo
Note 1: (Long.) refers to the Longueinga name
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Latin Name
Celosia cristata L .
Celtis latifolia (Bl.) Planch. 
Cerbera manghas L .
Cinn amomum sp.
Citrullus vulgaris L.
Citrus 1imon Burm.f .
Citrus 
Cocos
sp .
nucif era L .
Codiaeum varieqatum (L.) Bl
Co f f e a a rabic a L .
Coleus atropurpureus Benth.
Coleus blumei
Colocasia esculenta Schott. 
Commersonia bartramia (L .)
Merr .
Cordia subcordata (Lam.) 
Cordyline terminalis (L.)
Kunth .
Crassocephalum crepidiodes 
(Benth . ) S . Moore 
Crinum macranthm Engl.
Cryptocaria s p .
Cucumis s p .
Cucurbita pepo DC 
Curculigo erecta Lauf.
Cyathea sp .
Cycas rumphii M i q .
Cyc1andophora laurina (A. Gray) 
Ko s t .
Cymbopogon s p .
Cyperus brevifolius (Rottle) 
Hassk .
Decaspermum sp.
Derris elliptica Benth.
Desmodium umbellatum (L.) DC
Dioscorea alata L .
Dioscorea bulbifera L .
Dioscorea esculenta (Lour.)
Burk . 
Dioscorea esculenta (Lour.)
Burk.
Dioscorea pentaphyl1 a L .
Dlospyros f errea (Willd.)
Bakh c 
Dio s pyro s cf. insularis Bakh.
Diplocaulobium sp .
Disoxylum cf. arborescens Miq.
Disoxy1 um cf. caulostachvum
Elaeocarpus sppericus (Gaertn.) 
Schum.
Eleusine indica L .
Elmerillia papuana (Schlecht.) 
Dandy
Endospermum formicarum Becc.
Maenge Name
vakuna 
katung 
maremare 
miau
1ama si 
gale
muqamuga
muqanq
mao
lue
kaoro
ela
Japantaena
talipilipi
gua
gopu
su sumva 
ma te1e 
pago
volo si 
tug e
kukulo
kongopu
lomong
ma tangu (Long.)
paqali
momo
ko love
av a
mamisa
vo i so 
var ua
kalipokaina
manr u
magu
toapasi
kuvilaaelage
me ramera 
papalakerenresi
pemgala 
sonqe
Appendix III (cont.)
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Latin Name
Eryt.hr ina indica Lam . 
Eucalyptus deqlupta B1 .
Eugenia malaccensis L.
Euqenia samarangense (BC.)
Eugenia cf. tierneyana F.v
Evod i a anisidora Laut.
Evod l a elleryana F.v.M.
Excoecaria agallocha L.
Ficus adenosperma M i q .
Ficus arfakensis King.
Ficus botryocarpa M i q .
Ficus hispidioides 
Ficus hesperidiiformis King. 
Ficus itoana Dicks 
Ficus pungens Reinw.
Ficus septica Burm . f .
Ficus subcongesta Corner 
Flagellaria indica L .
Galbulima belgraevana (F.v.M.) 
Sprague
Glochidion s p .
Gmelina moluccana (B1 . ) Backer 
Gnetum gnemon L .
Gnetum latifolium B 1 .
Gynostemma pentaphylla (Thumb.) 
Mak .
Hel iconia s p .
Hemiqraphis sp.
Hernandia peltata Meissn. 
Hibiscus manihot L .
Hibiscus tiliaceus L .
Homa1an thu s sp.
Homalium foetidum (Roxb.)
Benth.
Hornstaedtia sp.
Horsfleldia sp. ?
Imperata conferta (Presl.) Ohwi 
Inocarpus fagiferus Fosberg 
Intsia bij uga Kuntze 
Ipornoea batatas (L.) Lamk 
I r e s m e  herbstii Hook.f.
Kleinhovia hospita L .
Lagenaria siceraria (Mol.) 
Standi.
Laportea gigas (Cunn.) Wedd. 
Lasianthus chlorocarpus K . 
Schum»
Leea macropus 
Leea sp .
Leucosyke capitellata (Poir.) 
Wedd .
Lunasia amara Blanco 
Lycopersicum esculenturn Mill . 
Lygod lum sp .
Maenge Name 
p i n
pipe 
qaiva 
ko l na 
ega 
r ina 
tolova 
ma ka reng
panagl
tongo1ama si
kaoguvilevile
kaogu
malo
nag utu
guno
makareng 
kaogu 
gomilo
vuto 
rime 
vava1u 
ma1oma1o 
tutu
piupiuri
puripuri 
popolungsile 
1 earnat anakana 
slviga 
kang e 
pare
ka i sa
galekorokoro 
tagataga a vasi
1agang 
sal e l 
luge
visoviso 
vum vu
tuvo 
kapu1u 
serega
koisinqo 
kinele gagelo 
kinele
sig11e l 
mo 1umolu
ka 1 a
Latin Name
Appendix III (cont.)
Maenge Name
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Macaranga aleuritoides F.v.M. 
Macaranga cf. decipiens Perry
läge
va1ava1 a
Macaranga similis P. and H. yalavala
Macaranga tanarius Muell. Arg. paketo
Macaranga sp . 
Mallotus ricinoides
vokama
pipo
Manqifera indica L.
Manihot utilissima Pohl.
Maoutia sp.
Melodines landolphioides Schum, 
and Laut.
Metroxylon sagus Roxb. 
Microstiqium sp.
Mo rinda citrifolia L.
qaliqali
mareamekea 
lamvia 
pa i 1 i 
tutu
Musa sapientum L.
Myristica hollrunqii Warb.
pur i
taqataqa qoqomana
Myris tic a sp. 
Myristica sp .
tagataqa 
taga taga lamvere
Nicotiana sp. 
Nothoqaqus sp. 
Ocimum basilicum L.
katula 
s i r o r l
Ocimum sanctum L. vagitu
Octomeles Sumatra Miq. vulung
Oryza sativa L .
Palmer la s p .
Pandanus tectorius (Soland)
iana
Parson
Pangium edule Reinw, 
Parartocarpus venenosus 
(Z . and M „) Becc.
Parsonsia pedunculata (Warb.)
Mgf .
Phaseoius sp .
Piper betie L .
Piper sp.
Pipturus argenteus (Forst.f.) 
Wedd .
Pipturus repandus (B1 . ) Wedd. 
Pisonia longirostris T. and B. 
Polyscias sp.
Polytoca macrophylla Benth. 
Pometia pinnata J. and G. 
Forst.
Pongamia pinnata (L .) Pierre 
P remna sp.
Prosopis insularum (Guill.) 
Bret „
Prunus s p .
Psophocarpus tetragonolobus DC 
Pterocarpus indicus Willd. 
P u e r a n a  lobata (Willd.) Ohwi
nge sing 
ma ngini
i vo
salimo
s i ve 
sagope
ma sa
muet amupeIke 
gulu
ve1 ave 1 a 
raqa
t aua
vuvungkala 
k ipa
vo a
gieva sangina 
kavomva 
kerena 
paku a
Qua s sla indic a Gaertn. i p i p i
Rhizophora stylosa Grif. gelo
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L a t i n  N a m e M a e n g e  Name
S a c c h a r u m  e d u l e  H a s s k , 
S a c c h a r u m  o f f i c i n a r u m  B u r k . 
S c a e v o l a  t a c c a d a  (G a e r t n , )
R o x b  .
S c l e v i a  p o l y c a r p a  B o e c k „  
S e m e c a r p u s  l a x i f l o r a  K. Schum.  
S e t a r i a p a l m i f o l i a  S t a p f .
S i d a  r h o m b i f o l i a  L „
S o l a n u m  t u b e r o s u m  L .
S o n n e r a t i a  a l b a  S . E . S m .  
S p o n d i a s  d u l c i a  Forst. 
S t e m m o n u r u s  a m m u i  (Kan.) Sl. 
S t e r c u l i a  s p .
S t e r c u l  ia s p .
S t y r a x  a g r e s t e  (Lour.) G.Don.
g n a p a
tau
g a p o g a p o  
k a 1ang 
p u n e  
y a v a g  e 
p a n g a t a p u
m a p a l a p a l a  
kul i
ma tava nq 
k a 1 a koma 
tagol 1 a 
p e u a n g i
T e r m i n a l i a  c a t a p p a  L . t a 1 isi
T e r n s t r o e m i a  m e r i l l i a n a  K o b u s k i  i 1 e 1 e 
Tet ra s t i g m a  s p . m o t a
T h e m e d a  i n t e r m e d i a  ( H a c k . )
J a n s e n  k a i l e
T h e s p e s i a  p e e k e l i i  (Ulbr.)
Bo r s sum
T r e m a  o r i e n t a l i s  (L .) Bl.
T r i c h o s a n t h e s  s p .
T r i u m f e t t a  n i g r i s c a n s  F .M .
B a i l e y  v o r e vo r e
slmviqa 
s ev o 1 au
v u l o n a  (Long,) 
g u l a v e r e
Vigna lutea (SW) A Gray p a p e l a u
Vit ex cofassus R e i n w . sa 1 i
W e d e l ia b i f l o r a  DC
X a n t h o s o m a  s a g i t t i f o l i u m  (L .) 
S c h o t t
X y l o c a r p u s  g r a n a t u s  K o e n .
Z ea m a y s  L .
Z i n g i b e r  z e r u m b e t  Sm e 
Z i z y p h u s  a n q u s t i f o 1 ius (Miq.) 
Hat .
vulago
us i si
qua
t a g a l a
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Appendix IV
C u l t ivated Area Matong January 19 7 0 1
Name of piece 
of land
C u l t ivated 
area (acres) Crop Terrain
V e g e tation
cover
Gul u 1 ,032 SP Plain Coconut
.160 SP Plain Co conut
.232 SP Plain Coconut
. 146 SP Plain Coconut
Gul uk un a 2 .265 SP Plain Long fallow
.423 SP Plain Long fa 1low
. 141 SP Plain Long fallow
.110 SP Plain Long fallow
Kerake ra 3 .034 Yam Hill top Short fallow
1 ama na .039 Y am Hill top Short fallow
.09 7 Taro Hill top Long f a 1 low
.113 Taro Hill top Long fa 1low
.932 SP Hill top Short fallow
Kolame 4 .028 SP Plain P rima ry forest
. 044 SP Plain P rima ry forest
.146 SP Plain Primary forest
.029 SP Plain Primary forest
.057 SP Plain Primary forest
.016 SP Plain P rima ry forest
.056 SP Plain P rima r y forest
. 037 Taro Plain Primary forest
.136 Taro Plain Prima ry forest
.126 Y am Plain P rima r y forest
. 044 Taro Plain Primary forest
. 024 SP Plain Primary forest
.118 SP Plain P rima ry forest
. 082 SP Plain P rima ry forest
. 052 Taro Plain Primar y forest
. 009 Y am Plain Pr imar.y forest
.013 Yam Plain Prima ry forest
Note 1 . Figures (1 , 2 etc . refer to the figures on Map 7.
SP Stands for sweet potato, CT for Chinese taro, Coconut 
for Coconut plantation, Taro for mixed taro gardens. 
Interlines indicate that gardens are not contiguous.
All figures are in acres.
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Name of piece 
of land
C ultivated. , Croparea (a cres) Terrain
Vege t a t i o n
cover
. 007 Yam Plain Primary forest
. 009 Y am Plain Primary forest
.141 Taro Hill top Primary forest
.021 SP Hill top Primary forest
.130 Taro Hill top Primary forest
.140 SP Hill top Primary forest
. 013 Y am Hill top Primary forest
K u n a va ng a- 5 .060 Y am Hill top Long fallowpuna
.060 Y am Hill top Long f a 1 low
. 006 Taro Hill s 1 ope Long fallow
.021 Taro Hill s 1 ope Long fallow
.014 Taro Hill slope Long fallow
.008 Taro Hill slope Long fallow
. 012 Taro Hill s lope Long f allow
. 006 SP Hill slope Long fallow
.022 SP Hill s lope Long fallow
. 008 SP Hill s lope Long fallow
K u v i 1i 6 . 052 CT Plain Short fallow
. 035 CT Plain Short fallow
Lo ng al on a 7 .130 Taro Plain \ Fallow reverting
.051 Taro Plain ;to primary forest
Lon ak on a 8 . 031 Taro Hill slope Long f allow
.02 7 Taro/Yam Hill slope Long fallow
. 031 Taro/Y am Hill s lope Long f a 1 low
.069 Taro/Yam Hill slope Long fallow
Ma lo ma ta na 9 . 071 SP Hill slope Long fallow
. 027 Taro Hill s lope Long fallow
. 019 SP Hill slope Long fallow
. 025 Y am Hill top Long fallow
. 088 SP Hill s lope Long fallow
Man gin i 1 0 .064 SP/Yam Plain Long fallow
. 299 SP Plain Long fallow
.160 SP Plain | Fall o w  reverting
. 169 SP Plain 'to primary forest
. 031 CT Plain Coconut
Appendix IV (cont.)
Name of piece 
of land
Cultivated, . Croparea (acres) Terrain
Vegetation
cover
.122 CT Plain Coconut
.05 5 CT Plain Coconut
o 016 CT Plain Coconut
. 080 SP Plain Long fallow
.121 SP Plain Long fallow
.103 SP Plain Long fallow
.107 SP Plain Long fallow
.066 SP Plain Long fallow
. 051 SP Plain Long fallow
Manuginuna 11 . 025 Y am Hill top Long fallow
. 047 Y am Hill top Long fallow
. 030 Y am Hill top Long fallow
. 030 Taro Hill top Long fallow
. 073 Taro Hill top Long fallow
Matarana 1 2 . 010 Y am Plain Coconut
. 019 Y am Plain Coconut
. 015 Y am Plain Coconut
.025 Y am Plain Coconut
. 023 Y am Plain Coconut
. 041 Y am Plain Coconut
. 017 Y am Plain Coconut
. 075 Yam Plain Coconut
.055 SP Plain Coconut
.033 SP Plain Coconut
. Oil SP Plain Coconut
. 071 SP Plain Coconut
. 013 Y am Plain Coconut
. 013 SP Plain Coconut
. 008 CT Plain Coconut
Pagolona 13 . 151 Taro Plain Long fallow
. 041 Taro Plain Long fallow
Pao 14 . 030 CT Plain Short fallow
P ar epong 15 . 043 Taro Hill top Long fallow
.039 Taro Hill top
Pasingkaena - . 274 Y am Plain Fallow reverting
puna 1 6 .145 Taro Plain to primary forest
Pato1amana 17 . 224 SP Plain Short fallow
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Appendix IV (cont,)
Name of piece 
of land
Cultivated 
area (acres) Crop Terrain
Veg e t a t i o n
cover
.212 Taro/Yam Plain Long fallow
P a t u e - 18 . 027 CT Plain Coconut
kanasi .054 CT Plain Coconut
. 055 CT Plain Coconut
.055 CT Plain Coconut
. 263 CT Plain Coconut
. 070 CT Plain Coconut
P o p o s i 19 . 024 Taro Hill slope F a 1 low
.042 Taro Hill slope reverting
.112 Taro Hill slope to
. 037 Taro Hill slope primary
. 151 Taro Hill si ope fo r es t
.028 Y am Hill slope
Punova lo 20 . 206 SP , CT Plain Short fallow
. 213 Y am Plain Long fallow
. 218 Y am Plain Long fallow
Rek ap e k a p e k e - .003 Y am Hill bo ttom Fallow
kenokapoi
21 .137 Taro Hill bottom reverting
.13 0 Y am Hill bottom ^to primary forest
S a 1a to 22 .128 Taro Plain Coconut
. 089 Y am Plain Coconut
.218 SP Plain Coconut
. 220 CT Plain Coconut
.200 CT Plain Coconut
Tan gutu 23 .092 Y am Hill bottom Fallow
. 068 Taro Hill bottom
. 082 Taro Hill bottom
. 043 Taro Hill bottom
.134 Y am Hill bottom reverting
. 156 Taro Hill bottom
. 101 Taro Hill bottom
. 006 Taro Hill bottom
. 048 Taro Hill bottom to primary forest
Ta 1 ia p 24 . 006 CT Plain Coconut
T anr a 1e 25 . 016 CT Plain Coconut
Tele ng la ta . 026 Taro Plain Long fallow
2b . 091 Taro Plain Long fallow
N a m e  of p i e c e  
of  l a n d
A p p e n d i x  IV
C u l t i v a t e d, v C r o pa r e a  ( ac res )
(c o n t .) 
T e r r a i n
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V e g e t a t i o n
c o v e r
V a g i t u p u n a 27 . 02 9 SP H i l l s l o p e S h o r t  f a l l o w
. 038 SP H i l l s l o p e S h o r t  f a l l o w
. 012 SP H i l l s l o p e S h o r t  f a l l o w
. 0 8 0 SP H i l l s l o p e S h o r t  f a l l o w
. 02 5 SP H i l l s l o p e S h o r t  f a l l o w
. 0 1 9 SP H i l l s l o p e S h o r t  f a l l o w
.157 SP H i l l si o p e P r i m a r y  f o r e s t
. 056 SP H i l l s l o p e P r i m a r y  f o r e s t
.021 SP H i l l s l o p e P r i m a r y  f o r e s t
. 122 S P / T a r o H i l l s l o p e P r i m a r y  f o r e s t
. 071 S P / T a r o H i l l s l o p e P r i m a r y  f o r e s t
. 078 SP H i l l s l o p e P r i m a r y  f o r e s t
. 066 T a r o H i l l s l o p e P r i m a r y  f o r e s t
. 284 SP S h o r t  f a l l o w
.341 SP S h o r t  f a l l o w
. 0 86 T a r o P r i m a r y  f o r e s t
V a l a g a 28 .127 C T P l a i n C o c o n u t
. 294 CT P l a i n C o c o n u t
. 044 CT P l a i n C o c o n u t
. 058 CT P l a i n C o c o n u t
V a s a 29 . 303 SP P l a i n C o c o n u t
V e  s a n g a m e 30 2 . 4 3 5 C T P l a i n C o c o n u t
V o g o 31 .11 9 T a r o H i l l s l o p e S h o r t  f a l l o w
. 057 Y a m H i l l s l o p e S h o r t  f a l l o w
.114 SP H i l l s l o p e S h o r t  f a l l o w
. 170 SP H i l l s l o p e S h o r t  f a l l o w
.114 T a r o H i l l s l o p e S h o r t  f a l l o w
Appendix IV (cont,) 
Location of Yam G a r d e n s , Matong
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Plain Hill Top Hill Bottom Hill
.126 . 034 . 003 . 027
.009 . 039 . 130 . 028
. 013 . 013 . 092 .057
. 007 . 060 .134
. 009 . 060 .112
.010 .025 .359 5%
. 019 .025 18%
.015 . 047
. 02 5 .030
. 023
. 041 .333
.017 16%
.075
.013
.274
.213
. 218
.089
. . 196
60%
Tot al 2.000
Appendix IV (cont.)
Location of Sweet Potato Fields , Matong
Plain Hill Top Hill Bottom Hill Slope
. 032 .032 .066
.16 0 .021 . 022
.232 . 140 . 008
. 146 .071
.265 .193 .019
.423 3% .088
.141 .029
.110 .038
.028 . 012
. 044 .080
.146 .02 5
.029 .019
. 057 .157
.016 .056
. 056 . 021
.024 .122
.118 . 071
.082 . 078
. 064 .284
.299 . 341
. 160 .114
.169 .170
. 080 
.121
.114
.103 1.995
. 107 30%
. 066
.051
.055
.033
.011
. 071
.013
. 224
.206
.218
.303
4.463 67%
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Total 6.661
Appendix IV (cont.) 2 6 2
Location of Taro gardens, Matong 
Plain Hill Top Hill Bottom Hill Slope
. 0 3 7 . 0 5 7 . 1 3 7 . 0 0 6
. 1 3 6 . 1 1 3 . 0 6 8 . 0 2 1
. 0 4 4 . 1 4 1 . 0 8 2 . 0 1 4
. 0 5 2 . 1 3 0 . 0 4 3 . 0 0 8
. 1 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 1 5 6 . 0 1 2
. 0 5 1 . 0 7 3 . 1 0 1 . 0 3 1
. 0 3 1 . 0 4 3 . 0 0 6 . 0 6 9
. 1 5 1  
. 0 4 1
. 0 3 9 . 0 4 8 . 0 2 7  
. 0 2 4
. 6 6 6  
1 9 %
. 6 4 1
1 9 %
. 1 4 4 . 0 4 2
. 1 1 2. 1 2 8
. 0 2 6 . 0 3 7
. 0 9 1 . 1 5 1
. 2 1 2 . 0 6 6
. 0 8 6
. 2 7 5 . 1 1 9
3 7  %
. 8 1 7
2 4 %
Total 3 . 3 9 9
